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Wreath Placed on Tomb of
President By
Martyred
Vice President Coolidge
and Gen, Pershing,

Ji A
v
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OLD HOMESTEAD IS
VISITED BY GUESTS

Loss Is $40,000; Classes to Be Held as Usual
Today; Opera Seats and Scenery of Auditorium Burned; Congress to Be Asked for
Appropriation to Rebuild.
and similar gymnasium equipment
had been placed for storage during
the basketball season. The drill
guns; 120 army Winchesters, were
also stored there. No ammunition
is kept at the school.
There
had been a children's
party at the gymnasium Saturday
but
it was over at 9:30 p.
evening,
m. At that time a peculiar odor
was noticed, but it was thought to
come from the oil which had been
placed upon the floor. It is now
believed to have been the first
smouldering of the fire, possibly
among, the wrestling mats and similar equipment.
When the fire was discovered
the flames were shooting through
the celling and rapidly filling the
When the structure
gymnasium.
was built a brick wall was constructed between the gymnasium
and auditorium in order to prevent
the spread of fires, but the flames
seemed to travel through the rafters at the front.
By the time the city department
arrived the flames had entered the
auditorium and the walls of the
gymnasium had begun to crumble.
The walls of the auditorium stood
well, but will have to bo torn down
before a new building can be
erected.
Scenery Is Destroyed.
Within the auditorium was a
large amount of stage scenery and
a carpet for the stage, which was
destroyed. A piano was also burned, as were the 8Cfi opera chairs.
The chairs were fastened to the
floor. If they had been loose they
might have been removed in time.
The lighting equipment of the auditorium was excellent. A Baloptl-con- ,
used for projecting pictures,
was destroyed as were the lights
and dimmers for the stage.
The curtain which was on the
stage was unusually large. It made
a roll sixteen inches in diameter
feet long. It
and wag fifty-fou- r
had been painted by a St. Louis
firm.
In the gymnasium proper were
lifting machines, bars and similar
equipment. This was all destroyed.
The gymnasium had a seating capacity of 500 in the gallery.
Some difficulty was experienced
in fighting the fire due to the limited supply of water. The school
tank holfls 40.000 gallons. The
out 750
truck pumped
city
gallons a minute and two' other
lines were also used. The tank was
quickly emptied, although it proved
adequate to protect the other buildings.
Shortly after the fire was discovered St. Anthony'
orphanage
loaded a truck with fire extinguishers and rushed them to the Indian
Bchool to help protect other structures.
"The little- Indian boys proved
mighty good tighters," said Chief
Collister. "They helped place the
lines and stnyed on the Job holding
streams on' the fire no matter how
cold they became."
Some of the city fighters received severe burns on the arms
and a number of Indian lads went
to the school hospital Sunday for
medical treatment of burned arms
Cost $25,000 to Build.
The building which was "destroyed
was built at a cost of $25,000. The
nd plumbing were
brick work
done by tradesmen, .but, the remainder of the work was done by
student labor.
An attempt will be made to se- (Continued on fage Two.)

Crowds Line the Streets as
the Visitors Pass Through
State
By
Accompanied
Officials,

"
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Miss Frances C. Birkhead.
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 12. (Spe- counts, each. Asking a $50,000
award by the court,
cial) As a result of the sensational $100,000 damage suit filed In
Count No. 1 is based upon seducthe federal court hero by Miss tion only. After, briefly narrating
Frances C. Birkhead, twenty-fivhow she came under the "predominow a reside t of New Orleans, nant infuence" of the defendant at
Russell, a time when he was a candidate
against Governor Lee
charging seduction, and the conse- for governor and how she was perquent loss of the plaintiff's char- suaded to "yield to his will," the
acter, health and reputation, con- bills adds:
sternation reigns In the official
"That as a result of the said
family of the state of Mississippi. seduction,
plaintiff's
The suit promises to involve the and character Were ruined,reputation
and she
names of several prominent
was caused to lose, her employsome of whom, includ- ment; her health was mired to
ing the governor, hold high public her great damage In the wm (,f
office.
$50,000."
"The charges are a damnnblo
Charge nicgal Operation.
He," says Governor Russell, "and
Count No. 2 has as its basis nn
an attempt by my enemies to operation, which, it n'Ue&es, was
blacken mjKharacter."
performed at the .instigation
c;
In
however, the Governor Russell.
"As a result of the said seducgirl tells In great detail of the alleged seduction by Governor Rus- tion and operation,"
it reads,
sell three years ago, when she was "plaintiff's
health was totally
his stenographer,, and .Asserts jUlfttl;: MQfUUiA-BMruined, she miffere
as a consequence or nis acts sue untoia pain and anguish': and she
has lost her character, health and is now an invalid, and wijl be such
the
reputation.
part of her life.''
Her bill is divided into two Miss remaining
Birkenhead
that
alleges
e,
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(lij The AMoelnlcd Pren.)
Boston, Mass., Feb. 12. Organized operatives In cotton mills,
about 21,000 hands in Nejv
Hampshire and Massachusetts, will
go on strike tomorrow In protest
against a wage reduction of 70. per
cent.- - . Officials
of the textile
unions with which the locals are
affiliated assert that the mills are
well
organized.
"
Reductions effective tomorrow!'
which in the case of New Hampshire mills are accompanied
by
restoration of the
week,
will cut the wages of nearly 60,000
operatives In the four northern
New England states.
.With' the
exception of 1,800 workers in
Lowell, all of those who have signified their striking are in the cot
ton centers of New Hampshire.
Twonty-tw- o
thousand .operatives
in Maine will be affected by the
cut, Including 12,000 In Lcwlston.
Representatives of the Lewiston
operatives decided at a meeting
today not to strike at this time.
The strike situation In Rhode Island, where numerous disturbances
have been reported, led Governor
San Soucl to Issue a proclamation
yesterday In which he declared
that In event of further violence
he would use-thmilitary to. re(BT TIIE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Feb. 12. Indus the National Association of Manu store order. Last night the govWashington,
ernor ordered two troops of na'
tries of the country are opposed facturers.
tional guard cavalry held under
That millions of former soldiers, full
to cash appropriations for a
arms and equipment ' at the
he declared, "can have their votes
bonus "as being socially
in Providence. .'
armory
at
November elections bought
the
an economic absurdity and by a
dole of $500 or $600
paltry
accordpolitically preposterous,"
payable $50 a quarter, beginning VACANT GOVERNMENT'
ing to a statement Issued tonight at
some time in 1923. Is Buch an
by John E. Edgerton, president of insult to their Intelligence, and an
' BUILDERS WILL BE
outrage to their sense, of decency,
HUGE CELLARETTES
that in my opinion It will defeat
fdr
every member of
'
(Bf The Aiioclated Ptrtn.) .
or senate,
who
I congress, house
Feb. 12. Vacant
Washington,
supports this iniquitous measure."
He added, however, that the In- government " owned . buildings
dustries of the country were not throughout-- the country will be
FORECAST.
cellarettes .under
"the most generous and come monster
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12. New opposing
liberal
for the disabled vete- pfans' being 'worked out by
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday fair; rans ofcare"
bureau.
dethe world war or
colder extreme south portion Mon- pendents of those killed In the
According to a report from Di
it. i
.
rector of the Pudget Dawes ,t1
,
day. ,
President Harding, arrangements
Arizona;
Monday and Tuesday
fair; little change in temperature. 'PHONE RATE HEARING " have been practically completed
whereby intoxicated liquors seized
ADJOURNS TO MAY 15 under the national prohibition act
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twentyfour
will be stored In vacant army and
hours ending at 6 p. m, yesterday, (Spcelnl CnrreaiHindence to Th Jonrnnl.) shipping board buildings at an estiSanta-Ferecorded by the university;
Feb. 12. The tele- mated annual saving in rentals of
68 phone rate hearing which has oc- about $170.000.
Highest temperature i..
Lowest . .
of the state
the
attention
Ji cupied
,
26 corporation commission for some
ADVANCE FOR AUSTRIA. ,
Range
Mean . .
45 weeks and which- has accumulate
Paris, Feb. 12. A Vienna offistenocial statement, according to a diseight hundred pages of
, 17 graphic notes, has been, adjourned patch to the
Humidity at ? p. ...
says
None to May 15 when the hearing will that the British minister has inPrecipitation . .
.
Maximum wind velocity
28 be resumed.
Mors Information Is formed Austria that Great Britain
. .North desired, which was not in
Direction of wind
shape to will grant an v advance credit' of
Clear be presented at tha present- time.
Character of day
21,000,000.
.,.;.
mis-step-
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INDUSTRIES OF THE COUNTRY

ARE OPPOSED TO CASH BOND

FOR SOLDIERS, IS ASSERTION

Is "Socially Unwise, An Economic Absurdity
and Politically Preposterous," Declares John
E. Edgerton, President of National Associa
tion of Manufacturers.
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Genera! Walkout Scheduled
In New England States
As a Protest Against Proposed Wage Slash.

Cor. Lee KussclL
when sho first became aware of
the fact that she was to become a
mother sho told tho govei nor and
he advised her, contrary to her
wishes, to have an JHckuI operation.' Sho asserts that she at first
opposed this, proposing to him
that tho child bo placed In an institution In some distant town, and
ho could bring it homo and adopt
it and neither Mrs. Rusi'.'il nor
anyone else need know who wcro
the parents of tho child. Ha insisted that this Idea was Impracticable, that in the course of a short
time Mrs. Russell and I would
have a fight over the child, and
that I would claim it. Then, too,
he insisted that the course I suggested would bo too expensive and
the fact misht become known and
would Injure if not ruin his career as a politician."
The plaintiff then alleges .hat
because of the Insistence
of the
governor sho permitted herself ta
he operated upon, with the consequent loss of her health.
After she had recovered
from
her operation the girl asserts that
sho saw the governor on severa".
occasions, but that ho grew cold
toward her. Finally, she alleges
that on one of these visits the
"governor told mo that unless I
promised that afternoon to leave
Jackson he would have me thrown
into the insane nsylum that he
was governor and could have this
done. He had made this threat on
numerous occasions before, Baying
that Dr, Mitchell, superintendent
of the hospital,
understood - the
matter and had agreed to keep me
there; that I would be placed n
a ward of the worst cases and in
view of my extreme nervous condition would In the course of a. few
days really lose my mind. I am
positive that Governor Russell Intended committing the additional
crime of destroying my mind."

ARREST MEDRANO FARM PRODUCTS

WORKERS BEGINS AT
EAST

(By The Aorlntrcl TresO
Springfield, 111., Feb. .12. Vice
and
Calvin Coolidge
President
Gen! J. J. Pershing, in behalf ot
the American nation, honored the
memory of Abraham Lincoln hera
today.
Through crowds which lined the
streets where Lincoln often walkAmeried, tho two distinguished
cans passed to visit the old homeand
lived
stead where Lincoln
worked before he went to Washington to lead the nation through
tho trving days of civil war.
With solemn dignity they placed
a simple wreath upon tho tomb
where the bod of tho martyred
president. Ilea in Oak Ridge cemetery.
Early this morning. General Pershing with a military escort, Jouroi
neyed forty miles to the site
e
New Salem Hills, Llncolns
home, where the state of Illinois
has started to reconstruct tho vanished village.
Porshlnjr Is Honored.
honored
the
While Pershing
memory of Lincoln, the little town
of Petersburg,
three miles from
the New Salem Hills, turned out
to honor the military chief. He
was a guest at a luncheon before
his party turned back towards
Springfield.
Vice President Coolidge arrived
In a special ear this afternoon
shortly after General Pershing's
return to the city.
Crowds lined the streets as the
visitors passed through, accompanied by Governor Small, other
state officials and members of the
state militia.
To a crowd which packed the
state arsenal, General Pershing
and the vice president spoko the
nation's tribute to the man whoso
birthday anniversary America honored today.
o
The principles of right and
proclaimed by Abraham Lincoln and for which he died, were
of the American
the'
Armies that fought in the world
war, General Pershing said.
Strong Man Anion? Men.
"Few men, of whatever origin
or lineage, have ever made a
more profound impression upon
the civilization of their timt than
Abraham Llncbln." the general
said. "The memory of his devotion to the well being of his fel- low men and to the welfare of
his country will live as long as
men believe in liberty. Superior
In
and moral force,
physical
though in no sense
but possessing tho common frailties ' nnd weaknesses of mankind,
ho was merely a strong man
among men.
"Slavery and slave labor wore
abhorrent to Lincoln," the speak
er said. "His whole career from
barefooted boy on the frontier
to the highest office in the land
la an outstanding Illustration of
the very lucid analysis he made
of that question. In these days of
conflict between capital nnd labor,
the wisdom of Lincoln, whose
guide was a sense ot Justice anda
the good of tha
people as
whole, may well be Invoked.
Was Never Dismayed.
"As the leader of the nation In
tho dark days of war that threatened to destroy us, Lincoln had always a sublime confidence in the
triumph of right. was never disby disaster, he
mayed. Unshaken by scorn and
disloyalty, he moved ever steadfastly toward the goal. An ardent
patriot, he had an abiding faith
in his own and his country's destiny. Clear of vision, patience under adversity, merciful in Judgment, he worked and suffered for
the people he loved.
"The ordinary course of his life
ran In much the same channels as
that of numerous other native
So whether we conAmericans.
sider him as an earnest youth, a
lawyer, a legislator, a strategist, soa
it Is all
patriot or a statesman
wondrous that we still ask ourselves the source of hl.s wisdom and
power. To this J believe there Is
but one answer God and God
alone,"

-

(aPce-AoitPATcH to mornin
joumnalI
Roswell, N. M.. Feb. 12. Sheriff
Block of Torrance county arrived
mis auernoon to take into custody
Luis Medrano, arrested here In connection with tho murder of Robert
Coury at Duran last September.
Medrano was arrested Just after he
had arrived on a Santa, Fe train.
He Is the fourth man of the five
charged with the robbery and mur- 'der, to be arrested, tho other three
also having been arrested by
Chaves county officials.
M,edrano appears to have heen In
Los Angeles, returning to El Paso
from there; from El Paso he came
to Carlsbad., thence to Roswell,
.where, he was arrested a few minutes after his arrival.
Francisco Blza and Carlos
are Alleged to have confessed., to their part In the crime
but claimed the shooting was done
by Lblo Merando, who is also in
custody. It Is understood that the
latter attempted to shift the blame.
Since his arrest Medrano has
made no statement to local officers.
He did, however, have In his pos- sesslort an account of the crime
written in verse, giving the high
spots, of the robbery and murder.
i

.
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RAIL WORKERS AND
MINERS WILL FORM
ALLIANCE, PREDICTS
''

lb

Pms.)
Feb. 12.
Ind
Indianapolis,
That some form of an alliance be
tween , the union coal miners and
railroad workers of the country will
be formed by officers of the various unions at the Chicago conference February 21. was predicted
here tonight by E.F. Grable of Detroit, president of the United
Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employes and Railway Shop
Laborers.
With other officers of his union
Mr.' .Grable arrived here today for
a .conference tomorrow with President' John L.' Lewis of the United
Mine" Workers , of America, the
leader in proposing the alliance as
a "defensive movement" against
wage reductions.'
VMf. 'Grable said, he personally
favored an alliance, and added that
other rail union 'chiefs, with whom
he said he had talked, were of similar opinion. He declined to say
with whom he had conferred on
the proposed alliance.
(By

AnAorlnted

"
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Country's Basic Agricultural
Industries Are on We
Mend, According to War
Finance Bureau.
(By The AtMorlnlril

Pff.l

Washington, Feb. 12 Optimistic
views of Improved conditions in the
country's basic agricultural Industries are warranted by reports received by the war finance corporation from Its field agencies; according to a statement issued tonight
by Managing Director Meyer.
"Corn now Is selling at country
elevators in Nebraska and Iowa at
40 cents a bushel as against 20
cents four months ago," he said.
"Hogs command a good market
and reports indicate that farmers
are getting the equivalent of 80 to
90 cents for corn that is marketed
on the hoof. The market for sheep
is stabilized.
Selling Is in large
quantities and at prices considered
satisfactory to the growers and
feeders.
"The cattle market no longer Is
the breeding herds
demoralized;
are being held; the young stock no
and the
longer is
feeding and fattening business Is
proceeding 'in good volume and
with- fairly .satisfactory
returns.
There la a broao market" for wool
and hldos at good prices. The
grain markets are showing a good
AT LEAST 16 DRIVERS
consumptive demand.
"All this means that the farmer
OF AUTOMOBILES WILL
Is being put in position to liquidate
his debts gradually and that his
PARTICIPATE IN RACE
normal purchasing power so vital
to the commercial and Industrial
(By The aswirlnted Press.)
and transportation Interests is beLos Angeles, Calif., Feb. 12. At
ing restored.
least sixteen drivers will compete
in the 250 mile automobile race
SAYS DISCHARGE OF ' to
be run on the Los Angeles
NAVY YARD WORKERS
Speedway February 22, according
to announcement by A. M. Young.
IS INCONSIDERATE" secretary of the speedway associafirst race C
tion. Thisforwill be the
the year
(By The AaawlnUd rru.)
points In the 1922 naFeb.
Discharge tional championship competition.
Washington,
without warning of thousands of In addition. 125,000. in cash prizes
naVy yard workers whose services will be distributed.
were no longer required because
Drivers who have already signed
of the armament limitation agreement, to enter include Ralph De'Palm,
was. characterized today as Eddie Hearne, Jlmmv Murphy,
'
"extremely
inconsiderate, heart- Tommy Milton, Jerry Wonderlloh,
less, and inhuman,", and an act of Toe Thomas, Harry Hartz, Eddie
"broken faith," In a letter sent by Miller, Bud Hill and Art Klein, all
William
driven In previous
president of of whom have
the International Association
of races here. A newcomer expected
to
Machinists,
President Harding. Is Enrico Bordlno, Italian driver,
The administration was asked tj who sailed for America early In
provide work for the men by tak- January bringing a car said by
ing all forms of armament manu- sppodway officials to bo one of the
facture, out of the hands of pri- fastest In Europe.
vate contractors and plants,
bv
Pete De,Pnola. for several years
speeding up plana for the construc mechanician for Ralph' De Pnlma,
tion or naval - auxiliary craft al- Is entered to drive a car of his
lowed under tho
disarmament own for the "lrst time. At least
treaty, and by arranging for tho four other cars are certain to start,
manufacture ot supplies for'' the the names of their drivers not havcivil government in the navy: yard ing been given out at the time Mr.
.... .:,. ;.. Young made his announcement.
plants. .,'. ; ;
Though-saddened-

,
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STRIKE OF RAILROAD
MEN IN IRELAND ENDED
Cork. Feb. 12. The strike of the
railway me"n, who on Friday seized
the various railway stations, ended
loaay. . After- a. stormy proiongea
meeting Saturday .night, a favorable' majority, was obtained on the
question of .resuming work on the
terms agreed upon at the recent
Dublin conference
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"LONG LIVE THE POPE"
THUNDERS FROM CROWD
Holy

Balcony and Bestows the Apostolic Benediction on Multitude,
(By The Awoclirteil

Officials Are Most Anxious
F.
to Locate
Edward
Sands, Former Employe
of Dead Film Director.
(Ity The Amwrlnttd Prrm.)

During 1921 the total of spirits,
wines and malt liquors imported
compared
$4,711,000,
aggregated
with 3,269,000 in 1920. While minand
other
beverages
eral waters
entering the country amounted to
in
$347,000
1920.

as

against

$569,000

Father Appears on the

Outer

TftYLORJLftYING

partment.

fJEWPOfJTIEE

Ancisnt Custom Carried Out
With
Very Impressive
Ceremonies in the Basilica
of St. Peters.

WANTED

12. Liquor
Feb.
Washington,
inImports during tho past-yeaas
11.600,000
creased by nearly
shipcompared with 1920, while counments of soft drinks Into the
try fell off by more than $200,000
during the same period, according
to foreign trade reports mado public tonight by tho commerce de-

So
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THE CORONATION

IS

INCREASE IS SHOWN
IN LIQUOR IMPORTS
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IRE PRESENT IT

Richmond, Va., Feb. 12.
Protection for members of the
house of delegates
Virginia
from lobbyists by furnishing
each member with a becomingly and appropriately designed
set of false whiskers, is provided in a resolution offered in
that body and now pending
beCore tho committee on manufactures and mechanical arts.
The resolution follows:
"Resolved, By the house of
delegates, that the clerk of the
house be and he is hereby authorized and directed to take
the measurement of and furnish to earh member of the
house a luxurious set of artificial whiskers
appropriately
and becomingly designed for
the purpose of disguise, to
facilitate
ingress nnd egress
from the house without recognition by tho various lobbies.
"Resolved, Further, that the
costs of such paraphernalia bo
paid by such lobbies."

Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 12.
The Investigation of the slaying
of William Desmond Taylor, motion picture director proceeded today with what chiefs of the inquiry described as "a checking up
of remote possibilities." Detectives
ot the police department, district
attorney's and sheriff's offices
were dispatched upon a score or
more missions of this kind and
most of them had reported before night that they had reached
the same blank wall that has
been reached In every previous
activity of investigation.
Thomas Leo Woolwine, district
attorney, said he had been In
touch with most of the Investigators during the day and felt that
little progress had been made, so
far as any Indication of who
fired the shot which
actually
killed Taylor was concerned.
"We have several lines of Investigation upon which a check
will be made, probably tonight,
to state
hut It is impossible
whether they are vital to the
case," the district attorney said.
"I have been nt home practically all day waltins; to hear from
the various groups of Investigato ''the" present time
tors. bur-Ti- p"
have had absolutely no report
which gives any additional light."
Both the district attorney and
Captain David L. Adams, head
of the detective bureau, said the
man they were most anxious to
locate was Edward F. Sands, former secretary nnd butler of Taylor, who ha3 been missing since
last August. Captain Adams said
he thought there could be no
doubt now that Sands "is hiding
of his
reason
for some good
own."
of me
life
"I cannot for the
see why ho should remain In seclusion if he has nothing to relate about the Taylor case," the
captain continued.
"I helieved in the beginning
that Rands was the man we
wanted, and I have no reason to
'
change my belief."
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AT 3:10 A. i.; CITY FIGHTERS

.....
........

On II

THRONGS OUT AT

if

Fire of unknown origin, possibly the result of spontaneous combustion, swept through the gymof the
nasium and auditorium
United States Indian school north
of the city early Sunday morning,
gutting the combined structure
completely and causing a loss of
$40,000. There was no Insurance
on the building.
The hoys' dormitory, a large
structure standing near the burned
building, was threatened several
times, but was saved by the efficient work of the city fire department. The savin? of this building
prevented an additional loss of
$50,000.
.
The work of the school will
crippled by the blaze, but studies will not be interfered with in
The children were
any manner.
taken to church as usual yesterday, dress parade was held at noon
and even chapel services will be
continued, although the dining;
hall will be the new Bcene for the
devotional services.
Reuben Perry, the superintendent of the institution,
last night
wired the details of the fire to
of the Inheai.
Charles H. Burke,
dian service. He also wired the
New Mexico congressional reprethem to
sentatives,
requesting
work immediately for the insertion
of a special appropriation in the
pending bill to supply funds for
the Immediate rebuilding of the
building. Action on such an appropriation Is expected within the
next month.
Find Fire at 3:15.
The fire was discovered by the
at the school
watchman
night
about 8:15 a. m, Sunday. He
sounded an alarm and Immediately
notified Mr. Perry. An attempt
was made to extinguish the flames
with Indian school equipment, but
Mr. Perry called for assistance of
the city fire deportment, Jho call
registering In at the lowlands station at 3:22. The city, frijolvas
at the scene by 3:30 when the west
bewall of the gymnasium secti-gan to fall.
Colllster
Fire Chief William
called In a second alarm at 3:32
a. m., asking that the day shl't of
firemen be called out and sent to
the school. The highlands truck
was brought to the lowlands station and a crew kept there to
guard the city.
The city force Immediately set
to work to save the boys' dormitory, only a short distance from
the burning structure.
TTr heat
between the two buildings was Intense, but the firemen
stayed
there and directed, a stream on the
dormitory, checking a tiny blaze
that had started and cooling the
smoking roof.
"We know that the city fire department saved us $50,000," said
Mr. Terry. In commenting
upon
work of the force.. "The boys'
contents
were
worth
dormitory and
that. We thought it was gone
once. I started to have the boys
get the furniture out, but the city
force save It by brave work.
s
"There were no
made
by the city fighters." continued
Mr. Perry.
"The chief handfcvl
his men well .nd their discipline
was excellent.
They knew what
they were there trio and did It."
Started! In Store Room.
The fire had apparently started
In a store room in the gymnasium.
Into It, the wrestling mats, boxing
gloves, dumb bells, Indian clubs.
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Monday, February 13, 1922.

Says Governor
Betrayed Her; Asks $100,000

her

CITY

l

TrrM.)

Romo, Feb. 12 (by the AssociatPlus XI was crowned
ed Press.)
pope in the basiliua. ot St. Peter's
of pomp and enscenes
amid
todav
thusiasm and In tha presence ot
ot th
princes and dignitaries
church, the diplomatic representatives ot foreign countries, members of tho Roman aristocracy and
a vast assemblage filling the great
structure to the very doors.
The ancient custom was carried
out with impressive ceremonies
and the newly elected pontiff now
occupies the throne of tha first
pope reported crowned, Leo III,
who reigned from 795 to 816.
Pius :il again blessed the
crowds on the outer balcony of St.
Peter's, this time nearly 200,000
peoplo cheering "Long live tho
pope" and waving handkerchiefs.
It had been originally announced
that "owing to the cold weather,"
the pope would not bless tha
crowds from the outer balcony,
and
but such was the Insistence
warmth of the cheers that tha
pontiff finally decided he must answer the call of his children. Thus,
It was long after 1 o'clock in lh
afternoon when the holy father
appeared on the balcony surrounded by Cardinals Vanutelli, Gaspar-r- i,
Mercier and Bourne, and bestowed tho apostolic benediction.
Cliwr Holy Father.
Previous to this, 60,000 gathercl
within the edifice, rising spontaneously, had cheered the holy father
as Cardinal Lega placed upon the
pope's head the tiara, emblem ot
the supreme sovereignty. Old Romans, who had witnessed the coronation of several popes, say that
the enthusiastic reception accorded the present pope has never been
equalled in their memory.
Good will, sincerity and hope
were the dominant er..otions prevailing in Rome as the new spiritual leader was receiving the tripls
crown with the magniJicent cereCatholic
mony of the Roman
church, but with a tinpo of the
matter of faef "afi'dbuslness liko
manner obtaining In the wcrld today. Silver bugles of the sixteenth
century announced the coronation,
and the red robes of the aged cardinals, mingling with the uniform
of tho Swiss guard, recalled the
Middle Ages, but the crush of
spectators at the heavy bronze
gates of a formerly forbidding Vatican, revealed that something was
changed in Rome.
persons were
Sixty thousand
packed in the noble and impressive basilica of St. Peters, silent
and reverential, with ono thought
pervading all that tho saintly old
man within tho Vatican walls may
yet enjoy that which was the recreation of young Ratti of Dnsio.
climbing the Alpine mountains of
his native land. Today he Is a
tha Vatican walls,
prisoner within
the hope Is freely
but tomoi-row- ,
expressed, he may be free to mingle among tho crowds of the common people he loves so well.
First Message Sent Out.
The first message sent out
broadcast over the world by Pope
Plus expressed the' wish for universal pacification
and declared
that while the holy see should not
abandon any of the church's temporal prerogatives, a satisfactory
arrangement, whereby tha Vatican
could rule spiritually only, would
be welcomed.
Standing upon the throne directly under the cupola of St. Peter's,
Michael
masterpiece,
Angelo's
Pius XI, with head adorned w!tt
the tiara, bestowed the blesslnif
upon those below, In which many
races and many creeds mingled.
The Gregorian psalms and hymns
(Continued on Page Two.)

RESIDENTS OF LAS VEGAS ARE
AROUSED BY TWO MORE FIRES;
CAUSE SHROUDED IN MYSTERY
Both Have Features Pointing to the Work of
a Firebug; But the Evidence is Not Conclusive; Situation 13 Discussed at a Special
Meeting cf the City Council.
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORX1NG JOCRNAL)
East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 12. as an office was badly damaged bv
While I,as Vegas was tightening fire. Walter Burns, an employe of
the net thrown out for the capture the company who lives in the ofof the Incendiary that the officials fice thinks a window pane was
reluctantly are beginning to be- broken and fire applied to his be I
lieve is operating in the city, two Firemen found the window broken
more fires were reported Sunday when they arrived and the screen
morning. Both, have features that torn away. Burns was not at home.
Mayor F. O. Blood called a spepoint to the work of a firebug but
the evidence is not conclusive. A cial meeting of the city council tobunch of old rags that seemed to day at which the situation was dishave been soaked In gasoline was cussed and means taken to add to
found 'burning In the reaf of the the protection of property.
Clddio barber shop at 11 o'clock
Establishing the Identity of the
this morning.
Two of Ciddio's writer of the anonymous letters to
boys who had been in tho place President Wagner, threatening
a half hour before declared there
of buildings occupied bv
was no sign of fire when they left tho Normal as temporary quarters
and they had used no matches. and the arrest of the culprit is exThe shop is located in the Odd pected soon. The extra; policemen
Fellows building, In the upper guarding buildings housing Normal
classes expect either to catch an
story of which tho Normal univeror to presity has Its classes. Whether the incendiary
fire was one of those blazes thnt vent more fires.
some times occur In a cleaning esWhether the Normal and th.j
tablishment or whether It was the city are the victims of a diabolical
work of an incendiary Is not plot or of the operations of an inknown. Clddio believes that some- sane pyromanlac, or simply of a
series of unusual coincidences will
body set the rags afire.
Late Saturday night the frame be detertnlned by the results of
building In the south part of town the drag net thrown out by the
occupied by the paving company

t
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$4,500,000;

Has Less Than a Million
Dollars Worth of Stocks
of DoubtfulValue.

Tr.
Raymond

(Hy The A..sn'ln1fd

J.
Chlcnso, Feb. 12.
Bischoif. taken into custody yesterday after Involuntary proceedInstiings in bankruptcy had been
tuted nsninst him by creditors, toabout
day admitted that h owes
sav$4,1)00,000, representing the
mostly
ings of fi.000 ChlcaRonns,
million
one
foreiftnera. Less than
dollars worth of oil and pas stockto
of doubtful value is available
meet the obligations, it was announced.
Bisehoff, whose financial operaof
tions apparently rival thocp
.Charles l'onzi, the Boston "Wizreard," breathed a huire sieh of
lief when taken into custody.
The Central Trust company yesterday was appointed receiv A for
Bisehoff. Felix Streyckmans. atsaid he
torney for the creditors,
believed Bisehoff's liabilities would
Bisehoff,
run near S 7,000,000.
onlv 45 years old, objected strenusuRRested
he
vas
ously when it
deputy marshals to the
portion of the city where his creditors reside.
Riscfcoff told federal officials he
had been in trouble since last No
vember and lost much of his money in several oil deals in which he
said he was double crossed.
Gained n Reixitation. .
Bisehoff, by paying large returns on money borrowed in a few
particular instances, pained a reputation as a finnncial wlsard
among the people with whom he
dealt, according to federal agents.
Profits of 40 per cent on short
term loans were said to bn common and Bisehoff is said to have
raid as high as 100 per cent In-

terest.

According to Mr. Streyckmans,
only the creditors that objected to
long watts were paid In actual
cash. The rest, he said, were ron-teto accept their alleged earnings in more notes. Rome of the
people sold almost all they owned
to give Bisehoff money, Mr.
Streyckmans said. One man, he
said, sold his home for 17,000 and
turned over $fi,200 to Bisehoff.
Bisehoff came from Davenport,

nt

la.

when

He,

first attracted attention

he spoke in Chicago,
St. Louis, Omaha and

Pen-vo-

r,

other
cities in Iflfl. calling himself
P. C. Breckenrldge, member
of the Princers Pat's Canadian regiment. He was exposed then as a
deserter from the American army.
He was arrested at Salt lAke City
for desertion and after court martial, was sentenced to Aleatraz
prison for eighteen months.
He then came to Chicago ani
entered the employ of a packing
house concern, later opening a

Rer-jrea- nt

lirokernge office.
ro Not Used.
Mails
f,
James J. Kelly, attorney for
asserted
that his client
today
had violated no law but had simply
lost money by speculation.
"The mnlls were not used," Mr.
Kelly said. "The notes he gave to
investors were simply promissory
notes.
And a man can't be Imprisoned for failure to pay such a
note If he hasn't the money."
Creditors mav receive ten cents
cn the dollar, Mr. Kelly said, when
Bisehoff's holdings are liquidated.
Attorneys for the receiver paid
thev were Investigating Bisehoff's
Affairs and would call In state authorities to see if Bisehoff can he
presecuted under a confidence
Federal authorities
Fame oharpre.
Intimated there was no basis for
RIs-rhof-

prosecution,
John Auinistinlak, bodyguard for
Plsehoff for a year, said todav that
Bisehoff had even fooled his own
salesmen.
"On last Monday
40 airents together
r" would have a
$100,000 from New
or two," he said.

,

he called Ms
and told them

remittance ot

York in a flay

In the villages In the Nile district, where the houses have flat
tops, the natives make use. of the
roofs to house their smaller livestock, such as sheep, goats and
poultry.

TO MORNING
rtlfRNAIi)
Educational Auditor John Joerns has com26
in
tax
states.
Of the states
the
per capita
piled figures showing
listed, taxes in Nevada are the highest, $65.35 per capita, while
CO.
New Mexico's rate is $31.16
South Carolina is the lowest, $17.
The statement follows:
per capita.

(SPECIATj

CORrtKSPONP-RNC-

12.

......
......
......
......
........

State
Nevada
South Dakota
Washington
Oregon
North Dakota
Minnesota
Arizona
Colorado

,

.

.

77,407
636.547
1,350,621
783, 3S9
646.672
2.SS7.125
334,1 62
039.629
431,806
1,290,372
2,404,021
1,380,631
1,700,618
1,769,257

......
.........
......

HOOVER REPLIES

5011 RLIEF
Wants Work Controlled By
America; Need Not Worry
Political
Over Possible

Consequences, Says.
(By Th Annorlated

Pr.)

Washington, Feb. 12. Reiterat
recently
ing the recommendation
submitted to President Harding,
in RusreUef
American
work
that
sia be controlled entirely by Americans, Secretary Hoover In a formal statement tonight assured
friends of soviet Iiussia" In the
United States that they need not
be worried over the "possible political consequences o the expenditure by the American people of
$50,000,000 for Kussian relict."
The report to President Harding
last Friday in which more than 200
Kussian relief organizations were
described as "frankly communistic"
seems to have started something,
the secretary said, naming Walter
Liggett of Chicago as having tele
graphed a demand that President
Harding or congress "do things to
me" for mentioning his activities
among the soviet group of committees. Mr. Hoover added that Mr.
Liggett had made certain threats
several weeks ago of dire happen
ings in case the secretary failed to
endorse those activities.
I then honestly recommended to
him," Mr. Hoover said, "that he
cither send to all his committee
members copies of his financial undertakings with Dr. Dubrowsky, the
soviet ngent In New York, as I had
the feeling that most of them had
not seen it: or. that he cancel it
and arrange for the Friends' Serv
ice committee to absorb his runas,
1
his publicity and his committee.
recommendations.
repeat these
They are sound."
Dr. Jacob Hartman, ur. uavici
Dubowsky, "Mr. Loeh" and others
of the "Friends of Soivet Russia,"
Mr.
Hoover asserted,
appeared
greatly worried over "the possible
nominal cnniieauences" of the Am
erican people spending $50,000,000
'
on Russian relief.
Let me take this opportunity,
he said, "to assure them that the
Americans on the
100 unarmed
administration
relief
American
too
staff are
busy trying to save
those dying countrymen to undertake to upset the soviet army of
I again earnestly advise
1.600,000.
them that they may dismiss their
fears: these Americans will never
It.

When we discovered the
toasting process six years
ago, it was a Lucky Strike
for us.

Why? Because now

millions of smokers prefer
the special flavor of the
Lucky Strike Cigarette
because

It's Toasted
jf which seaa in thu
doici'ous Burlejr vor

ft

And also because it's
1

rage

One)

cure an Immediate appropriation
for rebuilding the combined structure. Homer P. Snyder, chairman
of the house committee on Indian
affairs, visited Albuqueraue a short
time ago and inspected the local
Indian school. He was then favor
ably Impressed with the work being done and a quick action by his
committee Is expected when the
matter Is presented In congress.
The looal school was sixth In size
among the Indian schools of its
type In the country.
Because of the size of its buildings throughout the nation, the
government has not followed the
principle of insuring Its buildings.
As a result no Insurance was carried on the school.
Classes were to be held as usual
today. Within a few hours after
the fire was out the school truck
took a load of children to church
and the regular routine of work
was continued.

STRIKE--J

$65.35
B5.61
53.56
52.49
49.45
4S.33
46.22
41.97
41.41
40.40
40.12
39.44
38.50
88.45
S8.28
88.04
37.07
86.90
85.66
34.62
33.02
31.16
26.25
22.00
18.28
17.60.
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CARLSBAD.
An Interesting event of the week
Was the welding of Charles James
and Miss Lenna Osborne, which
occurred on Saturday morning at
7 o'clock at the Catholic
priest'6
house. Father Gilbert officiating.
Unly a few Intimate friends and
members of the two families were
present. Mr. James is the son of
Mr. Joe James, cattleman and
banker of Carlsbad.
Mrs. James
is the beautiful and talented daughter of Mrs. R. J. Boatman, and recently came here from Kansas City.
Mrs, and Mrs, James left immedi
ately after the ceremony lor a
wedding trip through Old Mexico.
These who attended the district
convocation of the Kpiscipal church
in IMS Vegas on February 7,
and
8, from Carlsbad, were Rev. Thor- old tiler, rector of Grace church;
Mrs. Milton smith, treasurer of
church service league; Mrs, F. F.
Doepp, district president Woman's
auxiliary, and Mrs. H. F. Christian,
corresponding secretary. They re
turned to Carlsbad on Saturday,
making the trip to Las Vegaj and

4

(Spfolnl

TRUNK LINES OF THE BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

to The (Journal.

rnrrixpondrnre

State College, N. M., Feb. 12.
The New Mexico ABSties' basketball team defeated the New Mexico Military Institute quintet hera
Friday night, 21 to 10. The game
was fast and roughness featured.
The game started with a snap and
Brookshire, of the Aggies, Bet the
ball into the goal in the first ten
seconds of r'ay. Several times the
Institute players, wlthjjulck moves
would run the score bver the Aggies only to bo snowed under by
the Appie bnsketeers once more.
The Institute players had the Aggies beat at long distance throw
but seemed to have trouble In getting the ball under their basket.
the Aggie
In the preliminaries
s
girls' team won over the Las
ncoi
of 10
hlKh school by
to 10. This was one of tho fastest
In this
girls games ever wltne-.esection of the country.

Conntctlnf ovtt TO.000 CRm.1vwm tnS Karsl
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The Triumph of Half a Century
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The Boy Fcout troops of Carlsbad
gave an athletic entertainment on
Saturday night at the armory, celebrating the twelfth anniversary of
the organization of the Roy Scouts
of America.
Miss Davis of Lansing, Mich., is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. G. L.
Montgomery.
Dr. Harry Sellers returned to his
home In Otlumwa, Iowa, the last
of the week, after a visit of several
He was acweeks in Carlsbr.i.
companied by his father, W. C. Sellers, who has been ill for the past
month.
The Young Ladies' Study club of
the Methodist church, recently organized at the htme of Mrs. J. of-F.
Flowers, elected the following
ficers: President, Miss Cooper; secretary, Miss Alllne Bhepardj treasurer. Miss Martha Williams,
The regular meeting of the Carlsbad W. C. T. U. was held on Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Besides the
Mrs. J. R. Stockwell.
transaction of important business
an Interesting program was rendered, and delightful refreshments
were served.
Mrs. Murl Nornhousser arrived
Saturday from Olathe, Kans., after
several weeks' visit with her
mother.
Mrs. J. Allen Hardy Is conducting a dancing class for children aV
Mrs. Pearl Watts Stanflll of Sel- the Eddy club house In La Huerta.
ma. Ala.. Is expected to become a
Fifteen are enrolled a members.
Announcement has been received candidate to succeed her husband
In Carlsbad
of the birth of a in the office of county sheriff.
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Grant
In Tripoli a bride Is attended by
Mann of El Paso on February 7.
Mrs. Mann was formerly Miss Mary 40 or 50 bridesmaids, an powdered
MI5SB of this citv.
to ghastly whiteness and with vivid
The Woman's club met t the crimson triangles painted on either
club house on Tuesday afternoon cheek.
for its regular meeting, with an in
teresting program as follows: .In
dian Life, from "The Land of the
.
Delight Makers;" (1) Religion,
Mrs. John Barber; (2) Witchcraft, The most economical, cleansing and
Mrs. E. A. Roberts; music, vocal
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
solo bv Miss Van Wle; James McNeill Whistler, by Miss Graham.
Mrs. J. D. Hudglns was Hostess
on Wednesday to the Little Bridge
elnh at her home on Canal street.
The members and substitutes play
W. E. Carter, A soluble
Mesdames
...
.
Antiseptic Powder
Frank Kinaie, joe ninningnam, rt
to be dissolved in
C. Dow. Harrv McKlm. W. G. Don
Water as Needed.
ley, Rom Holt, R. L. Halley. Eugene Roberts, John Barber, P. M.
As a medicinal
antiseptic for
Jackson, L. E. Ervln, C. C. Bikes, douches
catarrh, inflam
Marvin Livingston, L. E. Pence, and mation Inortreating
of nose,
ulceration
lit
After the games,
Miss Howell.
and that caused by feminine
which Mrs. Donley made high throat,haa
no
ten years
For
It
equal.
score, delicious refreshments were ills
rc. pinknam Meoicinu co.
served by the hostess, assisted by the Lydia
has recommended Paxtlne in their
Miss Doroth Hudglns.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bell en- private correspondence with womproves Its superiority.
tertained the Evening club at din- en, which
who have been cured Bay It
ner bridge on Friday et their home Women
on Halaguano street. Covers were la "worth Its weight In gold." At
large box, or by mall.
laid for the following guests: Mr. druggists, 80c.
and Mrs. F. G. Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
E.
L.
C. C. Pikes, Mr. and Mrs.
Foster. Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Braden.
Miss Frankle Howell, Mr. H. F.
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc. I
Christian, and Dr. F. F. Doepp. of
Chamber
BotlermaUtni and Weldrra.
The
X1M Booth Becrad St.
Tel. IK17-Commerce luncheon was given on
with
hotel
Palaca
at
the
Thursday
a large attendance.
Mrs. L. E. Ervln and Mrs. Howard Moore entertained Informally Wind Shield Glass-LumbI
Thursday afternoon a few of their I
4. C. BAI.I1KIDOE LUMBER CO. I
neighbors and friends. Ten guests
I'hom 402. I
Sooth First Street.
were present and the afternoon was
spent at bridge.
.
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Fuel Co.

Phone 251
JOE MILLER, Pres.

To

Women
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Do vnu know

C H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN

The famous Tugela. river.
South Afriea, is said on one occasion to have risen forty feet In a
I
single night, owins? to
IOt'i have
storms in the mountains,
Creole Dtps, 10c

BMswara

i

& Telegraph

;

Pries

PRICB

6500

4275

6500

4275

8900

5740

Twin Six Coupe & Duplex Coupe 8750
Twin Six Sedan & Duplex Sedan 9000

5700

Twin Six Limousine

.............

'

"Ask the Man Who Owns One"

aid Sair S fii
Distributors

..

Santa Fe

Albuquerque, N. M.
New Mexico

OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone I057--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

Drag More.

J

Inqntro

O C R N A I,

o

rFICK

p

5875

These prices represent a saving of from $2225 on the open cars
to $3160 on the closed models and constitute the best values ever
'
offered by PACKARD.
,

.
420 West Central Avenue
O. S. EMBLEM, Dealer

j

i

S4275

Twin Six Runabout

II

TODAY

1921

.$6500

Twin Six Touring
Twin Six Phaeton

k

fjjjj

ut

"Dtn-Thom-

Company

11

mmimfMMmm
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that "awful tired
feeling." languldness. lama or weak
hack, sore muscles, stiff or swollen
lolnts, or rheumatic pains usually
Indicate kidney trouble? Foley
Kldnev Pills act promptly and
Mrs. Roherta Lilly.
Alton fit. Alton. 111., writes: "For
three years I had a tired, worn-ofailed,
feeling. Various treatment second
t twrn trt Improve on the
and
Pills
Kldnev
of
dose
Foley
In
I feel like new." Sold

Mountain States Telephone

Effective Today, Feb. 13, f. o. b. Albuquerque

r"

HAD THAT TTRFD,

fgie

prices

semi-month- ly

WOR-OTJ-

years ago the telephone was an experiment an invention of uncertain utility and of questionable value.
Today it is an actual business necessity and an almost indispensable
household servant.
The development of the telephone to its present high state of facility and efficiency has come about through hundreds of supplementary inventions and the solving of hundreds of scientific problems.
Nearly half a century of research, experimentation, invention and
the exercise of organizing genius has resulted in a public service
of inestimable value a service which thousands of telephone men
and women are constantly striving to improve and enlarge.
It is their, constant endeavor' to serve you efficiently and satisfactorily.
Forty-fiv- e

Street

423 North

Mec

From Photograph
Telephone, 43 Years Affo

PLASTER

CEMENT

In Sto'.k

rirst

et

y

f

AGGIES' BASKETBALL
TEAM DEFEATS CADETS

pro-nio-

GYMNASIUM AUDITORIUM
BUILDING DESTROYED AT
INDIAN SCHOOL SUNDAY

But you have a

R,

......

other twnmlttees through disgustat their constant maligning of Amartrnn
...... efforts.
v..
In what these gent emen csii
nnr 'capitalistic. Imperialistic COUTl-l- "
trv' rsennlA are free to srive their
money Into charge of any body
thev please: but I have for many
no
vehrs elutie to the
tion that the crystal springs of
American charity would bo 'ess
likely to be muddled if they were
organized by Americans ana dis
tributed by them only."

couple of spares along
a lucky strike for you.

$

....

"Moreover, I can assure the gentlemen of all these radical committees that their earnest efforts
to reduce this country to the highly
uncomfortable standards of living
and conditions of labor now so Successfully established In Russia Is a
waste of time. The $500,000 they
have raised for Russia probably
does not compensate the losses of

Bangi

Per

Capita Tax

Tax Levy, 1920

Census. 1020

"5,400,777.00
72,665,829.11
41,117,367.71
. . .
31, $86,603.00
115,301,095.00
15,437.983.88
89,424,852.08
17,885,845.70
Idaho
52,372,919.00
Nebraska
Iowa
96,464,243.61
Connecticut . . .. .
54,450,657.41
.
68,938,793.00
Mississippi
Kansas . . ,. ,. . .
68,026, 7S8.
140,438,982.94
Michigan . . . . . 3,668,412
,.. . 2,S30.3!tO
111,450,741.00
Indiana .
.
.
,.
194,477
7,209,253.36
Wyoming
Massachusetts . ,. . . 3,852,356
142,149,717.00
. ,. 6,769,394
205,386,603.00
Ohio
443.0SS
New Hampshire . . ,.
15,295,325.18
Illinois
6,4S5,280
214,145,617.49
360,3r.0
New Mexico
11,229,190.00
Vermont
8,899,760.27
352,428
Louisiana . . ,. ,. . 1,798,609
39,814,216,00
968,470
17.703,574.21
Florida
South Carolina . . . 1,683,724
29,640,628.04
Of the $31.16 per capita In New Mexico $18.68 Is for schools.
Accurate statistics are lhe only means of enlightenment in tax matters, as in everything else. The above should have the honest consideration of taxpayers In New Mexico. Our stats per capita tax
reflects favorably when compared with other states and utterly
refutes the idea that our expenditures are running wild.
The 1921 levy will show a reduction in per capita tax of at
least $1.50.
It is expected that the levies for 1922 will show material decreases, in the several counties, now that budget control has been
,
established,

attempt

Both rear tires at once.
Sounds pretty bad
and looks worse!

of Joy rendered by the choir Wer5
In
tho assemblage
taken up
Latin In which various accents,
and
German, French
Scandinavian were noticeable,
Leads
iWrtcgc.
Rciiplghl
The cortege from tho Vatican to
the basilica was led by Monsignor
Corll ResplRhi, master of ceremonies, followed by the head ot the
various Roman colloges and escortThe
ed by two Swiss guards.
of the pontificate
family,
of
his
habit
order,
wearing the
came next; then the servants, the
"bussolantl," In their red uniforms.
Seated on the papal chair, wearing a great white cape embraidered
with gold and the precious mitre,
the newly elected pope blessed the
worshipers who lined the corridors
of the Vatican and the entrances of
St. Peter's.
The crush Inside the basilica was
terrific, many women fainting.
Crowds thrice as large as that within the church filled the immense
St. Peter's square, and when the
pope came out on the balcony after
the coronation ceremony, It was
estimated that nearly 200,000 persons had gathered in the immediate vicinity of St. Peter's.
The day broka clear and sharply
cold, but long before sunrise the
many who had remained around
the Vatican throughout the night
were seeking admittance to the
church and pushing to the heavy
bronze doors, giving the king's
keep
troops, who were trying to thouMany
order, much trouble.
admittance
were
refused
by
sands
the Inscrutable Swiss guards,
popo Appeared Tale.
The pope 'appeared pale, 111 at
ease and nervous as ho emerged
from the chapel of the holy sacrament, seated high In the pontifical fl
as the ceremony
chair, but
Vila face
became flushed,
beads of perspiration standing out
a few min
when,
on his forehead,
utes after midday, (jarainai ukh,
in the absence of Cardinal Bisletti,
dean of the cardinal deacons,
placed the marvelous Jeweled tiara
on the pontiffs head.
From the chapel of the holy
to
sacrament across the basilica
the chapel of St. Gregory, the cortege proceeded In solemn silence,
passing through the great assemblage, and with little gestures of
his left hand, as on the day of his
election when he waved to the
crowds outside of St. Peter's, Plus
XI conveyed to the faithful that
ho was thoroughly democratic and
one of them.
Received by Merry del VhI.
At the entrance of the basilica,
the pope was received by Cardinal
Merry del Val, arch prieBt of St.
Peter's, who rendered homage.
Reaching tho altar, the pope Intoned, "Gloria in Excclsis," in loud,
clear voice; all trace of emotion
had disappeared. His holiness has
a pleasant voice and he keeps tho
harmony of the music, which
seems difficult of accomplishment
for many cardinals. The responses
were made by Cardinal Vanutelll,
Cardinal Lega and Cardinal Gas-quof England.
Cardinal Lega placed the tiara
on tho head of the pontiff, and
Cardinal Merry del Val, as arch
priest greeted him and welcomed
the new pontiff into the Catholic
city's supreme church.
Then he, aided by Vannutelll,
and, in order of seniority, three
cardinals, mounted the throne and
kissed the pope's hand; following
them came the patriarchs, archbishops and bishops. The patrl-ac- h
of Syria, who spoke the Chaldean language, that In which Christ
addressed the disciples, spoke a few
words to tho popo after rendering
obeisance.
Although one of the
most accomplished of linguists, the
pontiff was unable to reply to the
venerable patriarch In his own language, and responded In Latin.
Special l.itnny Sung.
The special litany for the pope
waa sung in which the reply to the
invocation of the name of every
saint, instead of being "ora pro
nobis" is "tu Ilium ad.tuva." meaning "thou assist him." This was
Joined in by thousands, the volume
of sound echoing tnrougti the
cupola and high walls most 1m
pressively. Again the pope display
ed emotion.
Thus was crowned the 260th sue
Cesser of St. Peter, and the bugles
sounded the announcement to the
world that a new pope reigned In
Rome.
Anglo--
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IRISH - BRITISH

OFF WITH LIGHT

Ofl SNOWFALL II!

TREATYSTARTED

TRAINING

N.

TODAY
j,

De

Valera Launches His
Campaign
Against the
Provisional Regime With
a Meeting in Dublin.

(Bj The Asuorluted Frem.)
Dublin, Feb. 12 (by the Associated Press). liamon do Valera
today opened the campaign against
the provisional government with a
great demonstration held in O'Uon-nc- ll
street. Three large platforms
had been placed for the speakers
and each was surrounded by large
crowds. Members of the republican and metropolitan police regulated the gathering. All traffic in
O'Connell street was suspended for
en hour by order of the republican
chief of police.
About 1,000 republican soldiers
paraded prior to the meeting.
Mr. de Valera was accorded a
Six resolutions
great reception.
proposed during the meeting affirmed that the Irish nation was
one and indivisible; that ull state
authority in Ireland is derived
solely from the Irish people; that
tho British crown is an alien crown,
and that Ireland is no part of the
British empire.
The resolutions further declared
that the articles cf the London
agreement failed to represent the
true desires of the Irish people;
that the treaty was obtained under
duress, and that the dail eireann
Is not competent to give its legal
sanction, and therefore, it is null
and void. They added that to force
upon Ireland an election Involving
recognition of partition before the
dail eireann has expressed Its
An
sanction is unconstitutional.
additional resolution called upon
the people for support of the dependents of prisoners.
Mr. de Valera in his speech said
It was a lie that the Irish people
would by a majority accept tho
treaty. He added that although
tho meeting had been advertised
for only three days, thousands of
persons had assembled in support
of the republic proclaimed during
"Easter week" and which was ratified at the Irish elections. The
London agreement was not a treaty,
but an instrument which in every
line denied Irish sovereignty.
It
was signed, lie said, under duress
and was no more binding than the
Infamous Act of Union.
'
TWO SHOT TO DEATH.
Belfast, Feb. 12. The bodies of
two men shot to death were found
lata tonight in the Millfield district
of Belfast. Firing was in progress
there early in the evening.

The Indian of the Brazilian
wilds appeases his hunger with rats,
snakes, alligators and parrots.

in Work-OKid Lee Still
ut

Yesterday;

a Little

Over-

trained.

BY NORMAN E. BROWN,

9

A NEW CAR 17 MAYS!

All doubt regarding Frank
ability to travel a long
was erased yesterday afternoon when Frank traveled 25
rounds with everybody
in
town
who had ever had a pair of gloves
on. with the exception of Kid Lee.
Herrera was still looking for
someone else, to train with when
he had completed tho twenty-fift- h
round and had entirely run out of
available material.
The'' only reason he didn't take
on Lc", the colored lightweight
champ, is that he is booked to
meet Lee In the main event at tho
armory tomorrow night, and Dan
V
Padilla, the manager of the show,
to
it
two
best
lad
the
thought
keep
apart until' that time. At that, if
Dan had collected fare at the
workout, he'd of had enough to
pay the guarantee and some to slip
down in the old stocking, for there
were at least 500 fans packed into
RECORD FOR MILK AND
Moose hall to watch Herrera and
Lee go through their paces.
BUTTER
FAT BROKEN
Both boys will do
off
Miss Anne Morgan-Mis- s.
BY A HOLSTEIN COW training this afternoontapering
at Moose
2
hall, starting at
o'clock. They
Anne
daughter of
may put on the gloves for a few the late J. Morgan, Morgan
(By The Associated Prat.)
Sr.,
Picrpont
12. A light rounds as an eye opener for is
Shakopee, Minn., Feb.
now touring the United States
world's record for milk and butter the big bout tomorrow night.
lecturing in behalf of the Amerifat was broken by Princess Aggie
for devastated
Herrera has a side shift which can committee
Polkadot de Kil, a Holstein cow
owned by Dr. H. P. Fischer of Sha- may prove puzzling to the colored France. She founded the organikopee, It was announced officially champ. It has proved ruinous to zation and has won tho gratitude
several boxers who have tried to of the French republic
today.
The cow finished a yearly test solve it.

That's what tho Yankees claim
to have unearthed.
Ho has the
same submarine' delivery with its
deceptive shoot. Whether he can
handle it like Mays is a ball of another color, however.
His name is. B. T. Culp. He was
found pitching upside down for the
Cedartown club , in the Georgia
State league last year. His home's
in Charlotte, N. C. Ha is twenty-on- e
and carries enough weight to
match his height of 6 feet 2 inches.
His underhand delivery puzzled
the Georgia Staters last season and
Yankee scouts say that with skilful
training he ought to be able to control it as does Carl.
Should Culp deliver the American league might be wise In opening a padded cell for batters who
have epun around like Christmas
tops trying to hit Mays' shoots.

on

15

January

Her-rera- 's
dij-tan-

4.

as a senior

with 31,600 pounds of milk and
Kid Lee, who has let down on
1,052.5 pounds of butter fat, equiv- training due to an overdose of 1.
to
of
butter.
alent
1,315 pounds
treaded the ropo a couple of
rounds
yesterday and played
around
with Young Sol for a few
WHEAT
FEWER
PESTS,
minutes. In spite of their differSAYS ENTOMOLOGIST ence in weight, Lee seems to have
an edge on Sol when it comes to
fast moving, and Sol wins all of
(By The AMorlnlfd From.)
Washington, Feb. 12. The green his fights on speed alone.
bug which was dangerously abundant in parts of the middle west
Tony Sanchez, now of
last February, and tho Hessian fly, que, but who used to Albuquerwield a
which threatened wheat in six couple of wicked mits with Silver
states, have been found by a sur- City as his corral, sparred for sevvey conducted by the department eral rounds with Herrera yesterof agriculture to be "very much day afternoon,
In
of the fact
reduced" this year,, W. R. Walton, that Sanchez got spite
marriagitls and
entymologist in" charge of cereal was ruled out of the
it looks
and forage insects, investigations, as though he might ring,
make things
said today.
hum with almost any bantam
or
Results of the survey, Mr. Wal- featherweight in the southwest.
ton announced,
"show that in He has good form,
northern Texas and southern Okla- punch in either mit. speed and a
homa this pest- is almost totally
absent at present and no outbreak
Eddie Ryan Is down from Puebof It may be feared by the wheat lo to look
over the main cventers
in
growers
the future."
tomorrow night. Ityan is one of
the veteran Colorado boxing promoters and managers and there is
some talk that he'll be the third
man in the ring for the three events
at the armory tomorrow night. Rya i
has a reputation of knowing his
apples when it comes to keeping
the boys in the ring movimr.
-

Feet Hurt?

Lee weighed 130 'A nnnnda vo.
terday afternoon. In spite of his
mree-aa- y
rest from training he
failed to take on tho four
pounds ho
expected. Herrera will nrnhnhio
weigh in Tuesday at 134. It Ispos- mme inac lee will he successful In
taking on some between yesterday
afternoon and 3 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.

If you suffer from Callouses, Corns,
Bunions, Weak or Flat Foot, Turned-ove- r
Ankles, the condition can be
corrected by placing in the shoe a
soft leather device so formed as to
counteract the abnormal tendencies
of your foot. By this Wizard Sisrht- foot System all foot troubles are successfully corrected without pain or discomfort. Relief is

Vi

"5

It looks like Young Herrera was
going south
again with the pot
This will make about a dozen
straight wins. Pit Everitt is scheduled to travel six rounds with the
Albuquerque invincible In the curtain raiser tomorrow night. From
what Pit showed In training yesterday afternoon he must either
have a stack of chips that look like
Pecos Baldy or be sitting with a
hole card marked "90 per cent better" if he hopes to keep from following the other lads who have bet
with Herrera and found, tha
too fast for them. Everitt comes
from around Las Vegas.
Kid Anaya claims ho has cast
aside his cover-u- p
type of boxing
and that ho intends to carry the
to
Sol.
If he does this
fight
Toung
and remembers that he has a right
as well as a left and Sol's a dandy
little lad too. But then if Anaya
does all that, it will be the first
time he ever did. Anaya has a darb
of a right, but he saves it. He is
fast enough that ho doesn't need to
cover up, but he does. So it looks
as though tho
p
will
not disappoint the fans. Sol and
Anaya boxed ten rounds a few
weeks ago to a draw. The bout tomorrow night Is booked for twelve
rounds.

buuderV,

209 West Central

semi-wlndu-

laas miles andmiles
ofpeifect auto highways. Resort ho
tels, the bozchss and
s
many
otlisi-intent-

And when you talk to Ed West
about the bout, he just smiles and
tells you about a piece of poetry
he's working on that he believes
will knock the editors cold.

WORK TO BE RESUMED
ON DAVIS MONUMENT
'

(Br The AMOclntrd I'rew).) .
Falrview, Ky., Feb. 12. Work
on 'the Jefferson Davis monument
at his birthplace here will be resumed when the weather conditions permit next spring, accor-l- ng
to Ma, jonn li. .Leathers, Louls- ville, treasurer of the Jefferson
Davis Home association. The shaft
now stands 176 feet high and
has every hope and expectation that the monument will be
completed to Its originally Intended height of 351 feet, Major
Leathers says.
The custodian of the Drooertv
has been directed to turn it over
to the contractors, who has made
preparations to resume work, held
up since early In the war, and who
will push the construction as rapidly as possible.
The treasury now has $30,000 to
spend on the monument,
Major
Leathery says, and with the Daughters of the Confederacy actively
engaged In raising the $20,000 estimated to be necessary to complete
tho work, plans for dedication of
the'completed monument to tho
first president of the confederacy
are being formulated slowly.theas-sociatio-

qracMy aid pleasantly
The Giand Canyon can be
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IT WENT TO THE SPOT
Lingering colds and con ens that
hang on and wear one out are dif
ficult to' get rid of, but Henry E.
'Grind QnfcmT OufTburi rt SJeepe to Cali&mu.' Campbell, R. F. D. No. S. Adrian,
writes: "I had a bad cough
booklet, tell hov you can hive comfort and Mich.,
Tried several
years.
I will be fOtA for throe
economy on youi- trip.
Got little relief.
medicines.
cough
to
I fried Foley e Honey and Tar.
It
you About the, details.
went to the spot. There is no bet
'
ter remedy, on tho market." Good
or coughs, colds, croup and whoop.
Ing coughs clears the passages;
soothes Irritated membranes; stops
.
tickling In the throat. Contains no
rilONE 20i.
opiates. Sold everywhere.
--

you

vill thoroughly enjoy than.

AsKne &c&fovictaKikdLaxi

-

-

tdl

R. W. HOYT, Agent
Albuquerque, N. M.

FRUSTRATE PLOT
TO

ftlSSITE
CHIEFS

ELECTRICAL

Average for the Month Is
3.8 Inches, Which Is
Nearly Normal, Seasonal
Fall Is 7.1 Inches.
(Spprlnl

CorrMponurnce to Tue Journal

Five Civilians and Two Army
Officers Arrested in
City, Were LeadClaimed.
Is
It
ers,
Chi-huah-

ua

Prc.)

El Paso, Tex. Feb. 12. Wh.'t
Mexican officials believe to be a
widespread assassination plot has
been frustrated by the arrest in
Chihuahua City of five civilians
and two army officers. According
to the official report of the affair,
received in Juarez today, the intended victims of the
were Governor Ignaclo Enriqurz,
of Chihuahua; General Eugenlo
the
of
commander
Martinez,
northern military zone; General
Juan Andrew Almazan, chief of
and
in Chihuahua.
operations
General Alfrodo Quijo, commander
of the Chihuahua garnson.
Government agents posinff an
revolutionists are given credit for
disclosing the plot, which, official
claim, Is part of a plan to inaugurate a revolt throughout Mexico.
The revolutionary band which
crossed from Texas last Wednesday and engaged the federal forces
in battle at Samalayuca thirty miles
below the border, appears to have
been
scattered. General Juan
Merigo, one of the leaders of the
revolt, and two of his followers
were taken into custody today at
Fabens, Tex., thirty miles ea;it of
El Paso, shortly after they had
crossed from Mexico. They were
brought to El Paso and lodged in
jail, pending the filing of complaints against them by tho department of Justice agents.
General J. J. Mendez, commander of the Juarez garrison, who interviewed Merigo, said the latter
declared he had crossed to tho
United States only when ho realized tho rebellious movement had
failed.
Additional details of the Samalayuca engagement received today
bring the rebel losses up to five,
one killed and four captured. Ten
of the band continued south and
the remainder fled toward the
American border.
According to the reports of the
Mexican federal authorities every
member of the band of twenty-fiv- e
who entered Mexico Wednesday
was nn officer, their plan being to
separate and recruit forces among
the Inhabitants of the mountuin
country of western Chihuahua.
T!""ying points for tho rebel forces
h:
been arranged, tht
reports
sai l, and a large number of men
already had promised to answer to
the call
The burning of bridges on the
Mexican Central Thursday, it was
said, was dono by a
boy, who had been sent out with
instructions to fire the bridges in
the event troops from Juarez started south. While setting fire to the
first bridge a number of track
laborers approached on a handcar.
Tho boy held them off with a rifle
until the bridge was burning freely
and then rode south to the next
bridge, which he fired. A few
hours later federal troops and custom guards trapped the youth In
a canyon, but he managed to escape
across the border into Texas.
Partisans of the revolution In El
Paso deny tho movement is financed by Interests In the United
States. Its purpose, they declare,
of
Is to restore the constitution
1867 and to set up a government
of
that will command the respect
the world by revoking all confiscatory laws and suppressing radical
tendencies and bolshevism, which
they claim Is now rampant in Mexico City.
1

AUTOMOBILE
STRIKES A
TROLLEY POLE; 3 DEAD
Baltlmftre, Md Feb. 12. Three
men were killed and another Inin
jured when an automobile an
which they were riding struck
iron trolley pole near here today.'
The engine of the car was driven
through the side of the automoblla
and thrown ..fiftv feet while the
.dead and Injured were tossed 100
teet away.
Mrs. Ferris, the new mayoress of
the town of Devizes, in Wiltshire,
Is filling the same office
England,
as - her mother did twenty years
ago, thereby creating a most unAlso interesting is
usual record.
the fact that Mrs, Ferris' grand
mother is still alive and has had
the. unique pleasure, of seeing both
her daughter and her granddaughter occupying tho highest civic po
sitions.
'

Circuit Breakers
Controllers
Control Systems ,
Electric Fans
Fuses and Fuse Blocks

)

Santa Fe, Feb. 12. The snowfall
during the month of January in tho
elevated regions of New Mexico
averaged 3.8 inches for the state,
which is nearly the normal fall,
and gives a total seasonable fall of
7.1 Indies, compared with a normal
of more than 13.0 inches, according
to a report issued by Charles E.
Unncy, in charge of the United
States weather bureau here. Eastern and southern counties; and in
general low altitude stations, were
On
practically without snowfall.
tho other hand a fair depth oc- -

When Buying

Locomotives
Meters, Relays
Motors
Motor-Generato-

Switches

Switchboards
Transformers

rs

Rectifiers
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Turbo-Generato- rs

Apparatus Insist Upon Westing-housMotors

e
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Official WESTING HOUSE Distributors

JAY HARM AN, Mgr.
EL PASO, TEXAS
PHONE MAIN 5720
Mining Machinery, Mill, Electrical, Assay and Chemical Supplies
Our Engineers Are at Your Service. Wire, Write or Phone.
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the Sangre
slopes
range. The cold of the month was
favorable and the stored depth was
somewhat improved in all districts,
except the ACanadian and northeast,
whern r'nn inno .nnlinna Hlunnnr.
aging. Better outlook is noted on
ma mwer i'ecos, una ana soum-wes- t,
Hio Grande and San Juan and
northwest.
Cuniidiaii and Northeast.
dls- Tho precipitation
cf this ......
tl'tr.f
.... Hiv).. .hn
...... . nu
in o .nn.fDll
niiuni.ii n
2.3
inches. Little remained
aging
10
ai uio ciose oi tne montn
inch over the highest mountains.
There is little soil moisture and the
outlook
continues
discouraging.
Lake Alice: Four inches above
12
feet.........Klizabethtown: About
..

Regulators
Rotary Converters
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Porcelain Insulators
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NOTICE TO HOLDERS
OF VICTORY NOTES
"To Holders of Victory notes and

others concerned:
"Notice is hereby given as
lows:
"First, Call for redemption

fol-

of

per cent Victory notes. All of
these 3
per cent series of the
United States of America convertible
ot
notes
othergold
..n-V.i..Una.
ltf
jhnh.ia
wise known as 3
cent Victory
tle in lower lands; badly drifted. notes, are hereby per
called for reiiiuuun; Alio snow ruis ueen awei'i. demption on June 15, 1922, pursuHolman: ant to the provisions lor redempby the Jicavy winds.
About 24 inches remain above 9.- - tion contained in the notes and in
000 feet. Kociada: A dry month, treasury
circular No.
with cold nights; creeks low; no 138, dateddepartment
April 21, 1919, under
snow to speak of at higher levels.
which the notes were originally isi'ecos aim iutnru.
sued. Interest on all Victory notes
Good snowfall occurred over the of the 3
per cent series will cease
hii.hpsl- nmil hnndf mmintnlnR. hilt on said redemption date, June 15,
1922.
oniy ngnt snow over me
the average for the district
"Second. Suspension and termiamounting to 1.5 inches, practically nation of Victory notes conversion
no snow having fallen over lower privilege.
In view of the call for
levels.
Stored depth is small, soil the redemption of all 3
per cent
nuisturo ia low and the outlook Victory notes on June 5, 1922, and
Cowlea: pursuant to the provisions of the
continues discouraging.
About 12 inches at 10,000 feet. Ijis said treasury department circular
Vegas: Five inches appear above' No. 138, the privilege of conversion
8,000 feet. Jiearilla: No snow in of Victory notes of either series inthis vicinity, only about an inch to Victory notes of the other series
during the month. Nogal: About is hereby suspended from February
6 inches above 8,000 feet.
Parsons: 9, 1922, to June 15, 1922, both inAbout 14 inches over the White clusive, and on June 15, 1922, will
Cloudcroft: About 3 terminate. Victory notes accordmountains.
inches over the highest mountains. ingly cease to be interconvertible
Mayhill: About 8 inches at 9,000 effective February 9, 922, and on
feet. Avis: About 5 inches above and after that date no conversion
8,000 feet. Pinon: No snow In this of the notes may be made. '
"Third. Detailed information as
vicinity.
Rio Grande.
to tr. presentation and surrender
over of 3
Fairly heavy snow occurred
per cent Victory notes for
headwaters in Colorado and tho redemption is Riven In treasury dedistrict in general, except the mid- partment circular No. 277. dated
dle and lower Rio Grande; an av- February 9, 1922, copies of which
erage fall of C.2 inches for the dis- are nvaiiable at the treasury and the
trict. Two to 18 inches appear as federal reserve hanks.
rtnred rionth ever the northern
"A. W. MELLON,
mountains, and 2 to 5 over the
"Secretary of tho Treasury.
Manzano and Black range. An Im
9, 1922."
"February
usier,
proved outlook is noiea.
Colo.:
High winds have drifted
BAPTIST rONFKKENCK.
snow badly, gulches well filled;
WashinRton, Feb. 12. Members
about 54 incnes at iu.uuu icei. of the board of managers of the
at
15
Inches
About
Grove:
Aspen
American Baptist Foreign MisBatemans: About 24
9,300 feet.
society will begin a two
inches at 10,000 feet. Vlrsylvla: sionary
conference at tho Calvary
About 10 inches above 8.000 feet. days
cnurcn
here tomorrow.
Red River: Over 18 inches above uaptist
10.000 feet. Taos Canyon: 10 inches
Let's
liavo a "Dip" Thomas'
remain at 10.000 foet. Truehas: 12 Crcmo Dips, 10c.
Drujr stores.
Inches remain above 9,000 feet.
Jemez Springs: 6 inches remain at
re4
inchCB
8,000 feet. San Fidel:
LEGAL NOTICE
s:
main over Taylor mountains.
4 inches remain over the San State of New
Mexico, State CorpoR inches remain
fi
ration Commission of New Mexp..ab T'Qtifinp.
over the Manzanos above 8,000 feot.
ico. Certificate of Comparison.
Hermosa: Very little snow at 9,000 United States of America. State of
feet. Kingston: 3 inches remain at
New Mexico, ss.
9,000 feet.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
Gila and Southwest.
is a full trno anA nnm.
annexed
An average fall of 4.5 inches oc- plete transcript of the Amendment
although iu
curred In this district,
of
ieruucate ot ohnmrlno.
A
HtOred
incorporation
lnliral. lnVnlU.
...
Irf)UiS Ilfeld Cn
w......0...ft .ni .11.In
depth of 2 to 10 inches Is reported Ihree and Increasing
vinit.il
in.v
with considerable son moisiure
from $25,000.00 to J50.000 (No.
improved outlook for early stream xmn) wun tne enflorsments thereflow, Datil: About 6 inches remain
as same
on,
on file and of
at 9,000 feet. Aragon: 6 inches re- record in th appears
nffino et tiia cr.fa
main over the highest mountains. Corporation Commission.
Reserve: Ten inches remain above
in Testimony Whereof, the State
Santa Rita: A trace
8,600 feet.
nirnimloinn r,t ii
remains at 7,500 feet. Rodeo: No Corporation
of New Mexico has caused
State
snow in this vicinity.
thla certificate to be signed by its
San Juan nnil Nortnwcst.
An average fall of 13.0 inches Chairman andtn the seal of said
ho nffly
it (hi
ha district (With Commission,
in Colorado), the wet- - City of Santa Fe on this 1st day of
heavy snow
A
ntOTPd detlth reuruary, A. U. JH22.
4liA atnfa
rt MfiXTnvi
(Seal)
of 3 to 6 inches remained at the Attest:
Chairman.
close of the month, with gooa son
A.
L.
MORRISON, Clerk.
moisture. A fair f'ow is indicated.
over
the
18
Inches
Mnneriv Ahnnt
Dulce: Six State of New Mexico County of
nearby mountains.
Bernalillo, ss.
inches remain in nearby district. AMENDMENT
OF ARTICLES OF
Toadlena:
Thirty inches remain
INCORPORATION
OF LOUIS
abovo 9,000 feet on Tunitcha mounILFELD CO.
tains. LIndrlth: About 3 over the
Louis
Ilfeld
and Louis A. McRae.
Continental divide. Crown Point:
belnfr duly sworn, each upon
About 5 inches remain nt 8,000 feet. each
hln
oath
6
at
and says, said
8,000
deposes
inches
Blnckrock: About
Louis Ilfeld, that he ia the Presifeet.
dent of Louis Ilfeld Co.. said Louis
A. McRae that he is tho
Secretary
BAIttOX WINS HANDICAP..
of Louis Ilfeld Co..
Havana, Feb. 12. Billy Barton
Affiants
further
that
at a
say
with- "W. Kelsay in the saddle, tomeeting of the directors of the
day won the second successive Louis Ilfeld Co., held on the 18th
time, the national handicap at Oriof January, 1922, there was
ental Park and set a new record day
duly passed at said meetlne the
for the mile and eighth of 1:51 following
resolution:
Today's stake carried $10,000
Be It Resolved that a chansn nnd
in added money.
alteration of the Articles of Incor
poration of Louis Ilfeld Co. is ad
visable as follows:
Amend Article 3 of the Articles
of Incorporation so that Article 3
shall read as follows:
ARTICLE III.
To carry on. manage, conduct.
and generally operate the business
selling' and generally
rRY, tickling1 sensation fa the of buying,
throat, headache, feverish, eyes dealing in wool, hides, pells and all
other kinds of merchandise
and
ache. Don't play withthat
cold. Get Dr. King's New Discovery conduct a general merchandise
business; to hold, purchase or
at once. You will like the way it otherwise
acquire, or be interested
takes hold and eases the cough, loosens
the phlegm and relieves the congestion in, and to sell, assign, pledge or
otherwise
dispose of the sharen of
in the eyes and head, and soon Itfeaks
the capital stock, bonds or other
up the most obstinate attack of cold evidences
of
debt, issued or created
and grippe,
by any other corporation, whether
Children and growimps alike tne it. rorelgn or domestic, and whether
No harmful drugs, but just pood now or hereafter organized, and
medicine for colds, coughs and grippe. while the holder of any such shares
ot stock, to exercise all the rights
Sold by your druggist for 60c
and privileges of ownership, in
cluding the right to vote thereon
to the same extent as a natural
person might or could do. and In
general, to have and exercise all
powers pertaining to, and by statute conferred upon or not prohibited to, general business
Tired Out in Half a Day? You
wouldn't be if your bowels were actChange Article 4 of said Articles
ing regularly. Try Dr. King's Pills of Incorporation so that Article 4
for sluggish bowels. You'll keep fit shall read as follows:
ARTICLE IV.
for work. At all druggists 25c
The capital stock of said corpo! WONT GKTF&
ration is $50,000.00 divided Into
five hundred
shares of the par
value of $100.00.
And that at snid meeting, by
3
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resolution, a meeting of the stockholders was called for the purpose
of taking action upon said resolution, and that at a meeting of the
stockholders held on the 19th day
of January. 1922, at which meeting all of the stockholders were
present, the stockholders, by unanimous vote, votins on said resolution of tho directors passed and
adopted said resolution
changing
the Articles of Incorporation as
above indicated.
Said Louis Ilfeld and said Louis
A. McRae do hereby certify that
the principal office of the company
Is at 113 John street in the
city of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that
the person in charge of said offlco
and upon whom process may be
served is Louis Ilfeld.
LOUIS ILFELD.
LOUIS A. McRAE.
(Seal)
Subscribed and sworn to before
mo this 20th day of January, A. D.
1922.
D. J. FAR R ELL,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expiree April 12,
1 925.
State of New Mexico. County of
Bernalillo, ss.
On this 20th day of January,
1922, before me appeared Louis
Ilfeld and Louis A. McRae, to me
personally known, who, being by
me duly sworn, did say: Louis Ilfeld that he is tho President of
Louis Ilfeld Co.; and Louis A. McRae, that he is the Secretary of
Louis Ilfeld Co. That the seal affixed to said instrument Ia the corporate seal of said corporation, and
that said instrument was signed
and sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its board of
directors, and said Louis Ilfeld and
Louis A. McRae acknowledged sairt
instrument to be the free act and
deed of said corporation.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto pet my hand and affixed my
notarial seal this 20th day of JanuD. J. FARRELL,
ary, 1922.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 12,

of you, and to bar and estop each
of you from having or claiming any
right, title or interest in said land
adverse to the plaintiff, and unlesi
you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance In said court and
cause on or before thj 2 8th day ot
March, 1922, judgment will
bo
rendered against you by default.
The names of the attorneys for
tho plaintiff are Simms & Hotts,
whose office and postoffice address
Is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court on this the 11th day of

February

1922,

FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk.
By HARRY K. LEE, Deputy.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTK K.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
Isora Willmarth, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that tho
undersigned was, on the ninth day
of February. 1922. duly appointed
Administrator witli will annexed of
the estate of Mary Isora Willmartli.
deceased, by the Probate Court ot
Bernalillo county, and having qualified as such Administrator, .all
persons having claims against tho
estate of said decedent nre hereby
notified and required to present
the same to the undersigned in tho
manner and within the time prescribed by law.
CHARLES A. WILLM A RTH,
Administrator With Will Annexed.
Dated February 10. 1922.
NOTICE OF scrr.
(Seal)

No. 13203.

State of New

Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
Sydney Wadley, Plaintiff, vs. Mary
Wadley, Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said court and county by the
above named plaintiff, in which tho
said plaintiff prays for absolute
1925.
divorce on the grounds of abandonment and desertion. And you are
ENDORSED.
further notified that unless you
No. 11279.
Cor. Rec'd.
Col. 7, enter or cause to be entered your
Page 124. Amendment to Certifi appearance In said cause on or becate of Incorporation of Louis II fore the 23rd day of March, A. D.
feld Co., changing Article Three 1922, Judgment will be rendered in
and Increasing capital stock from said cause against you by default
$25,000.00 to $50,000.00.
Filed in and the relief prayed for will be
office of State Corporation Com- granted.
mission of New Mexico February 1.
The name of the plaintiff's ativzt, ii:46 a. m.
torney is E. B. Garcia, whose
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
address Is Albuquerque. N. M.
FRED CROLLOTT,
Compared: ICK to JJO.
(Seal)
C rk.
INDEXED.
HARRY
F. LEE, Deputy!
By
State of New Mexico, County of
NOTICE OF EXKCXTOH.
nernalillo, ss.
This instrument was filed for In tho Matter of the Estate ot
Marianita Apodaca do Apodaca,
record on tho 6th day of February,
Deceased.
1922, at 2:40 o'clock p. m. ReNotice
is hereby given that Racorded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Recfael Apodaca y Nuanes, Executor
ords of said county. Folio 18 8.
of the estate of Marianita Apodaca
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Sea!)
do Apodaca, deceased, has filed In
Clerk and Recorder.
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
By S. CROLLOTT, Deputy Clerk.
New Mexico, his final reCounty,
SG
to
LE.
Compared:
port as such Executor and tho
court has appointed Monday, the
NOTICS.
22G7.
6th day of March, 1922, as the day
Last Will and Testament of Mary for hearing objections, If any there
Isora Willmarth, Deceased.
be, to the approval of said final reTo Charles A. Willmarth.
port and the discharge of said
New Mexico; South- Executor.
western
Witness my hand and the seal of
Presbyterian Sanatorium, Albuquerque, N. M., and to said Probate Court this 3rd day of
All Others to Whom It May Con- February, 1922.
cern, Greetings:
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
You ore hereby notified that the
Clerk of. Said Probate Court.
alleged Last Will and Testament of
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
Mary Isora Willmarth. deceased, In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
late of the county of Bernalillo and
New Mexico.
State of New Mexico, was produced In County.
the Matter of the Estate ot
and read in the Probate Court of Christina Kent, Deceased.
the county of Bernalillo, state of
Notice is hereby given that the
New Mexico, on the 9th day of Febwas, on the third day
ruary, 1922, and the day of the undersigned
of February, 1922, duly appointed
proving of said alleged. Last Will Executrix of the estate of Christina
and Testament was thereupon Kent, deceased,
by the Probata '
fixed for Thursday, the 16th day of Court of Bernalillo
County, and
March, A. D. 1922. at 10 o clock In having qualified as such
Executrix,
tho forenoon of said day.
all persons having claims against
Given under my hand and the the estate of said decedent aro
seal of this court, this 10th day of hereby notified and
required to
February, A. D. 1922.
present the same to the underFRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
signed In the manner and within
County Clerk.
the time prescribed bv law.
MARGARET E. MKDLER.
EXF.CITOK'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Executrix,
Dated
New
February 9. 1922.
Mexico.
County,
In the Matter of the Estate of Alice
A DM1 N 1ST RATRIX'S NOTICE.
M. Fagan, Deceased.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Notice Is hereby given that the
County, New Mexico.
on
the ninth day In the Matter of the Estate of J.
undersigned was,
of February. 1922, duly appointed
E. Hoffmann, Deceased.
Executor of the estate of Alice M.
Notice la hereby given that the
Fagan, deceased, by the Probate undersigned was. on the twenty-sixt- h
Court of Bernalillo
county, and
day of January, 1922. duly
having qualified as such Executor, i appointed Administratrix of the
all persons having claims against estate of J. E. Hoffmann, deceased,
the estate of said decedent are by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
hereby notified and required to County, and having qualified as
present the same to the under- such Administratrix, all persons
signed in the manner and within having claims against' the estate of
the time prescribed by law.
said decedent are. hereby notified
HERBERT F. FAGAN,
and required to present the same to
Executor.
the undersigned in th- - manner and
Dated February 9, 1922.
within the time prescribed bv law.
VERA HOFFMANN.
NOTICK OF SUIT.
Administratrix.
In the District Court, State of New
Dated
January 2 8 , J9 2 2 .
Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
No. 13,214.
NOTICE OF ADMIX TsTUATOlT.
Scott Anderson.
Plaintiff, vs. J. In the Matter of the Estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey, Deceased.
Sheppard Smith. James S. Smith.
James Sheppard Smith, E. L.
Notice is hereby given that W.
of the
T.
ot
James
Washburn, as assignee
Murphey. Administrate
S, Smith, and all unknown claim, estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey,
ants of interest tn the premises deceased, has filed In the Probate
adverse to the plaintiff. Defend- Court of Bernalillo county, New
ants.
Mexico, his final report as such
To the Above Named Defendants: Administrator and the court has
You are hereby notified that appointed Thursday, the 16th day
Scott Anderson, the plaintiff, has of February, 1922, as the day for
on this day commenced an action hearing objections, if any there be,
against you In said wurt and to the approval of said final report
cause, the general nature ot which and the discharge of said Adminisaction is to quiet the title Of the trator.
Witness my hand and tho seal
plaintiff to the north thiry-liv- e
acres of the southwest quarter of of said Probate Court this 21st day
Section 26. Township 10 North, of January, 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
Range 8 East of the N. M. P. M., (Seal)
Clerk of Sail Probate Court.
against the adverse claims of each
post-offi-
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Adventurous Career of Captain George B. Boynton
As Impartial Filibuster in Many
Lands and Seas Offers Thrilling
Chapter of International Complications-- His Towed Torpedo d Success in
China Sea but a Failure at Rio

-

4M3w''

modern detectives the outstanding flgnrc for many years lias
AMONG William J. Flynn. Few men in the world have had as much,

to do with crime and criminals, plot and counterplot, as has this
big, silent, mysterious figure, who for so long was the chief of the United
States "Secret Service." His field was not that of a city or a State but
the- whole world. Cities and States tire, sometimes, of the hunt for an
elusive fugitive, or of a seemingly hopeless plodding along the trail of a
crime mystery.
But there is a widely quoted saying "Uncle Sam
never tires; never gives up. If you olfend him he will get you some
For many years this "he" that stands for Uncle
time, somewhere."
Sam's secret police was William J. Flynn, their chief.
Now "Chief" Flynn has retired to fight criminals on his own account. Out of his vast cxperience he will' tell, from week to week, of
his most interesting and exciting experiences with the cleverest of the
world's criminals and of intrigue in high places.

1

Captain set forth for the China Sea. They the largest torpedo he had every attempted.
He procured a tug, a crew and 2,000 teet
had told him that piracy was chief ot the
aquatic sports in those parts, and one might ot hawser. He was so Intent upon preparas well try to Induce a cat to Ignore cream ing to blow Mello out ot the water that he
as to expect the Captain to fail to bs inter- did not observe a launch from the British:
ested in a bit ot Far Eastern piracy. Un- cruiser Sirlus approaching.
They took tbe Captain to Capt. Lang,
happy the pirate who fell in with the Capcommanding the Sirlus, who decided te
tain.
It took some time to get across the send his prisoner to Mello tor proper punPacific in those days, and the Captain, ishment. The United States ship CharlesH4
vW
simply to while away the days, Invented a ton was lying in the bay. Dramatically
torpedo. I shall not attempt to describe Boynton pointed to the Stars and Stripes.
"You have the effrontery, sir," he roared
"With the torpedo well astern he tallied forth to intercept a Chinese junk, on which its pirate crew had loaded the cargo
this fearsome thing except to say that it
resembled a at the British captain, "to send an Amerifeet
and
six
about
was
long
.
.
the
junk
of a British merchant vessel. The junk caught the hawser and the torpedo caught
huge porcupine, in that it had steel spines can citizen to be treated with by that pirate
while that flag flies above the waters
boat and cargo vanished into thin air. Sometimes the captain was a bit too vigorous."
bristling from its body. Let a ship so Mello
much as touch one ot those spines and the ot this bay?"""
"Oh, very well," replied Captain Lang,
marine insurance folk would be making
"Come up and argue a little with these United States. Great Britain and Germany and with that $40,000 he would evolve
By WILLIAM J. FLYNN,
"I shall turn you over to Capt. Pickering of
few
weeks.
a
within
ot
payments
time,
short
a
space
In
remarkably
Former Chief of the Secret Serrlce. two Napoleons," cried the Americans and are getting tired ot all these family quarAnd simple of operation? There was the Charleston, despite the fact that he's
suf"See if you can't do something rels, and I don't know but what it will be you understand, be would have minted
Europeans.
to It except to ease it into the a triend ot mine. Jolly good friend, hell
nothing
CASE IV.
that
revolution
the
to make these fellows keep the peace. a good thing to take over the island any- ficient cash to finance
water and attach a hawser to the ring in be, too, when I do it. ' I'm sure he'd rather
man in the pal- its nose. It was provided with air cham- that Mello would deal with you."
can be little doubt that old There's not a whole
pane of glass in town way. Now oft with you, and don't let m would place an
"You wrong, me, sir," was Boynton's deace and invaluable concessions in the hands bers that floated it Just below the surface.
Boynton George B. Boynton since the latest revolution.
You'd better hear ot any of you breaking the rules."
fense before Capt. Pickering, "I did not
of
to
be
would
have
hawser
The
long,
the
dramatic
ot
tbe Captain.
production come up and give us a hand."
staged
So the two armies went over the mouncourse. The vessel towing the torpedo contemplate injuring this bloody pirate
that made Seflor Noplstoles a national figIncidentally with his percentage ot the would cut across the bows ot the intended Mello. The torpedo was for sale, sir, and
By the time the American naval officer tain and arrayed themselves on the plateau.
ure In Santo Domingo. It was the Captain reached the
ot bis coin mill he would buy la victim at a time
The I was ot a mind to offer it to this obnoxnicely calculated.
public square In front of the The cheering populace scrambled for good output
who furnished the arms and ammunition
ot the Orinoco Company. The victim boat would plow into the hawser ious Mello for a price. I dislike the man,
palace the battle was about to begin. The seats on the mountainside and, led no doubt the stock
was comprehensive and magnificent. and, naturally, pull the torpedo in toward but murder is not a part of me."
used In that private battle refereed by the revolutionists had taken their
proper by such adventurers as Capt. Boynton, plan
one
Capt. Pickering fetched the old chap to
The
too
It
hoarse
great trouble with it was that the her. Eventually the torpedo would be
until
themselves
howled
got
of
As
word
SeCor.
battles go It fell short
places, had loaded their cannon and double dark to fight any longer. I don't remem- enemies of Castro visualized themselves fetched against the side ot the unhappy New York and locked him up in the Brook'
but It bad Us distinctive shotted their muskets. The Government
Importance,
In other Kr?himaa. And that was all.
lyn Navy Yard. The State Department
victorious but empty banded.
ber who won that war.
ot
were
to
do
had
devil
a
what
a
time
In
dress
clad
their
themselves
points.
ise
beheld
deciding
uniforms,
holding
troops,
The point is that such affairs were to words they
with him. Finally after four days it reWe know to begin with that Capt. Boyn- parked in menacing attitude on the palace the Captain as vegetables are to the green entirely empty bag while the genius, the Towing His Live Torpedo,
him upon his promise that he would
worth
would
possess
was
everything
Trouble
the
ton was smuggling arms to both sides ot steps.
Captain,
Blew
Captain's
Pirate
grocer.
goods
Junk leased
Up
avoid Brazil In the future.
Between the two defiant lines strode the bedfellow and waking companion. Either having.
tbe political quarrel that wag wrenching
It worked beautifully. The Captain
"I give my word gladly," he replied. "I
American naval officer. He blew bis noso
The Captain prevailed upon a bookwith the United States
Santo Domingo at that time. I am unable harshly and called upon the two generals he was in trouble
In have an Intense dislike for the place."
Government or he was stirring up trouble seller, B. N. Monson, to seek the nec- reached the China Sea with his torpedo
to recall the names ot the leaders of the two to come forth and talk. Tbe civilian popu- for some other Government.
The Captain died In bed at his home
He had essary capitalist. Boynton consumed his tow. He obtained in his own mysterious
factions engaging in the revolution. It really lation, having taken to the roofs and well scouts and read every word ot the Central time seeking die makers. He went to the way a sloop called the Leckwlth. With the in New York city, January 19, 1911. He
well astern he sallied forth to in- was a magnificent old chap and It must
doesn't matter. There was another revolu- sheltered windows, where one might behold American and South American news dis- Klemm Brothers, a firm of excellent repute, torpedo a Chinese
In reasonable security, emitted patches. The New Yohk Herald was his which had made mint supplies for foreign tercept
battle
junk, on which its pirate have irked him to die between sheets. He
the
tion noxt day and there had been revolu- a
cheer as the American called the favorite newspaper, because it had more Governments. He told them he wanted crew had loaded the cargo of a British mer- was about 70 years old at tbe time of his
mighty
tions during the whole week preceding ths two principal warriors Into tbe centre of
chant vessel.
death. He always claimed that he was
complete intelligence from Central and eight sets of dies, and gave them to1VeneThe junk caught the hawser and the tor- born in Fifth, avenue near Fourteenth
one over which Senor Noplstoles main- the ring for instructions.
pay
zuelan coins as models. He agreed
South America and the West Indies.
tained supervision.
"See, see," they shouted, and the opposThe exploit that won for the Captain his $2,500 for the work. Monson was less suc- pedo caught the Junk. Neither junk, crew street, and that his father had been a
nor cargo was ever located subsequently. distinguished physician.
saw and joined the applause. greatest amount of newspaper notoriety cessful. He visited capitalist after capiarmies
ing
Staging a Revolution
"The brave American officer comes un- was his financing of the enemies ot Cipri-an- talist. They were not enthusiastic. Pres- Tbe marine hedgehog blew the pirates,
j
Into thin air.
By Aid of Referee armed. He carries no weapons. He comes
Castro, then President ot Venezuela. ently one ot them telephoned the United their boat and their booty
Sometimes the Captain was a bit too vigNo pistols at The
This particular revolution, which, unless alone. He is magnificent.
Captain began fomenting a revolution States Secret Service, and I was detailed orous.
my memory falls me, took place between his side. No sword In his hand."
against Castro and even went to the ex- to give the matter my attention.
keep score and to keep tally are
In September, 1893, the Captain became
3 o'clock one balmy afternoon and dinner
Before tbe shouting and the tumult had tent ot preparing to coin money for the inIt is, ot course, a violation of United
common
affairs
in
ot
interested
the
enough phrases; but few of
s
ot
violently
to
the
counterfeit
laws
time, differed from the rest only in that died away the American officer had won surgents.
currency
Don
States
Senor
Pulido, Charge
the ardent boys and girls who keep
All that I needed Brazilian politicians who desired the overit had the distinction of having a referee. his name.
for the Venezuelan Legation In another Government.
"No pistoles. No pistoles," cried the ad- Washington, raised such a row about it was to learn that the Captain had actually throw ot Deodora da Fonseca, then Presi- the score of an exciting game of baseball,
Therefore Inasmuch as this tale has to do
with Capt. George Boynton we shall review miring populace. "He has no pistoles. that the Captain was Indicted by the Fed- made the stuff. One of my associates, pos- dent ot that country. Floriano Peixotto, and afterward compare score cards to see If
was the leader of the their records tally, have any Idea whence
that particular revolution by way of estab- Senor Noplstoles, Senor Noplstoles!"
eral Grand Jury here in New York and ing as a wealthy ranchman from Montana the
Peixotto
had the army with these two words are derived.
revolutionists.
and
so
was
the
tremendous
attracf
The
to
the
tor
the
on
such
some
the
Capsix
or
He
months
convicted.
cheering
managed
proper
place,
lishing
later
background
spent
Originally they were exact synonyms; a
and
the
him
navy powers Adthought
enthusiasm so Infectious that the two Blackwell's Island for that.
and
the
ot
tain.
the
attention
Captain
Captain,
core being a scar or notch upon a tally-sticwere
Gama
Da
Mello
and
mirals
somewhat
ot
became
armies
schemes.
friendly.
his
The fighting took place near Monts
disorganized.
was warm In his praises
while tally comes directly from the
Christi on the north coast of Santo Do- They got together and cheered in mighty Who Was This Wild Captain
He held back nothing. He told us all he Peixotto, thug assured, called upon Da French talller, to cut, whittle or notch. The
vato
abdicate.
Aliases?
Several
The President
With
use of
one would think, must behad in his mind. There was no trouble Fonseca
mingo. The administration bad drawn up unison for Seflor Noplstoles because he was
a brave man. There is no question In my
At least one book has been written about about It. Candor was one of the Captain's cated and promptly dropped dead. We long either to remote antiquity or to regions
Its army in the public square and the
oyn-tohave it on the word ot official dispatches beyond civilization and its accompanying
were girding themselves to do mind that our old friend Capt.
the Captain and there is room for several many charms.
Peixotto was school arithmetic; yet such Is by no means
was among the enthusiastic spectators. more. When I first met him he was about
We arrested Monson, the Captain and that it was heart disease.
battle with the loyalists right there in
the case. That it still survives in rural
You see, It didn't matter to the Captain 60 years old. He participated in the civil the Klemms. The latter gentlemen proved declared President. That was easy enough. France
front of the palace.
is attested by an 'American educator
decided
he
was
Mello
not
He
not.
that
get- who
But
war on the side ot the North, and It is my that they were entirely guiltless. They
There were numbers ot Europeans and whether there was a fight or
has traveled much In that country.
Americans In Monte Christi at the time knew that there would be more revolutions honest opinion that his commanding of- bad been deceived by the Captain's forged ting the proper recognition. It was his
Sitting among a group of
and they looked upon the coming conflict and that one can't stage an effective revolu- ficer was as much worried about the Cap- papers. The United States Commissioner Idea that he should be tbe power behind peasants before the fireplace of a country
Tbe darned things tion without firearms. And Captain George tain as he was about the enemy. The Cap- declared that he had no jurisdiction in the the Presidential chair, whereas Peixotto inn, the landlady of which also conducted ths
without enthusiasm.
Concessions was one of the best ot all tbe purveyors of tain was like that I do not think his cases of Monson and the Captain, and we was ot the opinion that his was a sufficient village bakery, he noticed banging from the
Interfered with business.
meant nothing whatever except trouble. firearms.
name was Boynton; I'm not sure that it took the matter to the Federal Grand Jury power. Mello began to grow mean and mantel two great bundles of sticks. Examining them, he found that each rod was
was. He was known variously James and I rearrested Monson. The Captain Peixotto sent out- - a hurry call for our about
Somebody ought to take over the Governeighteen Inches long and was split up
friend the Captain.
ment and administer it on a permanent Ordered Them Out of Town
Stuart Henderson, Capt. John Klnnear and was not available. He was in Trinidad.
more than
of its length, the
To Settle Their Quarrel George McFarland
Oddly enough, the Captain happened to split portion being; covered with notches,
basis. Committees from tbe foreign colony
Monson's attorney cabled the old chap,
moment.
News
at
Brazil
that
would
be
in
the
very
go hard with his
waited upon the President and upon
while upon the handle was inscribed a name.
In May, 1906, the Captain appeared In saying that it
To dispose ot the revolution in hand,
ot the unrest in that country had reached
The mistress ot the inn observed him
chief ot the rebels, beseeching them to permit me to tell you that Seflor Noplstoles New York as the local agent for the Ori- client unless the Captain was present.
never
puzzling over these mysterious objects and
"Am coming back at once," was the Cap- our hero. The revolutionary bird
listen to reason and go on home.
failed to Induce the two warriors to call noco Company In Veneiuala. To boot he
'
was the headquarters for
"Look here," they complained, "we've Just off hostilities.
prop- tain's reply by cable. "Never deserted a chirped but the Captain heard, and hearing good naturedly explained that they wer
tallies and that all
tiokery account
he rushed to her. What would a revolu- were
had a revolution and business is poor.
"Very well," was his ultimatum, "go aganda. It was quite apparent that the friend in my life."
kept in that
lanbe
the
without
They've
Captain?
like
tion
on
were
the outs. It
Can't you chaps get together
good ahead and fight, but you'll have to do your Captain and Clprlano
w..
customer
'.d with a hazel
Boasts Fidelity
Every
guished since he died. I wonder what he stick split through i:.e
fellows and arrange some sort ot a com- fighting outside of town. I'm not going was hard to believe that the Dictator of Boynton
.ter
of Its
Makes
Good
And
Boast
His
would have done with Russia?
At least can't we have these to have all these folks disturbed by this Venezuela was as bad as the Captain would
on the handle.
promise?
length and with his
"In the harbor," explained the fright- The split off piece of v
And the Captain did return by next boat.
was retained by
scenes on certain stated days say every brawl of yours. I understand that the have us believe.
"Take me to court beside my triend," ened Peixotto, "Is that pirate Mello with the customer; the principal stick by the
The Captain had allied himself with two
Thursday afternoon so that we can have ladles are getting all fed up with these
baker. When the customer desired a loaf or
he cried as he reached the pier. He was a his flagship, the Aquldaban."
at least five days a week to attend to our impromptu affairs.
ot Castro's predecessors Crespo and
two he came to the shop with his stick, It
"I see," replied the Captain.
business affairs?
He possessed and exhibited rather grandiose codger fond of the dramatic,
"There's a nice big lot across the moun"He is a scoundrel and a traitor," con- wag placed in connection- with the plecs
"Moreover," the business men continued, tain there, big enough to hold the both ot fearlessly a warrant engraved in Spanish "Take me to court, where I may plead
from which it had been originally taken and
"sooner or later you will Injure some one you and your armies. Get over there and which he declared to be the permission of guilty and share his cell."
tinued, the President. "Likewise he annoys then with a knife a notch
was cut at the
of us and no matter who wins you'll have go to it if yon must fight. It is now 2 the
outfit to him to coin their
He occupied the cell all alone. Monson me. Do you think you could do anything point of contact at one side, so as to mark
'
America or Great Britain or Germany o'clock. You can all be over on that lot revolutionary money. He desired $10,000, was let oft with a fine. The Captain got about it?"
both pieces of wood. When one side was
"A. simple matter," scoffed the Captain, thus scored full the score was carried down
down here raising the devil about It."
by 3, so got going. Nobody's going to say which sum, be explained to those who six months on Blackwells Island. It hurt
to
his
wire
haired torpedo. the other Junction.
and he explained
But the two patriots were adamant, a word against your revolution so long as would listen, would purchase the dies and bis feelings being sent the island.
As soon as the account was paid ths tally,
s
An hour later Mello began bombarding
"To the common penitentiary," he
They felt like a revolution and there was you stay on that lot, but understand this the necessary machinery to turn out
ot the same weight and value as the moaned, "along with the pussyfoot riff- Rio de Janiero, and warships from Amer- stick was thrust into the Are.
going to be a fight right there. A fight thoroughly: the first one ot you patriots
'
The visitor carried away a tally as a
iwas something like children, the warriors shooting toward the town or leaving that Castro money. Then he was to procure raff. Baht And I have occupied the stink-inge- ica, Great Britain, Italy, Germany, Auscuriosity, but on showing It in England he
some
into
of
steamed
harbor
the
in
world's
the
and
liable
to
silver
to
before
finished
this revolution's
bullion, with which be
lot
tria
Portugal
dungeons
$10,000 la
contended,
goes
happen anywhere.
was surprised to learn that a farmer's wife
could turn out $20,000 in Venezuelan coin. most horrible prisons. I am insulted, not to see that every one had fair play. They in that part of the country In which he was
There was an American cruiser In the Jail for a year.
0
silenced Mello, and Boynton retired to a staying kept her account for butter and
"I don't want to be hard on you nor seem The rest would be simple. With the
harbor and to the commander ot this vespunished.".
.
In 1S74, to go back a ulna of years, the Government machine shop, where he made milk on a notched stick, ,
thus obtained he would make $40,000
sel the business men appealed.
unreasonable, but the Governments o! tbe
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BEAUTIFUL FUR GARMENTS ARE
ADMIRED ALONG FIFTH AVENUE

......

By LACKA A. KIRKWAV.

BEEF STEW DINNER.
The following dinner menu may
represent a little extra trouble on
the housekeeper's part, but the results will more than atone:
Beef Stew with Dumplings
Creamed Cabbage
Corn Fritter
Coffee
Date Pie
Beet stew with Dumplings: Put
1
pounds of beef from the
Bhanlc into a large pot, add 1
onion sliced, cover with cold water
and let trimmer slowly for about 0
hours (some of this boiling may
be done the day before you are to
serve the roast). Some of the meat
will gradually come off Into little
strings and rise to the top. Thick-e- n
this stew with a little flour
mixed into a psste with cold water
and season with salt and popper.
Just before serving sift together
1
pint of flour and 1 heaping;
of baking powder: add a little salt and JusJ enough milk to
make a soft dough. Do not work
it much. Dip the dough by small
spoonfuls and place these upon
the top of the meat, which la floating on the stew. Cover the pot
quickly and let Dimmer 10 minutes.
Do not uncover while cooking in
this way, or the dumplings will
fall.
After the dumplings are
added the stew will scorch, so take
the precaution of moving the kettle to a moderate part of the fire.
Corn Fritters: Mix together 2
1
A

1- -2

tablespoon of sugar,
teaspoon of salt, 1 cup of sweet
1
milk and
teaspoon of baking
powder sifted with 1 cup of flour.
Add more flour until you have n
r.
thick
Then add 1 2
cups of canned corn and fold in
s,

2

drop-batte-

HIGH SCHOOL

NOTES

Frances Blake has gone to Lor-ettColo., to attend the Loretta

a.

the two stiffly beaten whites of the
eggs.
Drop from a spoon Into
ueep rat, and brown. Serve hot.
it you prefer "Corn Oysters,"
mime mem as ronows: Open 1 can
of corn and add to it 2 well beaten
ogKa, piece of butter size of a
melted, a little salt and pep.
per and only Just enough flour to
drop out In spoonfuls onto a hot
griddle or frying pan. Fry like
griddle cakes.
Date Pie: Line two pie pans
with pastry, as in making
a' custard pie, then put into them this
filling: 1 pound of dates which
have been stewed till soft, then
pressed through a colander, or
sieve; 2 egprs well mixed into the
dates, and also 1 2 pints of sweet
milk, a littlo salt, and 3 cup of
sugar. Bake 40 minutes in a moderate oven. (All pies containing
egg should be put into a hot oven
so that the crust will sot, then th
oven temperature should bo decreased slightly so that the filling
will not boil; for if an egg filling
bolls it separates and makes a
watory pie).
Hero i sanother good fruit pie:
Prune-Appl- e
Pie: Boil 2 pound
of prunes that have boen soaked
OVCr night. Until tnnilnr
mitHf.tr
them over the fire in cold water to
cover. Then take out the prunes
and let the liquor cook down until
thicker. Press the cooked prunes
through a sieve to eliminate stones
and add to this pulp l cup of
chopped raw annlcs. 3
a little grated lemon peel,
tcn- i'uun F3.ii ana tho liquid which
you have cooked down. Bake between 2 crusts like an apple pie
that is, for about 60 minutes.
wal-nu-

t,

and won each time. The first was
played with San Jose school Tues
day afternoon, the score being 7
m a. xne second was with Central
school, the soore this time being
30 to 16.
The lineup of the team
wns as follows:
Center, Luciano
Chavez; guards, Rafael Armijo and
Florencio Baxboa; forwards, Cipri-an- o
Tapia and Oraclo Griego.
On account of cold weather the
3Tins team hasn't been very active.
The Atrisco P. T. A. held Its regular meeting Friday afternoon at
3 o'clock.
busiAfter the
ness was disposed of regular
plans were
made for a benefit dance to be held
Friday evening. Februarv 17.
The third and fourth grades have
ucen niaKing Valentines. They are
planning on having a Valentine box
Tuesday In their room.
Miss Sanchez promoted the following pupil3 from the high first
to the second grade: Canda Her-rerAbundla Chavez. Maria Bar-boIsaac Saavedra and Bennie
Armijo.
Tho primary pupils of Miss
a
room have begun the Beacon
first reader. This room has made
an excellent record of attendance
during the past month.
a,
a,
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NEVER WANTS ANtTinNQ
ELSE
"I tried many different kinds of
cough medicine," writes Mrs. E. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave.. Superior,
Wis., "but I never want anything
else than Foley's Honey and Tar. 1
used it for all my children and also
for my grandchild. It has always dona fine work.' Foley's is
a pure, wholesome and absolutely
Bafe remedy for the relief of colds,
coughs, croup and whooping cough.
Children like It and it checks snees-tand snuffling. Sold everywhere,
.

nj

Hej

Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat
anything 1 want
without hurting
me." This form
::cH'--'of indigestion Is
extremely painful
and often
By tak
ing Chamberlain's
Tablets after eating, and especially
when you have fulness and weight
in the stomach after eating, the
disease may be warded off and
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not
only aid digestion, but strengthen
and Invigorate the stomach.
3

s.

Social Calendar
Eastern Star social club will
meet at 2:30 p. m.
D. A. R. musical
and tea at
Elks club, 3 to 6 p. m.
Card party of married ladies
sodality of Immaculate Conception
church at the St. Mary's hall at
2:30 p. m.
Dinner of Business and Professional Women's club at Y. W. C. A.
at 6:15 p. m.
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Dame Fashion, Jn her announcements ! to the latest mndea
highly approves many elaborate and expensive furs.
These smart
moaeis, worn Dy isew lork women, were photographed recently on
Fifth avenue. At tho left is a $2.000 chinchilla cn.no.
That fur is very popular this season. At tho rieht is a rnrment
that obeys tho decree thut gowns and coats havo us much white as
This model is of white ermine
possible. Ermino is highly favored.
trimmed with seal skin.
explained and demonstrated during
mo snow s stay In town by men
who travel with the Bhow.

TRAVELING ELECTRIC
EXHIBITIONS CARRIED
TO COUNTRY VILLAGES

GOVERNMENT
ISSUES
LAMP SPECIFICATIONS

Electrical shows aro no longer
prerogatives of big cities, but have
found their way to smaller towns
and villages whose interests center
so intensely around their individual
"Main streets."
O. A. Jennings of
Oklahoma,
fitted up an elaborate traveling
show to demonstrate the wonders
and novelties in electrical invention
and development. While this show
is something: on the order of the
old time household shows sent out
by government departments teach
ing home economics, jt is still
unique in that it is tho first one on
record devoted to the electrical
field.
Moveable
sets, representing a
house, were prepared
much as is tho scenery carried by
.

five-roo-

traveling theatrical troupes for
their one night stands: These can
be expanded or closed up according to tho spnee available for the
show. Trunks containing electrical
apparatus, oil cloth advertising
banners, stage braces, movie film,
advertising cuts and similar paraphernalia nre loaded along with the
Ford truck
scenery on a one-towhich thus loared gayly transports
this show from town to town.
Towns on the route are billed In
advance, and Jennings has Invariably found his audiences keen In
anticipation and enjoyment of the
and
entertainment
Information
Electrical appliances
provided.
and household equipment are provided in abundance, and these arc

DISPATCH

TO MORNIN4)

JOUNNAU

New York, Feb, 2. Because
light and color moving in wave-lik- e
rhythm upon a screen are
capable of producing all sorts of
emotional reactions, the management of the Neighborhood
Grand street has found it
necessary to etiange the order of
new
its
bill so that the "Clavllux"
of color organ of Mr. Thomas Wilfred comes last on the program instead of third.
In the darkened theater the audience sits spellbound while pale,
rotating shafts of light appear on
the screen
and slowly and
dhythmlcally
mergs into cloud-lik- e
formations oi color which tint
and shade and finally fade again
Into the neutral background.
While the Idea of the color organ is not entirely new, the working out of the electrical apparatus
whereby it is given expression is
exclusively the work of Wilfred,
and the Instrument is .attracting
scientific as well as psychological
attention.
Mr. Wilfred calls the instrument
an "organ" probably because of
tho lettered and numbered stops
by which it is operated; but to th
casual observer it looks like a steel
tank six feet long and three feet
wide from which the light and
color effects are projected. The
"Claviltix" is electrically operated,
requiring an ordinary 110 volt circuit to produce the light required.
Shafts of white light are drawn
Into the tank, and by means of
magnetically controlled prisms all
tho colors of the spectrum
are
brought into play in accordance
with the music or formula which
has previously been worked out
by the operator. Composing music
for tho color organ Is largely a
matter of mood and emotion, and
the extent to which the art may
bo developed lends itself to unlim- ited speculation.

!

Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, has issued a new
edition of circular No. 1.1, describing the standard specifications for largo Incandescent lumps
of the tungsten and carbon types.
For about fourteen years electric
lamps havo been purchased by
tho federal
under
government
specifications
in this
published
circular.
Tho original specifications cov
ered on'y carbon filament lamps.
in luier coitions metallised car
bon and tantulum lamps were In
troduced and then discarded, as
tungsten filament lamps gradually displaced them in use. In
with theso radical changes
in types of lamps, vei-- great improvements were made in the ef- fieiency and tho life required, but
no fundamental change
was made
in the form of the specifications
or in the methods of testing.

WOMAN CAN ATTEND TO
ELECTRIC PLANT WITH
HANDY SELF STARTER

A

Anyone who has an Isolated plant
on his place will generally concede
that it is a man's task to start tho
engine by hand, see that all oil cups
are dripping regularly, turn down
tho grease cups, and otherwise
make sure that the apparatus is
running properly when a charge is
given the batteries.
For a woman to do such work is
generally entirely out. of the question, but when she wants to bo the
onglneer or perhaps bus to be, it is
possiblo to make things easy for
her.
One small farm in Dutchess
county. New York, has a twenty-fiv- e
light electric plunt situated in
a small house built under the windmill.
It supplies thu residence,
barn, etc., with current during tho
evening, and charges the batteries
during the day.
The owner, a business man. gees
to the city very early nnd returns
late, thus the responsibility of the
plant rests with the busy wife.
She attends to the cleaning and
oiling of tho engine and generator,
Is used to start
and a
e
knife
up the engine. A
switch allows tho battery current
to run the generator as a motor
and thus start tho engine with the
compression cock open. As soon
as the engine Is up to speed the
cock is closed and tho gasoline
needle is opened, when combustion
generally begins.
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It is not an ensy matter to learn
speak one language correctly if
one would believe the purists, but

f

-

DOr,UBLE

Jacket ovot Pep.

'

,

to.

one woman, Miss Alice Warner, not
only converses fluently In French,
German. Dutch anil Italian, but has
mastered 300 native African dialects. For some time she lectured
in an East African language and
she now holds the only professor
ship In that language at the English
school of oriental languages.
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Suar jacket ju-- t
"melts ia your mouth,"
then you get the delcc- table gum center.
with Wrigleys three old
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also affording friendly
aid to teeth, throat, breath, ap
petite and digestion.

CoFfee

.

Almost as
good as

Soothiniy.

thirst-ouenchinr-

r.

taste better.

w

cream; and
how it saves

your pocketbook!
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EVAPORATED
MIL5C

Despite the fact that she is cast
eighty-on- e
years of age, Mrs. Laura
Jl. Wright, of Belleville. N. J., is
head of a plumbing shop. Forty
years of her life were spent in practicing medicine.

Rely on Cuficura
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Have Given BUICK
I

"f

Mkk

the Standing it Has Today

is as necessary

flofe

to me on hunting trips as
my rod, resl and gun."

The Three

as
My Buick
.'"
essary to me on my hunting: and
is

nec-

Big

The Three

Features

Big

Features

fishing trips as my rod, reel and
gun. It has taken me wherever
I have wanted to go and it has
brought me back each time.

I have driven my present
Buick more than 20,000 miles
and it rtma as sweetly today as
it did the day I bought it.
The exceptional gasoline and
tire mileage it gives me amazes
all my friends. When I tell
them that I average 18 miles to
the gallon of gasoline and as
much as 25 out on hunting or
trading trips they'll hardly be-

lieve me.
One out of every S
oars owned In New
Mexico (other than
Fords) Is a Buick.

The original tires carried mo
the poorest
roads in the state.
I
can't say too much for my Buick.
(Signed) CHAS. A. WRIGHT,
Wright's Trading Post."
10,000 miles over

McCollough-Buic- k

Co.

C. E. Oden, Prop.
Fifth and Gold
'

Phone 1200

"When Better Automobiles Are
Built, Buick Will Build Them."

THe Eden starts, washing by the turn of a button,

There's nothing more to do until you stop the machine
,by another turn of the button' and remove the snowy
.white clothes.

The. Eden Wringer swings and locks in five positions
and it will swing from washer to rinse to blueing and
then to the basket. You wring while The Eden washes
the next batch of clothes.
The Eden washes dirt out of clothes instead of through'
them, because the released dirt is trapped and held in the
Sediment Zone, an exclusive Eden feature.
A Demonstration in the Home Will Prove All We
Say of the Eden is True.

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"
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Making the next cigar
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Attacks of Indigestion

had to Inject1
medicine in my
arm. Since tak-n- g

s

play-house- in

g.

ATRISCO.
The boys' basketball team has
two
games the past week
played
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THEATER PLAYS
ON EMOTIONS

It?

M
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academy.
Richard Mason was operated on
for appendicitis at a local hospital last week.
returned to
George
Maples
school Monday after a week of
his tonsils
which
absence, during
were removed.
Afton Bacchus, a junior, has
gone to ttl Paso.
A debate was held in the Roosevelt Debating Society February
7. The question
was: Resolved,
That the United States establish
of
a court
Industrial relations
similar to that of the Kansas
court of industrial relations. The
debaters were Rosalie Fijrry, Alice
Olson and Helen Kimball on the
atiirmative, and Helen Schneider,
Marian Crawford and Hazel Freed
on the negative. The judges
in favor of the negative.
Those chosen to represent the soy
debate
in
the
ciety
Marian
Helen Schneider.
Crawford and Helen Kimball.
AMERICAN WOMAN
The Webster Debating society
debated the same question. The
PSYCHOLOGIST IS
affirmative speakers were Elnora
HONORED ABROAD
i
and
Lockeye
Davis, Will Glass
Powers. The negative speakers
were, jsaoene jrausrsun, wanei
The
Olson and Maude Crosno.
debaters selected for the
debate were Will Glass,
Elnora Davis and Mabel Olson.
The affirmative side won, and
this side will be taken by the
'
Webster society in the debate
with the Roosevelt society.
Thursday morning the student
body of A. H. S. were assembled
together to see the demonstration
in speed typewriting given
by
Miss Margaret Owen. Miss Owen
was the world's champion typist
for several years.
In the past week several teachers have been absent on account
of illness. Mr. McKean is substi
tutlng111 for Mr. Burton, who has
several weeks. Miss Swit
been
zer is a substitute for Mr. Long,
and Mrs. Barnhart for Mrs,
Owens. Miss Wilkinson was absent
on account of her mother's illness. Mrs. Barnhart substituted
for Miss Wilkinson.
The scholarship society of the
scnooi
tield its regular
nign
meeting for the election of officers
February 7. Those elected were:
President, Josophlne Mllner; vice
president, Nathan Glassman;
reasurer,
George Olson.
The scholarship society is comj
t i
n-jposed of students who average for
the semester at least two E's and
Another American woman has
two G's, Its object is to promote been
honored by the French govgreater interest in school work and ernment.
She is Dr. Kate Brous- to reward those who come within
of psychology of
seau,
professor
Silver
membership
requirements.
Calif. She was re
A's are presented to all new mem- Mills college,
by the French
bers, and gold A's are presented to cently decorated
of war with the "Medaille
those who at the end of their Junior minister
Commemorative
Francalse
da la
year have been eligible for five out Grand Guerre."
of the six semesters.
Dr. Brousseau was overseas for
The scholarship
students, as a one
during the war, during
whole, have interests in school life whichyeartime
she aided a noted
other than
Some Frenoh
in the examination
surgeon
members are class officers and La of women
were pressed into
Reata and Record staff members, service in who
men's
Jobs. She was
while many of the members are also
the
French
with
army of oc
active in athletics, dramatics and
cupation and in the spring of 1919
debating.
re
The members of the society for was sent into the devastated
gions to take charge of the foyers'
this semester are:
Forrest Appleby, Joe Benjamin, for soldiers and civilians returning
Robert Botts. Virginia Bragg, Myr? to their ruined homes.
tie Brown, Florence Brueggeman,
Tinsley Burton,
Clyde Cleveland,
Veda Cooper, Franklin Copp, Irma
. Crackel,
Mildred Crelghton, Gladys
Dorris, Elizabeth Fee, Ora Fitzger;
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets
aid, Annabella Franklin, Mildred have
saved my life," writes Mrs.
Freed, Nathalie Furstonfeld, Rus
sell Gere, Vivian Gibson, Helen Maggie Coll, Golden City, Mo. "I
had
pains in my stomach so bad l
Hainan
uiaDasnia,
Glassman,
thought I could
Harris Grose, Max in e Halthusen
lot live. Our docWoodford Heflln, Eunice Herken-hoff- ,
tor said It was
Agnes Hinden, Ellen Knoff.
congestion of the
Edna Llpper, Virginia McLandrero
ttomach. 1 would
Maxwell Merritt, Josephine Mllner
to to bed perfect-- 1
Adele Morelll, Adrian Morris, Stanford Noble, George Olson, Mabel
ty well and wake
up in the night
Olson, Louise Oestrelch, Frances
as
bad as 1 could
Parker, Lenore Pettit, Leona Raney,
be and live. Our!
Marian Raney, Marcella Reldy, Arnold Rosenwald, Mela Sedlllo, Hol-11- s
doctor said it
would do no good
Stewart, Ollle Stewart, Arabella
to give medicine
Starrett, Joe Whitehouse.
inter-societ-
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WHO'S LOONEV NOW?
Dr. Jose D. Sena, (specialist in mental diseases,
to
"brains" of the Normal University, right-hanthe supreme court and pernicious organization
politician, has had the editor of the Journal under
Ha
He has announced his verdict.
observation.
The whole
So, there!
says the editor is insane.
matter is settled.
Jose is sane. He feels sure of It. Being an expert In medicine, education, law and politics, his
verdict "goes." He is sane and wo are insane.
If Dr. Sena is sane, we confess that we must
be a trifle "off." Our mental processes are cer
talnly different from his. We take it that Dr. Sena
was speaking as an alienist and political expert anl
not on behalf of his supreme court, when he an
nounced our doom. We do not know that he even
consulted these eminent gentlemen belore passing
Judgment. We suspect that he did not.
Dr. Sena goes farther. He tells the public just
the degree of our insanity. It is bo violent that wa
we expect
ought to be in the insane asylum. Now
us
people to step into the gutter when they pass
on the street. Evidently we are "dangerous" and
the public "safety" demands that we be taken in
We suspect that the whole
hand and restrained.
band of political gangsters entirely agree with him.
a
On second thought, perhaps ho did consult with
exmillionaire member of the supreme court who
"soon be under
pected a while ago that we would
control."
no malice.
Up to this point Dr. Sena expressed
a great menIt was merely the unbiased opinion ofemotion.
May
tal specialist, uninfluenced by any
be! But at this point lie shows malice. We are
Insane. We should be in the insane asylum. Cut
listen! Wo should be in the Insane Asylum at Las
Vcgus.
to Dr.
Now, pray tell, what have we ever done
us
in
this
to
par
to
want
put
him
leads
Jose that
Rosen-wald- ,'
ticular insane asylum, presided over by Dr.
expert in measuring whiskey and selling
to
tractors'? Are we so Insane that it Is necessary
feed us on "peas too hard to mash with a fork?"InWe demur. We might go peacefully to some
we
sane asylum. In fact. Just to please Dr. Sena,
But the
insane
asylum.
almost
to
any
go
might
ono at Las Vegas never! We are not that insane.
.Dr. Sena based his Judgment upon our saying
that a Janitor at the Normal University had been
arrested charged with manufacturing and selling
board of
whiskey and our added opinion that a
at
inquiry ought to look into the cause of the fire
the Normal, which had been casually attributed to
"a defective flue." The Doctor said our Janitor
story was "dirty and untrue."
H.
May be It was. We do not know, Jonathan
and
Normal
political
the
of
Wagner, president
protege of Dr. Sena, told us about it. But perhaps
Mr. Wagner is a liar. Jose says that he is, if
natural inferences are to be taken.
investigation of the cause of the fire was
necessary. Dr. Jose said so. He said that we weru
at
crazy for thinking so. Now the Baptist church
Las Vegas has burned. The fire looks incendiary.
President Wagner Is reported to have received
temanonymous letters saying that other buildings
burned.
be
will
the
used
University
by
porarily
- no-- .
The whole
Everybody Is a board of inquirjOur
opinion of the need of
community is excited.
most
Investigation seems to be fully shared by
other people. Perhaps everybody Is going insane.
We will ask Dr. Sena, about them. The people may
well be careful. The Doctor may sentence them
to the awful fate to which he assigned us.
An Insane man once said to a superintending
physician who had done a foolish thing: "Who's
d
to ask
We are too
looney now?"
such a question.
We suggest that the supreme court can insure
its peace of mind in the next few weeks by advising
their political appointee to hold his tongue.
"

d

.

trated by Abdul llamld In 1895 and in the present
century by Hainal, Talaat Bey and Enver Pasha,
Under the treaty of Sevres the British occupied
the protection of
Mesopotamia and Palestine
the people from the Turks, but in other regions the
provisions of the treaty have not been enforced

fr

The Genoa conference may fittingly discuss meas
ures for concerted International action to wipe out
this blot upon our civilization.

BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS.
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is coming down, but

VERSE OF TODAY
Life is full of subtle things,
Singular surprises;
Splendid memories hide their wings
Under quaint disguises.

-- Jr.

fiky-

man; "Just enough no you won't
freeze fast to the cake of iee."
"All right," sad Uncle Wiggily,
and. somehow or other, he thought
of Nurse Janes' queer dream. Soon
ha and Mr. Whitewash reached
the icicle cave, and while Uncle
Wiggily sat on a cake of ico with
a baby oil stoe inside, the Polaf
Bear made himself some iced tea
and Uncle Wiggily some hoi
chocolate. Just as they were drinking, all of a sudden in bounced
the Fuzzy Fox.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the Fox. "I
thought I'd find Uncle Wiggily in
here! Now for some fine nibbles!"
and he was Just going to nip the
bunny's ears when Mr. Whitewash
said:
"Just a moment, Mr. Fox. Sit
down until Uncle Wiggily finishes
his hot chocolate before you nibble his ears. Here sit on this,"
and though the Fox didn't notice
(his eyes watching the bunny all
the time), ho sat down on a cold
cake of Ice which Mr. Whitewash
slid over behind him. At the same
time Mr. Whitewash winked one
eye at Uncle Wiggily.
"Well, I'll sit down a moment,"
growled the Fox, "and then I'm
going to do some nibbling." So
he sat down on the cold freezing
cake of ice, while Uncle Wiggily,
sitting on an ice cake with a baby
oil stove Inside, sipped his hot
chocolate. And the Bear drank his
cold tea.
"Well," said the Fox, after s
bit. "If I'm going to nibble any
nibble any any er er " And
then he couldn't say another word.
Almost before he knew it he was
frozen stiff from sitting on the
Ice cake, and he couldn't even
speak, much less nibble ears.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Mr. Whitewash, as he threw the stiff, frozen
Fox out of the cave Into a snow
drift. "I could have pushed him
out when "he first came in It I
had wished, but I thought it
would be more fun to let him
freeze himself."
"Yes, and that's Nurse Jane's
dream." said Uncle Wiggily. "Only
she thought I was the one to be
tossed into a snow dlft. But it
was the Fox, and it serves him

SL"sJ
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THE SURPRISE.

y.'j

-

That old lady over there
With the crooked bonnet
Once her gay and piquant air
May have bred a sonnet.

That forlorn, unshaven wretch,
All in rags and tatters.
May have let his fancy stretch
To deliver matters.
I myself, too pale and old
Longer to aspire,
Under my demeanor cold
Nurse celestial fire,
The Outlook.

Crabbscrawlings

Lincoln's

WWl

wrMlte

m

111

ink

Our beacon of hope this week was found in ag
little volume entitled, "The Gentle Art of Column-InTho cheering cita" loaned us by Don Fulano.
on a
tion Is, "All true humor, we insist, is based
you cannot be
grouch. If you are not
a humorist."
O

O

right."

Then the bunny drank the rest
of his hot chocolate and, getting
up from the warm cake of ice, he
hurried back to his bungalow to
tell the muskrat lady his queer
adventure. And if the toothpick
doesn't fall off when it goes sailing on the cake of violet soap,
and get its paws all wet, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
Bunty's sled.

o

the
After reading about tho murder mysteries in lindaily press, a bachelor naturally wonders if all
gerie is pink.
0 o o
ever reOpportunity is the only knocker that
tained popularity.

o o o
For Sale. Team of horses, weigh
cow, giving milk. Journal ad.

2,500 pounds;

Which reminds you, of course, that
"The kind laced cow does not give milk,
Tou have to take it from her,"

Book

epo-tls-

te

auto-make- is

News-Heral-

time-honor-

non-offici-

nt

e,

Bedtime Stories

Writers and New Volumes

Comer-Abo- ut

x

tender-hearte-

put-;ln-

v)k

fff

The other senator from Missouri la beginning to
feel that In his colleague he has a broken Reed.

CLOSE-UP- S
o O O
PRINTED BY REQUEST, WHISKERS AND AIL. A Si'cri'tary's Study of a
He stood on tne Dunn or. a, puniug uiuun,
His senses nearly reeling;
And now and then he would venture a look
Wondrow Wilson As I Know Hirn, by
The village belles were peeling.
Jcwph P. Tumulty. (Dnubleday Page.)
O
O O
Woodrow Wilson, the statesman,
If sounds were ideas, a jazz band would know has prepared largely his own hisevervthine.
tory. It was written In the pre.-- s
o o
O
dispatches from Washington and
A.
R.
where
it
may,
of
go
the
Let
gasoline
price
Paris. Parts of it are now being
Ariz.
at
lives
Snowflake,
of a
Fillerup
presented as the contents
O O O
"steel box," but in the main, th
invented
He
smart.
Is
spaghetti." record of the political leader has
"My old man
"Where did he got the idea?"
been written.
"From the noodle."
It remained for Joseph P. Tuo o o
multy,
secretary to Mr. Wilson
is
sure
is
he
when
nothing
Every man is brave
during his years as governor and
to
happen.
going
then as president, to write a carj-- f
o o o
ill picture of Woodrow Wilson,
A GUFFAW FOB MR. QUICK EL.
the man. It must be admitted
An Oklahoma town marshal shot into a Ford that
wns given an unexand killed two women. He says he thought it was celled Tumulty
opportunity to watch from
laden with booze.
a Hudson Supcr-SIclose up tho startling career of a
o o o
national leader. He lived close, to
IT UTS IV HERE VERY NICELY.
Woodrow
Wilson; their relations
I
the
for
following.
no
I
claim
Sir:
authorship
were extremely cordial.
care
whatever
may
to
for
you
send
it
you
merely
Mr. Tumulty being an inexperito do with it:
enced biographer, spends too much
A woodpecker pecks out a cood many pecks
time
talking of himself. Ho inOf sawdust when building a hut;
serts too many paces to show that
He works like a nigger to make the hole bigger,
he was free to give advleo to the
And is sore If his cutter won't cut.
president and that he felt no reHe won't bother with plans, or cheap artisans,
straint in so dointr. He even rocs
But there's one thing that can rightly be said;
far afield to show that some of
The hole excavation haa this explanation:
his advice was taken.
He does it by using his head.
Yet, in spite of the flaw of
ALULA.
which seems to crop out unO O o
tho work,
hindered
Calls conference to keep college athletes clean. there is athroughout
gratifying amount of
Headline.
Mr.
about
genuine Information
"Is them d showers out o' fix again?"
Wilson. Mr. Tumulty givos invalO O O
into the private life
uable
Dance tonight at Colombo hall for the benefit of the glimpses
man and portrays sides of
of Tuberculosis.
Journalad.
whieh very little is known.
Trying to effect the sale of Red Cross stamps.
There is llttlP or no effort to InO O O
terpret the acts of the statesman,
EVEN THE "SENSIBLE SIX" IS TOO LARGE
but there is much to modify an l
EOB SOME FAMILIES.
of the
retouch the mental
Sir: The New York American contends that all- man. The animositypictures
against tho
thinca are evenly divided; the rich have their twinof
out
the.
quarprowlng
president
sixes and
poor have thejr six twins. In the in rels with McCombs, Harvey anl
terest of the noor. let us hope that the
a
Wood is softened by
reading of
do not increase the number of cylinders.
the book.
EATON 13. GOING.
Mr. Wilson's efforts at r.iris
o o o
stand out in a changed aspert. Hi
Twenty-nin- e
years on the same old ranch. S. C. "about-face- "
on the question of
Leghorn chicks 120 per 100. Journalad.
war is satisfactorily explained. Mr.
That ranch should be named De Soto.
Tumulty has done his former chief
o o o
a distinct service in presenting to
WE CORRECT.
new views of the
his
The editor In this column last week relieved man countrymen
who was their leader through
himself of the opinion that our laundry could not the war.
C. P. A.
of have been
wrapped, as he inferred we said, in a
Eighty per cent of the men and 90 per cent
from
the
Estancia
are
despondent
Wisconsin
clipping
University
women
at
the
His statement proved nothing, except that he
because they do not know what they will do when knows nothing about
our laundry.
BOOK ENDS
graduate'1)
o o o
they graduate. Has the
out?
PACK UP. WATSON! OUR WORK HERE
Job of making the world Just right played
IS FINISHED.
Dr. Walter E. Traprock, someThe car was smashed all to pieces, and the unThe new dispatch which states that Turkish subfortunate driver was Instantly killed. Just the ex- times known as Georgo S. Chap-pel- l,
marines, which are either French or Russian, arc act way it happened no one seems to know, but inrenowned explorer and auchasing Greek transports, is rather Indefinite as to dications are that the freight crossed the crossing thor, has departed for an extended
almost at the same instant the car tried to cross. r lecture tour. His Buhject Is, of'
the identity of the pursuers.
course, "How I found the Filberts.
Willard Record.
o o o
It is rumored that Dr. Thompson
'EM
MASSACRES MUST CEASE.
BOTH!
TRY
WI7LL
contemplates a trip to the interior
Sir: Why can't we call applause, clapping of of Africa as his next hazardous
If you don't like that one, feat.
ego palm-ade- ?
There will be much sympathy with the resolu- hands,
try this:
tion introduced In the senate by Mr. King of Utah,
summer
the
after
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett
In
supper
When the evenin' chores was done,
will have a new novel published
urging that if our government participates in the
Us kids gathered at the depot
next month called "The Head of
Genoa conference the agenda shall include considWhere wo had a lot o' fun
the House of Coombe" (Stokes), it
eration of the Turkish question, with special referLlstenin' to tho tales o" valor
is Mrs. Burnett's first novel slncq
ence to the massacres of Christian peoples.
Of the men in blue an' gray,
"T.
was
Tembarom," which
When they marched Into the battle,
"We ought to lift up our voices through the
brought out eight years ago.
In the thickest of the fray.
churches, through civic organizations," says Senator
An imposing volume on the life
King, "against this wicked, brutal, exterminating
Years passed on 'fore back I wandered
of the De Morgans will be publish-e- d
To the village where I'd dwelled,
this spring by Henry Holt & Co.
policy of Kemal Pasha." But protests by
An' the children still was gath'rin'
"The Life of William and Henry
bodies can have no more effect on the murTo
each
swelled
De
hear
tales
that
Morgan" is written by Mrs. A.
night
derous proclivities of the Turk In the future than
Even greater than the last time
M. W. Sterling, sister of Evelyn
more
a
For
than
have
the
in
past.
generation
When they heard how Dewey's fleet.
De Morgan, and she has included
they
Bluffed the Germans at Manila
the Christian peoples have employed moral suasion
many illustrations of Do Morgan's
An'
to
dovn
defeat.
brought Spain
pottery and of his wife's
on the bloodthirsty Turk without success.
They
might as well have tried to change the nature of a
Now I reckon In the evenin',
That the kids all come an' sit
Now it Is announeed that the
hyena by patting him on the back. Only one argu-'meListenln'
to a tale at dusk-timThe
to
is
force.
Famous Players-Lak- y
and
that
the
Turk,
appeals
corporation
As the World War boys tell it.
has secured the motion picture
only time he is good Is when he Is made to be good.
An' the cunnln' little youngsters.
A. S. M. Hutchinson's "If
of
rights
It is a strange thing that the European powers have
With their eyes
Winter Comes," now the best sellout,
not yet learned this lesson.
Think that they would like to battle
ing novel throughout the English
An' put enemies to rout.
speaking world, and that the pic
When, many years ago, Gladstone called for th
ture win oe maae in England in
axpluslon of the Turk from Europe, "bag and
the actual locale used by HutchinThey don't know the world has sickened
he voiced the enlightened conscience of the
With the mls'ry an' the strife
son. James Kirkwood, whose perThat a war Is always bringin'
world. Public opinion in Great Britain has always
formance in Oppenhelm's "The
With Its toll of human life.
Great Impersonation" wns one of
condemned the Turk and yet it must bo recorded
So if we who have been thru it
the finest pieces of actinz Inst
that the British government, when the time for
Carf in some way hush Mars' call, i
will play tho leading role,
year,
action came, has woefully failed to perform Its duty.
Marie HaDre, and he will be supThey will write our deed in hist'ry
As the greatest of them all. '
n
From the days of the Crimean war until no
ported by a cast of
O O O
players.
Great Britain pfflclally has stood as the friend and
AN
IT'S
ILL
ETC.
WIND,
Jefender of the Turk. It was thought that the world
The proposed increase In tf.xes to take care of
Maxim Gorky is in tho
g
nar would finally afford the opportunity for
the bonus bill provides "Double the present ten per
trying to recover his health
cent
on
admissions
tax
where
the charge exceeds after four years' endurance of tho
the Turk where he belongs, but once mora
25 cents."
A friend writes: "Gor.
revolution.
sroppld' up. that old fear of Britain's of offending
Now watch the movie ploots stick on an addi- ky tells horrible things about RusHer Mohammedan subjects In India.
For 600 years tional ten per cent for themselves!
sia and about the life there. He
,
ihe Turk has been tho shedder of innocent blood,
is not In sympathy with the gov
O O o
The closing song this morning; will be: "We ernment which rules Russia today,
tn mor recent years the world has been shocked
Never Cared for Liquor 'till America Went Dry." and he told me that he will never
y the massacres of Armenians and others perpe- --r"T B, C."
return to Russia." Gorky's novel,
.. ;.
... ., ...
.;
bag-(age- ,"
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HMDs up l g,

Cox still alms at the presidency, says a headline.
In view of his record of marksmanship the presidency is in no danger of being hit.

The price of tombstones
who will rejoice over that?

February 13, 1922

AT THE LIBRARY
A list of the books recently received at tho public library follows:
"Alice Adams," by Booth

MARCO

For Little Ones

POLO

As Seen by Domi Hyrnc
ArtLstio Talc.

By Howard B. Garls

in an

China, frail as the young moon, and
ouuiming wun me songs or the
poet, Li Po. We have a beautiful
Chinese princess and the story of
how the wins thj acknowledged
love of Marco. And there in the
changed Marco, after the nrineess'
death, grim and gaunt, riding stal- lions to death on missions for Ku-!tbla Klian,
The story Is handled very beautifully. The liquid progression of
the events is unmarred by any inor
terjection of ponderousness
pedantry of phrasing. Where the
only discordant note in the whole
book lies Is in tho several
of the narrator of the tale
nutemmon.
of
Messer Marco Polo. The story
"Main Street," by Sinclair Lewis.
is
told to a small group In
being
"Mirrors of Downing Street."
present day New Yerk. Excellent.
"Mirrors of Washington." .
But
the tale onco launched, per"Obstacle Race," by Ethel Dell.
"Oliver Cromwell," by John haps Its completion without further
to the narrator would
allusion
Drlnkwater.
preferrable.
"Pilgrim of a Smile," by Davey. be Mr.
Bryne's delightful story Is
"To the Last Man," by Zane
very well illustrated by C. B. Falls.
Grey.
P. G. II.
"The Young Enchanted," by
Hugh Walpole.
Harvey Fergusson.
"Moon-Calf,- "
by Floyd Dell.
"Briary-Bush,- "
by Floyd Dell.
"Brimming Cup," by Dorothy
Canfield Fisher.
"Enchanted Canyon," by Honore
Willsie.
"Eriek Dorn," by Ben Hecht.
"Flaming Forest," by James Oliver Curwood.
"Growth of the Soil," by Knut
Hamsen.
"Helen of the Old House," by
Harold Bell Wright.
"Her Father's Daughter," by
Gene Stratton-Porte"If Winter Comes," by A. S M.
r.

stand

And types they are. But
such as these
Did not comprise the army that I
knew.
Who gave their all with their exAs types.

piring breath

And marched and fought among the
autumn trees
In Argonne Woods. , My men .were
brave and true
And laughed and Joked In the grim
Jaws of death.
In The Service Magazine.
"Mother," has just been published
by the Appletons, with a special introduction
by Charles Edward
,
Russell.
,
Simultaneously with the news
that E. Fhlllips Oppenheim will
arrive in New York on February
13 for his first visit here in ten
years, his publishers, LJttle, Brown
& Co. of Boston,
announce
that
they will publish in March a new
novel by this popular English author. The title is "The Great
Prince Shan" and It will be a story
of world politics in 1934, that is
said to possess the same interest
that characterized his earlier fainmous novels of , International
trigue, which In reality forecasted
tho war with Germany,
George H .Doran company announce a new book of essays by
Heywood Broun for the spring of
1922.

COLFAX COUNTY HIGH
BASKETBALL
SCHOOL
TEAMS TAKE 2 GAMES
(Special Con

ondence to' The ilournal.)

Raton, N. M., Feb. 12. Raton
enjoyed a full program of basketthree
ball Friday night, where
'
games were staged n the local
floor. The boys and girls of the
each
Colfax coiinty high school
won their game against Miami, the
score of the boys' "game being 26

to. 20 and the

score-oj- !

the girli'

game, 64 to 8. The third scrimmage between the male teachers
of the Colfax' county high school
men's team, th.3
and the
latter romping away with- the long
end of a 20 to 11 score,-

Copyright. 1921, by McCIure
Newspaper Syndicate.

Messer Marco Polo, by Dona Bjrno.
(The Century company.)

With the rare skill of Howard
and the
fragile
.. Pyle
manner of CabeU exquisitely
in certain moods,
"Americanization
of Tdward Donn Byrne has woven a charming
tale of the love of Messer Marco
Bok," by Edward Bok.
Gold," by Ernest Polo, son and nephew if the great
"Beggar's
Toole.
navigators of the name of Polo.
We have Venice, In an atmos"Beloved Woman," by Kathleen
Norris.
phere of velvets and papal grandeur
'.'Blood of tho Conquerors," by
and glitterine caravels: ami

ON HEADING "THREE
SOLDIERS."
fBy Wm. C. Vandewater.
I read today a newly published bock
That dealt with ail the filth and
slime of war;
V ritten by one who somehow
only
saw,
All that was foul In man. And so
he took
To typify the soldier's of this land;
A craven coward of Italian name;
A dreamer who could not play out
the game;
A criminal maniac.
So here they

The forthcoming
of
Princess Mary recalls wedding
one of the
customs attaching to marriages in
the Enerlish roval farnllv" tm
latos to the bouquet and the wedding cake. Ever since the marriage
of Queen Victoria a firm of Windsor florists has had the honor of
presenting the one, a Chester confectioner finding the other, neither
accepting payment1

UNCLE WIGC.1LY AND MR.
WHITEWASH.

"Don't go out looking for adventures today," said Nurse Jane CUT Tins OCT IT IS WORTI1
MONEY
Fuzzy Wuzzy, the muskrat lady
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5a
nurse, to the bunny gentleman, as
mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
he started to hop from his hollow and
Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 111., writstump bungalow one morning.
ing your name and address clearly.
"Why not?" asked Mr. Long-ear- You will receive in return a trial
"Why shouldn't I go out ad- package containing Foley's Honey
Tar Compound for coughs,
venturing today, as I did yester- - and
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
day and tho day before?"
In sides and back, rheumafor
pains
"Oh, because I had such an untism, backache, kidney and bladde
atiout
happy dream
you last ailments;
and Foley Cathartic Tabnight," answered Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "I dreamed you were out in lets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cathartic for constipacleansing
co,d- and were frozen so 'stiff
headaches, and
you couldn't walk, and then you tion, biliousness,
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.
were inrown Into a snow drift."
"Who threw me into a snow
Let's have s "Dip"- Thomas
drift, I'd like to know?" cried Crcme
Dins. 10c. Drue- mores.
Uncle Wiggily, making his pink
nose twinkle quite provoked like,
though the bunny gentleman seldom became angry. "Who threw
me into a snow drift?"
"Nobody, really, but I dreamed
tho Fuzzy Fox did," answered the
FOR ; RNT ApartmenU
muskrat lady. "Don't go out today. Wisrsy, my dear!"
'
RENT Furnishes apartment;
I'Oll
"Oh, I'm only going a little
garage. Phone 1090-way, and then I'll come back," FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
said Mr. Longears kindly, for he
rooms, modern. 1104 North- Second.
didn't want Nurse Jane to worry. KUR RENT
apartment,,
Away hopped the bunny uncle,
modern, private hath. 901 Forrester.
laughing to himself about Nurse KOn RENT Two turnlshed. light houseJane's queer dream.
224 South,
keeping rooms.
Inquire
"I wonder if I shall have an Ertlth .
adventure like that?" thought Mr. FOB, KENT
modern furnished apartment; sleeping porclr. 631
Longears, and ho was laughing South
Broadway.
again when, all of a sudden, he
FOR.
furnliheil
KENT
heard some one slipping and slidno sick, no children,
bit
apartment;
over
iee
the
and snow toward South Broadway.
ing
him. "Maybe this is the Fuzzy FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
Fox now," whispered the bunny.
light housekeeping; adults; no tick.
to be Mr. 724 South Beconri.
But it happened
Whitewash, the kind Polar Bear FOR RENT Apartment, completely furnished; two rooms and sleeping porch,
gentleman, who was a friend of
s,

Three-roo-

Three-roo-

Three-roo-

Hole
Book

'

Uncle Wiggily. Mr. Whitewash
Lee
had on his big, white fur coat.
,
"Oh, hello, Uncle Wiggily!"
roared Mr. Whitewash In his most
Mfff
jolly voice. "How are you today?"
fSV.
"Very well, indeed," said the
look well yourself."
Mrs. Hews came to see ma thU bunny. "Yousaid
Mr. Whitewash.
"I
aftlrnoon bringing a dog, being u "Won'tam,"
you come . to my icicle
with
cave
hair
and have a drink of ice
long
funny looking dog
and a terned in face, ma 'Baying, water?"
"Ice
water is a bit cold on a
O, wat a bewtlflll little dpg. O wat
an adorable little dog, O "Mrs.
Hews.
He's a Prints Charles, izzent he
wonderflll, and he's Jest as good
as he is bewtlflll, you reely awt to
get one, Mrs. Potts, theyre sutch
a comfort to have erround the
house, this one ony cost J 30 and
thats rediculissly cheep for a
Prints Charles, I can tell you ware
to get one for the same price if
you think your husband would allow you to have one, sed Mrs.
Hews.
Certeny he would, of corse he
would, all I'd haff to do would bo
to ask him, sed ma. And tonlte
after suppir she ed to pop, O Wll- lyum, Mrs. Hews was hecr this
aftlrnoon and she had the
little dog, pcrfeckly adorable, and it ony cost $30, did you
ever in your life heer of enyfhlng
He
frozen,
so cheep for a Prints Charles?
Do you meen one of those pie
face mutts that look as If they'd freezing day like this," said Uncle
Jest had some sort of a axsldent to Wiggily, shivery like. "Hot chocotheir feetures? sed pop.
late would be more to my taste."
Wy Willyum, sutch a descrip"That's so!" laughed Mr. Whitetion, it was a perfeckly bewtlflll wash. "I forgot that most of my
little dog, and Jest think, ony J 30, friends do not like things as cold
sed ma, and pop sed, thats Jest as I do; being a Polar Bear. Well,
wat Im thinking of,' 130 for a miz- - come to
icicle cave and I'll
zerable little hunk of puffy like make youmy some hot
chocolnte,
that, wy Id Jest as Boon pay $30 though I don't drink it myself."
for a severe tooth ake. Id Jest as
So Mr. Whitewash and the bunsoon give $30 for the privilege of ny
gentleman walked along topaying my incomo tax, do you gether,
until they came to the
meen to say for an instant that Polar Bear's
icicle cave.'
you'd accept one of those" pushed
"Come
in and
on a cake
together microbes as a gift mutch of ice," invited thesitJolly Bear.
less pay out 30 good doBcrs for
A
"Dear
me!
cake
of ice
one of the silly looking beests?
sounds rather cold and cheerless,"
My goodniss, Willyum, dont take said Uncle
Wiggily, once more
on no, I dident say I wunted one,
did I? sed ma, and pop sed, I hopa shivery like.
"Ha!
Ha!"
laughed Mr. Whitenot, thaf would be the last straw. wash.
"There ,1 go forgetting
$30, Id drather pay $80 for a dish
of proons, and you know how again! Of course, I always sit on
a cake of iee myself, but I'll' give
I care for proons.
mutch
'
Meenlng not eny, and he Martei you. one with a little oil stove into reed the paper and say $30 to side to keep you warm.",
"That sounds better," said Unhimself every once in e. wile, anl
ma started to darn holes out of cle Wiggily. "But won't Hhe oil
stove
a
melt the cake of ice?"
socks, saying, O well, enyway,
"It's only a baby oil .stove,"
dog is a lot of rubble, even if I
wunted one,
explained the Polar Bear gentle-- .

Pape

'

st

was

p

1

m"!

"" y

$tif f

teoi East Central.
FOR
Unfurnished
RENT
apartment, sleeping porch, cheap. 20S
North Walnut, phone 1950-furnlsh- FOlt RENT Three or four-roo-

South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
modern turFOR RENT Three-roonlshed apartment, close Is. Phone 290,
or Inquira Eodson'i Garage, 400 Nortbj
Fourth.'
FOR RENT Apartments, ona three-roounrurnisnea,
furnished, one
both modern, sleeping porches. Apply 41
North Sixth.
FOK RENT Three-rooapartment, private entrance, partly furnished; can ba
seen by appointment. Call 1988-after
7:30

p. m.

FOR HENT Furnished apartment, threa
rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, heat
and water furnished. 1HD0 East Central,
1S22-R- .
phone
furnished apartFOR RENT Two-rooment, hot and cold water and steam
heat; light and telephone paid. 421 'A
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Unfurnished apartment, two
rooms, sleeping porch-- bath, steam heat
and kitchen range, large screened porch.
1023 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Two unusually large light
rooms, furnished for light housekesping,
first floor, private entrance, large porch
ana yard. 702 North Third.,
Fok RENT Threa rooms, bath, glassed
Pn- Lenin. nn,h A -- i.nl a haa,
Methodist Sanatorium. 156.
tral, oposlte
Apply 410- Yale avenue, or pnone gas.
FOlt KENT Furnished apartments, convenient to aanarorluma; four rooms.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on Eaat
Central car line. Call 1321 Kaat uenirai.
or see McMllllon
Wood, phone Itl.

RESSMAKING
EX VERT dressmaking.
Phone 1826-WANTED
Sewing by the day. Faona
B94-Mrs.
WANTED 8ewlng.
Foster, tot

North Fourth. Phone 1239-dressmaking and all 'tin Is
of sewing. 1230 South Edith.
NEAT buttonholes, Blnger machine made,
901 North Seventh.
250 per dusen.
DRESSMAKING
By the day or at borne,
1113 West Iron, phona 1985-HEMSTITCHING,
pirating. Williams'
FIRST-CLAS- S

200 South Brnaway, ph. 777-- J.
UHESSMAKI.NO,
designing and ladles'
tailoring a specialty; best of refers-ce- a.

Phone

180-J-

.

FIRST-CLAS-

dressmaking dona; quick
Mrs. Bandy,
service; own designer.
North Eighth.
.
PLEATING, accordion, slue and b"ii
mall orders. N. Crane, 116 NortH
Seventh. Crane Apartments. otHins 114.
FASHIONABLE DRESSMAKING
Nevel
before haa a dressmaker been abla t
show her artistic ability as now. with
the new weavea and orettv youthfal
styles. Mrs. Deshl, room H. drant Bldg.
906

FOR RENT
FOK

RENT

Storeroom

Kebiui ry HI,

suuia lacuna,

am.

slc.ie-roo-

tdianus,

at
.

,

y
e

KOLUMN
lANli.OW WITH

KINGSBlRY'S
BF.AT Till-- :

ONE ()!' TIIKSK SMALL
HOMES.
Two rooms, threo porches,
bath, comjiletely furnished,
in fine part of Fourth
ward. Price only $2,100. Terms
if desired.
Two rooms, large glassed-lsleeping porch, adobe, located
on one of the best lots in
University Heights. A real bargain for $1,200 cash.
FOR TWO
AUIIANGFD
FAMILIES.
modern,
Good
adobe house,
fivo rooms and sleeping porch,
furnished. This property is located close in, in the Highlands and is a real bargain at
$ 1,000.
Can be bought with
cash payment and balance on
rNtra good contract at only
$35.00 per month.
Don't hesitate, call us at once
and be convinced.
n

A DANDY NEW HOME

BRINGING UP FATHER.
fVE BEEN
HAVING

W Only

TROUBLE

lt

1 KOUrM-

THAT

MY HEab-- p
,

I

r?

A LlTXi
. . .
WEAK
-

t

I HT
THI
A CLJfJ-IT-

-

FOR RENT.

furnished home,
five rooms, two sleeping porches, hot water heat, and modern in every respect.
We also have a number of
other houses In all parts of
the city.

A completely

INSURANCE.

est companies In the business.
MONET TO LOAN.
$8,000 to loan on good first
mortgage. Must be high class
property in Fourth ward or
Business Property.

KINGSBURY
REALTOR

Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. Phone 907--

?r

i

-

brick,
Practically now four-roomodern, completely furnished. Includporclt,
sleeping
washer;
electric
ing
double garage; highlands.
frame, glassed porch,
82,100 Three-roofurnished, corner lot.
white stucoo bungalow,
16.001)
modern, hardwooJ floors, fireplace,
garage, fine location on
furnace.
paved atreef, Fourth ward.

15,000

A.

FLEHSCEIEIR,

leaJiw

nil Its krnncbee, Loans,
Surety Bonds.
HI Booth Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
I'iione 6".

FOR

SALE

3
room house,
Comfortable
not a Bliack; several pieces of
furniture and electric light
fixtures; price $775, 50 cash
and $35 a month.
2 room new adobe, plastered
Inside and out; furnished; price
$141)0, $300 cash and $25.00 a

month.
2 room frame on very fine
large corner lot; city water
and acequia water; price $900,
$100 cash and $20 a month.
2
furnished,
room
frame,

splendid lot; price $850; $125
cash and $20 a month.
4 room frame house, large
corner lot, city and acequia
water, electric lights; pricea
$2,100; some cash and $20can
month. Ford or Dodge car
be taken.
2 lots, good corner; foundation and nearly 2,000 feet of
lumber, with city water on lot;
price $435, $35 cash and $15 a
month.
UK All K STATE EXCHANGE
409 West Copper Avenue

Phone

For

Rent-Roo-

m

79

with Board
ill

South Broad
ROOM AND BOARD,
way.
WANTED Young lady to share room and
board. 310 South JWalter.
porch and board

FOR
for two.

114 North Maple.
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porchl
also garage. 1638 East Central
bedi.
All. new
ROOM AND HOARD

Phone'

(II gouth Croadway.
For desirable rooms, table
lfdelred. 215 'A West Central.

1971--

GEM HOTEL

board,
PriICELYTfurnlshed(roonilwlthboard.
vate family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
wl'.n
room
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
first class table board. 110 South Arno.
1327--

FOR RENT
Airy front room with
board, gentleman preferred! also table
son
South High.
board,
sleeping
FOll KENT Heated glassed-l- n
for two, lie
porch, reasonable; board
North Maple, phone 1463-Von KENT Nice front room, adjoining
preferred.
hath, with board; gentlemen
1579-BOS
SouthHjgh. phone
GOOD HOME COOKING, served family
atyle. Mrs. Knight, oorner Uroadway
end Gold
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
rsorY.nuii
healthaeeKers; lew
Phone 2238-available.
FOR RENT Room and board in furnace-heated
home, one block from car
line, 45. 819 North Eleventh. Phone 1099.
SPECIAL delightful room ana porch In
furnace heated home, for lady convaPhone
lescent. Trice 155 per month.
1422--

REED has moved to 30 Soulll
Broadway and hni lovely roome and
sleeping porches with board for
Phone 626.
WANTED To room and board one or
two buslnesa school girle or working girls, In furnace heated home. No
sick. 400 south Seventh.
ROOM and sleeping porch, with good
board. In modern private irome, iur.
.c. .hut. heat location In highlanaa
rates reasonable. Apply 123 North Maple.
MRS.

MtRAMiNTS-ON-THE-MES-

SANATORIUM-HOTEL
for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse in at
or montn.
weeg
rates
the
by
tendance;

a

Call S400-JKKHEKVATIONS

(

I

recital.

I theclus'.
UH,7f

HE'

l

$3,800 AND EASY TERMS
Gives you immediate possession
new
of this
bunealow one
large living and dining room
with fireplace,
china closet,
bedroom and
bath,
kitchen,
glassed sleeping porch, front
and back porches, hnrdwood
floors, nice lot, sidewalk, shade
trees. Fine neighborhood, block
off car line; Fourth ward.
INSPIRATION

POINT

Welcomes two families. Who
will be the lucky ones? Wo offer four lots 50x142 feet, for
cash only. They are just south
of Coal avenue,
facing east.
The most wonderful view in
the Heights.

()
-

ONLY $2,750,00, TERMS
house
For this modern four-rooi
close In. Fourth ward. Splendid
location, and a good buy.
So.

NEW

& GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
enrxLEY
Phone 414. Phono 727-Fourth.
115

realty
So. Second

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Rail Arrow (all over th West) renders Hidden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 I. m, mailed tame Aay.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next

H, F00TE,
Contractor and Builder.
FlrBt class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.
Phone 2348-W- .

A GOOD

Population In a few years, the
move is on, see us grow
now is the time to get that
home before the rush; you can
buy a home for less money,
and on better terms now than
when the rush comes. Here
is a few buys that should appeal to you:
oak
brick,
New
feabuilt-i- n
floors, furnace,
tures, just off Luna boulevard,
for only $5,250.
Five-roobrick, with sleeping
porch, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, fire place, furnace,
garage, trees, lawn, on Luna
boulevard, for only $6,300.
On Thirteenth street, nice
whito stucco, for only
these properties
can give eood terms.
R.

y

ry

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

HOME FOR SALE
--- A

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
Fourth ward. Must be gold
This place is modern except
heat. See it today. The price to
tell at once Is only 3,S00.
ROLI.I1V E. GTJTHRIDGE,
314 V. Gold.
l'hone 1023.

rooms, pressed brick with
two bath rooms,
hot water
heat, ulso fireplace. Extra larne
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, largo garase, gplcn-di- d
location, 301 South Walter

McCLUGHAN

INVESTMENT
on adjoinmodern and
sleeping porch. Other, two
houses

Two modern
ing lots. One

separate

apartments,

baths and sleeping porches, close
in, in Highlands, with fine shade
trees. Live In one and let rent
for others pay for all.
3l

A,

C,

XV.

Gold.

STARES 108.
l'liono

HELP WANTED
Male

WANTED
Hoys; must be 17 years
Western Union.
over, with bicycle.
J.
GEO, D, STATESON,
EMI'LOYJIKNT office rurnlshes all kinds
Or Any Real Estate Agent.
of help. Try our service. Phone 364-Ill) Bouth Third.
First-clas- s
WANTED
barber;
steady
Elks liarber Shop,
Job, 5 guarantee.
M.
N.
fiillup,
1150.
KIllKMKN, LRAKKMt.N,
JSALE--PurygFOR
later $250
Write Hallway,
FOIt SALE Seven 11. O. cockorels, Cook enro Morning monthly.
Journal.
FURNISHED ROOMS C09 Soulh Socond.
strain. Phono 2410-11Man with car to represent
FOR HiSN'T Furnished room. 710 South FOR BALK Seven thoroughbred Anoona WANTED
us In this territory.
Can advance to
Hroadwav.
1
207 North High, district manager If hustler,
laylns: hens,
The C. L.
each,
VOH Kli.Vf l.lf;lit houyiikeeplug roonii. phono 1865-J- ,
South
smltli Co.,
Kern), Ind.
41 1 West Santii Fe.
l'OH HALE cheap,
two thoroughbred
Feinule.
White
FOR riENT Room, euuth and east
1421 WANTED
cockerels.
Wyandotte
o
Chambermaid.
Apj'y
R1fl West
South
Copper.
Murphey's Sanatorium.
FOH RUNT Several unfurnished roome I'UK BALK Kurty-tw- o
White Leghorn WANTED
Someone to do light houseIlka new. 124 South Edith
laying pullets. ;iarke & Murdock, box
Slfi South Arno.
work and cooking,
2407-J- t.
512, phono
FOR'KBNT Roome
6
Girl for general housewoilt
WAN TE
SALE K. O. It.
South Seventh, l'hone
and

t

Rooms

ion

Jleis

Black

Mlnorcae: hutching eggs, fl per
Two rooms for housikeep-InK- ;
70!) North Hrcond. phone 1S15-no sick.
417 West Sliver.
NICELY furnished room, bath adjoining, VOH SALE 8. C. White Leghorn hatcheggs,
from France Colorado strain
ing
telephone; no sick. 41? West Silver.
of
hens. 7c each. Geo.
FOll RENT RufisonabTfc
bed Qreshnm. Pox 295, city.
room, furnace heat. 333 North Fifth. FOR BALE Duff
Orpington eggs for
FOll RENT Two furmshl3roo7nfor
hatching! also Buff cockerels, winner
1727 West Cen- - of first and special prizes In Albuquer-qu- e
light housekeeping.
trnl.
poultry show. Phono 1710-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for LEADING
strnlns
White
Orpingtons,
gentleman, bath adjoining. 423 South
Single Comb Khoda Island Reds,
rite
VOH

PENT

Third.

POH BENT
Furnished Bleeping
With bath, on car HriA .fill
York.

Wl

FCH

room.
N

Furnished rooms; also call'
Brv hfrila for i,1a 91
EnuO, Walt..
phone 1607-FOR KENT Nicely furnished front oora
witn running water: no sick: close In.
501 Bouth Third.
FOll BENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two: no children.
110 South Walnut.
FOR KENT Large front room, suitable
for housekeeping or sleeping, no chil
dren. 414 West Gold.
FOR KENT Ueslrutle sleeping porch,
for two gentlemen. 120 South Cedar.
board across the street.
FOR RENT Nice clean rooms for house- Keeping and sleeping; under new man
agement. 1214 North Third.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Mce. clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 2114 West Central.
FOR RENT Living room, bed room and
bath, completely furnished: steam heat.
Mrs. Metealf, SOS (South Fourth.
FOR RENT Room with screened porch.
lurnisiied for housekeeping;
lis a
month. 201 East Lewis, close to shops.
ELGIN HOTEL Sjeeplng rooms and
Housekeeping
apartments, by tne day
week or month. 602H West Central,
FOR RENT Two nice furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; also two gar- 619 North Sixth.
ages. Phone 149
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room, In
to
private family,
lady or gentlemen
employed ; no si ck. 710 West Roma.
FOR RENT Large, well furniehed"bed- room, steam heated, hot water In room.
garage It desired. 611 West Coal, phone
1102-- J.
HI3.NT

WOODWOHTH

Newly furnished, nice.
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
ments, by da;, week or month. 112
South Third.
FOR RENT To one or twi employed
gentlemen, large, furnace heated front
room, reasonable; no sick. 400 South
Seventh.
FOR RENT Well furnished front bed
room, private entrance, modern; with
or without kitchen privileges. 728 South
Broadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
vlth vr without sleeping porch; suit
able for one or two gentlemen; close In.
416 South Third.
FOR RENT Two unusually large light
rooms, furnished for icat housekeep
ing, first floor, prlvara
lare
porch and yard. 702 North Third.
FOR RENT Room with bath and toilet
adjoining; separate entrance; can be
used for housekeeping, $12 and up. Hit
North Arno; call before 9 or after 9.
FOR RENT One large' ro "n, fuin.shed
for light IrouseKaepi it, wit.i gas ena
prlvata entrance; oi furmghel singe
room with board if desired. 701 Erulh
Third.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

for prices, eggs and cockerels. Zlmmcr
Ranch Co., San Acacia, New Mexico.
FORSALE
srC. White Leghorn hatclit
Ing eggs and baby chicks, 20 per
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry Poultry Ranch, postoftlce bog J12,
phone 17H0-TWHNTV-MNyears on the same old
rancn
a. c. White Leghorn chicks,
120 per hundred.
Twenty-flv- o
years' ex
Yott Poultry
perience with incubators.
Ranch. Postoftlce box 107. phone 1769-J- .
FOR RALE HUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
natening; niue rinnon winners, first,
second and third pullet, first epek and
second cockerel, special on best female
In the Mediterranean
class, cockerels
and pullets for sale.
Phone 1472-j
eruit aye n u e.
FOR RALE Hatching eggs: four popular
8. c. K. I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
1.60; Famous Sliver Cam-pine- s,
strain, 15,
1!, f!!.00; S. C. Light Brown LegIB,
S. C Dark Brown Leg11.50;
horns,
horns. 1,1, .12.00.
Robinson, Old Town,
phone 1388.
BARRED ROCKS WHITE
WTANDOTTES.
At the show just held In Albuquerque w"entored 19 birds, IS of them
were under the ribbons; of these i were
seconds, all others were FIRSTS and
a
limited
amount of
SPECIALS;
breeding stock for sale at reasonable
prices. J. D. Notgrass, 604 North Second.
RED POULTRY YARDS S. c""B. i"
Reds, Barred Plymouth Rocks, pens
and oockerels for breeding: hatching eggs
from sixteen grand pens. Our winnings at
the Albuquerque ; Ury show, are 13
prizes, In Barred Rocks; first old pen;
second and third young pen; first and
third pullet; second and third oockerel
In B. C. R. I. Reds, first young pen; sec
ond old pen; second and third pullet; first
ana third prlsea on eggs. Wm. Bletx,
3
West Atlantic, phone 1483-'TMOUfiTAlN VIEW 8. C. R. I. REDSV'
make big winning at National Western
Stock Show at Denver, January, 1922.
This show was one of the largest held In
United States this year. We won second
cockerel class of 68: sixth pullet class nf
49; ninth young pen, class of to; fourth
Reds. Our second
display, class 600
Denver cockerel was valued by experts
at 1350; also champion winners at Albuquerque, 1922, winning first, second
and third cock, first, second and third
hen, first, second and third cockerel!,
first pullet, second young pen, first old
pen; specials for best male American
cock of show.
class and champion
Breeding birds for sale; hatching eggs
and baby chicks from fifteen of the
finest pens mated In tha west. ORDER
C. P. Hay, 236 North
CHICKS EARLY.
High, phor,e 2220--

WAN f ED

e

ding Company.

Houe

WANTED Furnished houses to rent In
wooa.
all parts of town. McMllllon
WANTED To Euy four or flvo-rcchouse with one or mora lots, or wiuid
be Interested In one or mora vacant Iota;
caahi prefer to deal with owners.
care Journal.
L.
cottage, closa In,
WANTED Four-roo- n
furnished or partly, by February 23;
will lease twelve montha If rent reasonable: reliable and careful tenants; BO
sickness. See Manager F. W, Woolworth
Co., city.
WE WANT nronerty to sell; It worth
the money we can move It; see our
under real estate Tor
advertisements
sale; If your property were thus advertised, it would move, wouldn't Itt J. U
Phillips. Real Estate, 110 Soutb Third,
phone 854--

LOST AND FOUND
Pair leather gauntlets, near Libra
1030; reward.
kitten, between 410
(01 East Silver) re
ward; notify 410 Yale.

LOST

IrTf L

fBATUMI

2-1-

SErtVtCt,' tHC'.

SMALL
Three

one-acr-

e

fruit trees,

RANCHES
tracts, alfalfa,
ditch water. Just

the place for your garden,
chickens and cow. Will sell
separately or all together. Old
Town boulevard, 4 mile from
court house.

FRANKLIN

k

GRAPE LAND
Is scarce and hard to get. We
have Six acres of fine sandy
loam. Ideal for frrapes. All high
land and on paved road
Easy terms.

J,

REALTORS.
I'iione
Third and Gold.

$1,-00- 0.

Keleher, Realtor

D,

Phono 410.

5J.

211 W. Gold.

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES

FIHST WARD
Well up on the hill, splendid home
rooms, 14,350. Terms.
Lowland Home. Liberal Terms. of four SECOND WARD
A six room brick, beautiful liv- $3,500; six rooms, modern, $1500,
ing room with fireplace, book- down and $45 per month will take
feacases, dinlna- room, built-i- n
it.
tures; large kitchen; three sleep- $1,700; home of four rooms, lot;
fine
rooms;
ing
large porches; 100x150. chicken house and pens,'
and barn and feed houso. $400 down,
shade
location,
splendid
$25 per month.
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
FOURTH WARD
.T. 1'. GILL, Keal Estate.
115 South Second.
l'hone 723-- J Btucco adobe, 8 rooms, sleeplne;
furnace,
fireplace, hardporch,
wood floors throughout. Oarajts;
close in, $750 will handle, balance
f
like rent.
W'KST CENTRAL
SHADE TREES AND ORNANew 8 morns, strictly modern,
ALBUMENTALS
steam heat, fireplace, hardwood
FROM
QUERQUE NURSERIES
floors, built-i- n features, best locuGet Vour Order in Now. Write
tion in city; priced right, terms'.
for catalog.
Would also sell fine new furrl-turat 30 per cent discount.
J. T. VOP.NO A CO.
MeMlI.MON ft WOOD
AlbuquerqU'), N. M.
Konltors
Thono MS
206 West Gold.
e

FOR SALE

FOR

Furniture, dining room table,
buffet, heating stove,
range, white Iron bed,
and springs, ice box, chifcondifonier, buffet, all in Ation. Also 10O apple boxes.
C. G. ZAl'F,
riione 1444-U- .
1021 V. Slate,

or cooking.

Apply mornings,

615

Weft

Coal.
Good girl for general houseWANTED
Mrs. J. E. Joanson, 421 Luna
work.
ttoulevnrd.
Girl to keep house for famWANTED
ily of two. Call mornings, 321 Sou.--

WalfT, up sulrs.
WANTED Mfiid for general housework;
no cookltm; no washing; go homo
n'irhts, 105 South Cedar,

i'''.iaitf.

0

over 17, desiring
1130
monthly,
government positions.
write for free list of positions now open,
R. Terry, (former Civil Service examiner)
26 Continental Hldg.,
Washington, P. O.
Enroll In
YOU PnOO iTe'SST
WOULD
our school and receive training by exIn
Secretarial, Stenographic and
perts
You will
Complete Business courses.
then be placed In a responsible position.
Day and evenIndividual Instruction.
Wtstern School for Priing sessions.
vate Secretaries, Eighth and Tijeiaa,
YOUNG

phone

men,

P01

women,

J.

WANTED
WA.S'IKD
2404-J-

A lew

Miscellaneous
letting

hens.

IF YOU WANT some one to haul dirt or
gravel, phone 1568-WANTED
Postolfice lock box; willing
to pay bonus. Phone 70.
100 to
WANTED
refrigerator,
.
good condition. Phone 139S-WWANTED Small safe; state pric9 imd
size.
Address postofflee box 192. oily
kalsomine and paper, waxCLEANING,
ing and oiling Jloora;C34-.-work guarintued.
John Gnodson, phone
AND GENEItAL HAULKCAVENOKlt
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
722 East Iron, phone 289S-WANTED
1,000 suits, ladles' or gentlemen's, to clean and press, II each.
Duke City Cleanem, phone 446.
WANTED A car of ul'l furniture, rui.
stoves, clothing; any and everything:
pay cash. Address Box 400, care Journal.
Minlluro and
WANTED
Secondhand
trunks. We buy everything tn household goods.
Idax'a Bargain Store, 316
&.
South First.
Phone
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 316 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Phone 858.
furniture.
WANTED Team, wagon and harness;
team to weigh 00 to 1,100 each; want
Adgood young stock; must be cheap,
dress J. C, care JournaL
Is
It
FINISHING
KOIiAK
BETTER
better. Return onstage nald on mall
orders. The Earnum Studio, 21014 vVcst
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
RUO CLEANERS
t19 ltncra Cleaned. 12.00.
MATTRESSES renovated. 33.61) and op.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
Bedding Co., phone 471.
, Careful Kodak finishing.
WANTF.D
Twlea dallv service. Remember, satis- Send your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm, wanna
Hanna, Master Photograpners.
TEACHING Saxaphone, clarinet, xylo
i
phone, drums, cornet, tromoone,
HOW to read music
brass instruments.
and play In bands and orchestras. Pror.
Ellis, 1028 Forrester, pnone st'-ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
no-"- ano.
CO. Windows
cleaned
and nouses
offices
sorubbed! atone,
rates and honest
cleaned; (reasonable
work.
leave your
A. Granone;
American Grocery, phone 252,

OR SALE

Ranche

FtiH hai.k 12 to acra and up: farm and
stock lands- - eond arass: water; cheap
irrigated lands, K.
BOR SALE Ranch, old Town boulevard;
owner leaving on account ot
i"n
good houses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
eows, chickens and farming Implement
Phone 348. or owner, J417-n- l.
rnn hii.r rtaneh. two miles from pot
office, four acres, on main ditch, double
house, garage, mine nouse, goou
hlooded chickens and turkeys;
houses,
also rurnltura and tools; terms. Pb. in

Herrennamj".

241S-J-

Journal Want Ads bring result

3

EIGHT ROOM.
Modern house for sale near University. Furnace, frarage, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
and only 6,500.
Nearly new,
Part terms.
J. A. HAMMOND.
821 E. Silver.
I'iione 1522--

CO,

A

SALE

rhone
Foil SAI.k

Miscellaneous

.

CHEAP

pressed brick
two
with
houso,
bath
rooms and larse sleeping
Ail
modern
In
and
porch.
good condition.

FOR RENT
Houses, Furnished,

Unfurnished

ATTENTION! YOn WnO ARE
EMPLOYED!
how
Tou know
easy those
Tons slip away. When you have
no definite place to put them.
Decide now for that home.
First you must have the lot.
Buy It with those Tens. A lot
in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS Is
a SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Ten Dollars a month will secure one for yon.
We Are the General Agents.
Show Tou the Addition
Today!

Let's

Socond and Gold.

Phone

D. W E I N M A N
70S West Copper, City
Or any real estate agent.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
iOHtl,i.
1

W. WIIJION,
Attorney,
1o ms If, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-J- .
PHYSICIANS AM fl KGtMI.V.

JOHN

FOR SALE OR RENT
Desirable ranch properly, close
in; also 10 and 20 acre tracts.
I
interested see
J. I,. PI 111,1,1 PS,
Heal Kstate,
110 S. Third,
l'hone
35-1--

Hit. 8.

I.

9

Office Hours- a. m.. and 3 to 8 p. m.
MAHOAKr T CAK nVKK.HT,

to

13

lilt.
Residence

NATIONAL INVESTMENT
COMPANY
ISKAIiTOKS
200

West Gold Avenue
FOU SALE
rooming houses, 1 grocery
1
room frame.
four
store,
FOK KENT
five and 1 six room house.
$8,000 to loan on West Central avenue property.
Every kind of insurance.
Mat your property with us.
Insure your property with us.
We Get and (Jive Kesults.
Phono 635.

t

Ht KTO.N.

Itleeaees of toe HfnmArh.
Suite. 9. Harnett Building.
lilt. S. C. CLARKE,
Kye, Kar, Non and Throat.
Barnetl Building.
Phone 136.

1123

East Central.
Phone 571.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

Phone 671.

M. D.

Practice Limited to
GfcNITO - I'KINAKY DISEASE?
AND IUSKVSKJ,
OF THE SKIN

Wnstierniiin

LiilMirntnrv

In

Connection,
888,
aot North fieventtr.
CHIROPRACTORS
s
alid oil tank.
FOIt SALE Two
-l
1
Apply l'J03 liarelas road.
Chiropractor.
KOR SALE Oliver typewriter with case,
19 and 20 ArniU- - Hullalna.
140. PostofIC
boxJILl, city.
DENVEK P03T dellveree tn your door,
Phone
65o per month.
FOR KENT
Office rooms, 31U Va West
FOIt SALE Underwood typewriter, lumCentral, over Woolworth's.
ber R; good condition. Phone 424.
FOR RENT Dwelling
reasonI'UK SALE Old violin. Straud;
AUTOMOBILES
rurnished house.
VOH HKNT Klve-rooable. 501 South Fourth.
South Arno, phone
Inquire
EXPERT Kao'iat'ir Rep:irrlnir, O. K. Sheet
FOU SALE Holler canaries, males and
Three-roorurnished
Metal Works, 217 Nor h Third.
f01tirNT
females, cheap. 316 North Fifteenth.
house, sleeping porches; keys at 704 WOMAN'S Exchanger YAV.C.A. for'homo
FOR SALE Houses
KOlt BALE
Ford lourinjf. starter alri
Rapt Santa Fe.
extras; make offor,715 South Walter.
conked goods, fancy work. Saturdays. FOR SALE Six room
brirlt house.
VOH KENT Five-roobrick, glassed-l- FOU SALE Set of work
KOR BALK
Evllck tourlna; ear;
g
North Edith. Phone 240I-Hharness,
Apply 521
eloepiog porch, garage.
first-clas- a
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
g
Co.,
i'ln ne Foil SALE
Cycle,
Eclipse Incubator,
East CentraJ.
owner, on easy terms, a elty
ty
2402-J80S
South Edith. FOR SALK Borne
dandy brick home, at
FOK It UN T Th ree- - room house with FOR SALE
used
cars;
food
extra
Carpenter tools and kltohan Ca,l today.
furnished.
Inquire
sleeping porch,
Mcintosh Auto Co., 311
eosy terms.
ranse; also two rolls stock fence. FOR 8ALE Three-rooThree Went
house!
U14 Bouth Edith.
Copper.
Phone 21!H-- . T. morninpTs.
:kon
trees
several
"hi
and
porches,
FUU KENT
Furnished
cottage FOR SALE Used tractors, 6ll and
Ch .'V- FOR SALE Good
I'h'.ne 2188-W- .
yard;
or
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-rolet ear, five caelngs, good as
with gang plows. Hardware FOit BALE On easy
607
call U't3 EaBt Copper.
terms,
tew
in
next
must
soil
joutn
days.
&
Co.
Department. J. Korher
modern bungalov ; will take good lots Walter.
FOK HUNT March 1, furnished bunga- TYI'EU'ltlTEUS, all
inak.s, 113 and up, or real estate paper. l'hone 20VMV,
To!
SAl.B
well
low, on South Walter; rent vory reaOr will trade for
FMt
$5 per month.
Albuquerque Y powriror FOK SALE By owner, new modern
sonable. Phone 456.
oated racant lots, Coie-8- , In excellent
1 L'2
South Fourth.
Euehange.
Robinson
near
Sj00
house,
ear
park,
Box
Addreea
condition.
house, convex
FOrt RENT Three-rooSALE
Two complete store lights. cash. I0 pe.- month.
Phone 1S25-Journal.
lent 'to pliops, in the highlands, only KuH
with all fittings. Apply American Fur- FOK SALE Five-roofra:ne, modem, FOR SALE Kord
tin a, month, rhone 410.
1321; wire
Sedan,
South Second.
niture company,
convenient for two families;
lot,
We have several very de
VOH KENT
wheols, extra tire, perfect mechanical
'buttermilk "andcot- - east front. Highlands. Phone large
1(119-2400-J1- ,
for
demon
Phone
sirahle unfurnished houses In Fourth
condition.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
NEW urnall homo, on South Walter, unstrstton.
ward. McMllllon & Wood.
lots.
Swayne's D.tlry. phone l!)tf.-M- .
It
well
Rnd
built
have
four-roocn
you
S25
or
usually
1020
To
P.ENT
WANTED1
New
house,
FOR
buy automobile,
CA HKIDE
SUN lTtbTTk; Union,
for lot) down and $3 a jnunth, l'hone
1921 modela
only considered; otati
per month. Bee F. H. Strong or I C.
V. O. 8. our office. 11 to Sou'h Prond-w.i410.
to
75
145.
car
or
Mr,
of
make
iare
and
Jay,
Bennett, phones
price
N.
Steel Co, Inc.. phone I''47-.FOR SAMS By owner,
Journal.
house, sleeping
FOR KlilNT Two-'oiiFOIt
SALE pritli
WHOLE MILK
n!hf:o hmiflts; terms; would consider FOR SALE Just out of the paint shop,
porch and scree. led porch, furnished,
an
with all the cream, delivered to v,,u
Ad-- d
frond m lie cwb as part payment.
Oakland Six, excellent running condiwater pnid
llil9 South Elm;
It comes from tha cows.
HICK'S DA1R?, reps Hojc 1, city.
tion; tlie price Is riKht . Hoover Motor
FUR KENT New cottage, two looms, phone 250.
four-rooWest Copper.
Co..
4l
GUATJ
new
THIS
will
house;
porch, water, 113 50, No. 1800 South HAY FOR SALE Fifteen tons Agreen
sell for cost of material and construc
Rates: KC per mile,
FORDS FOR F.KNT
Edith; key at 1709 South Edith.
or ad- tion; tremendous
meadow hay. Fhne 240U-J7,
Room
sacrifice.
rates
tl per hourAskminimum. Special
FOR KENT All or part of modern fur- dress J. P. Jacobson, box 114, Old
First National building.
week
them. Drlverlcsa
for
days.
nished eottagc, conveniently located;
H0.
It
Nort
I2l
Third, phone
$10i) DOWN and $20 a month are the Ford Co.,
rent reasonable. Phone 2411-RFOR SALE Three milk goats, cheap:
terms cn a brand new shinclo bunga FOR SALE Ford light trurk, 1G0; one-to- .i
house, water
FUR KENT Three-roobicycle,
grapha phone, set of hooks, hoy low; two iai'ffe rooms and sleeping porch,
worm drive;
J300.
Ford
truck,
1300
and1010 prlr
furnished, (15 a month. Inquire
girl hook shelf, tent, ltixlfl.
liiso.
Phono 410.
125:
light Bulck, tr.30; Ford tourlnu,
South Edith.
North Second or phone 926-111
four-rooSA LR
$250,
KOH
new
Practicait-Studebaker,
PIXON NUTS In their natural statu, perFOR KENT Three, four and five-rooOold
West
In,
modern
brick,
except heat, close
houses and apartments, some furnished,
fectly roasted, make desirable valen- nicely furnished, $600 down, balance like FOU SALE Ford Tourlnn car, 1919
McMllllon
Wood, 2u West Gold.
tines; ISo s pound. Robert Macphcrson, rent. Vhnne 1125-model, by lady leaving city; car almost
LIST your vacant houses with the City 1114 West Central.
KOH SALE By owner, five-roomod (food as new: new top. newly painted. See
and
efflclmt
for
SALE
Double
brass
Co.,
FOR
bed,
prompt
perferlly
rn (frame,
Realty
Apply Fourth
highlands, five mlnutea this car for bargain. litll-J,
white iron bed; walk from depot,
service. 207 West Gold, phone 617.
new; three-Quart$1,000 cash, balance Street Garage, or phone
In
Phone
condition.
both
excellent
"brick
1221-Flve-iooliko rent, rhone
house,
FOR RENT
FOR SAtrE HI20 moc.ei Ford touring car
803 West Marquette.
,
unfur- H02-R- .
absorbshock
new
f20
bath, sleeping po.Hi
with
DOWN and $26 a month will buy
starter,
tires,
nished. 146, water free. 220 North High. SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
you a well-buiadobe, plastered white. ers, motometer, L ateerine; wheel, priced
foot
cures
all
fallen
Ford
I.
to
sell
model
tourlna;
new.
prevent
Insteps;
use,
shlnffSe roof, rood floors and brand
quick: l!)l7
FOR KENT Furnished
ear, Hasster shock absorbers, motometer,
l'hone 410.
405 South Seventh street, prlco $37.00. troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. I'rico ?::(
40S West Central.
We
F.
1274-W- .
Leather
Keleher
new
Co.,
one
$175.
man
220
top.
upholstering.
North Ninth, phone
ISA LIC
A new hmnt
Inquire
at 214 South will tnke your old Ford
In trade.
Square
modern furnished bun FOH SALS Young pet coyote, about
Yale. University Heights,
flee F. H.
NfcW
412
West
Oeal
Copper,
r.s
phona
months old; have raised this
or owner, (S-- Garage,
Kent Co., 112 Mouth
galow, garage; no children; no sick; a fifteensince
two weeks old. and Is very vjri Pniith Fourth, for Third,
pet
National Bank
Room 7, Firs
terms,
cheap.
tame. Apply at 1423 South ' econd, or
WHEN IN NEED OF
718
building.
Coil
West
owner,
By
it.K
18I1S-springs, maghouse phone
frame stucco, 4 rooms and
ath. z TIRES, rims, carburetors,
FOR KENT Modern
wheels, gears, axles,
netos,
generators,
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
vacant
decorated,
with glassed sleeping porch; furnished,
targe
porches,
newly
accessories.
31 per galhorns,
GOOD
roofs.
bearings,
for
kinds
all
of
1S03-Terms If derlred. Phono
lawn, shade: will lease for year. Apply
COMF1 TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
lon.
The Manxano Co., 110
61
three-rooNorth Thirteenth.
with sleeping
We have salvaged to date Ire followWalnut, phone 1S34 J, Try a built up WILL sacrlrlee
furnfsheo;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished,
Maxwell.
Chandler,
Bulclt.
porch
bungalow,
completely
ing cars:
roof, will last as long as the building
n
wilt take Mitchell. Chevrolet 4!I0 and F. B ! Overbungalow, very modern, elegant glassed-l- - MUST sacrifice an Indian twin motor very small payment down, orMoo-SO. 81
.
oar: balance like rent. Call
.
79,
model.
59,
land,
sleeping porch; gas and all convenlenevery
cycle, power plus 17 model, just rebuilt.
cea.
75, 7f.B and 90; Crow BiaHALF.
modern 83B. 8S-Inquire 801 South Edith.
Sty owner,
and delivery van; a quick and economic Full
ex- - hart. Heo,
hot!)
Studehaker.
Saxon.
Five-roobrick
Dort,
511x143
fine
furnished
house.
foot
lot:
shade;
FOR RENT
mode for someone In messenger or deViaduct Oarage. 500 South
park, 4 and
house, two largo porches and basement, livery business;
cash or cellent location, near McMillan
222 North Walter.
For Information. call terms. 41 r North Investigate;
reasonable. Apply 411 West Mar- - ond. Largest porta house In the state.
Sixth.
Our nrices the lowst.
ble.
at 417 South Walter, or phone 11Q1-MSALE Player piano, at a very low
Five-roobrick r.ouso, un FOR
SALE OH KENT Six brana new
F'OR RENT
orlce: this Is a high-grad- e
FOR RENT Ranche.
exceptionally FOR
four-rooand
fur
corner
Ninth
furnished. 328: three-roohouses,
sarlly
sweet toned player; cost WhO and freight;
nished house, highlands, 315; "Ivi-n-Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable FOR HKNT
Ranch. Apply M. Mandsll.
will
for half price and give reasonO. Benor
H.
F.
L,
See
furnished frame house, highlands, 330. able sell
terms.
Strong,
Ill West Central.
terms to responsible party. Phone
Real Estate Exchange, 40 West Copper. 260. or Inquire at
J. C. Penney Co. store. nett. Phones 75 or 145.
10 acres, seven
FOR RENT Ranch.
Five-roobrick
house;
li'OR SALB
FOIt RENT
Unfurnished, seven-roomiles east of town: good place lor
modern; well situated on car line In chickens. Phone 70J-riodern. 3J0:
modern, 139,v
has hot air heat, FOR RENT Two acres gnod land, adobe
five-roomodern, 350; two and thrce-roon- f FOR SALE Five hundred shares of Cl'y highlands; house
comMo teal
sleeping porch, and Isreasonolose in.
E ectrle Railway, below par. Dr. It. glassed-lapartments;
house, garage, chicken house, on main
la very
Price
pletely furnished.
Phone
from town.
L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
ditch, two miles
Agency.
1528-J- .
Phone
terms.
good
able;
411-Ftwo - room
FOR RENT
Furnished,
1
S L J N G T O X STANDARDALE
Fol
0
iS
e
three-rooFifteen-acrmiles
ranch.
FOR RENT
apart
apartment, I1S.60;
IZED HOUSE (copyright applied for),
TOP and seat
north of town; six acres In altars, bal
4: USE EFFECTO AUTO
apartment,
30; four-rooment,
water,
rooms,
Vals-pa- r.
four
city
three-rooporch,
sleeping
Auto
Ensmel.
ance
Effecto
four-roofor
good
five-roohouse,
crop;
ready
dressing.
house, 1350;
lights, sanitary, largo lot. close adobe
garage and out building.
Volspar Enamels on automobiles. electric
25.
aieican
360; three-roohouse,
enr line, price 82,700; easy terms. See P' one house,
2!!t-.T- .
mornlncs.
Plymouth Cottage Paint, Homestead to
Co.
Agency.
O.
Western
W.
Dorff,
Mortgage
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
FOS SALE Furniture
isfaction assured. Thoa F. Keleher I.eatn-. - FOIt SALE One of the nicest homes in
PERSONAL
Spanish
er Co.. 408 West Central. nhoneesT-jUniversity Heights; five-rooKUltNlTintE HKPAIHINO and upholster.
new
modern
throughout;
and
adobe,
INVESTIGATORS. Phone 260.
type
IfVANTED- - Position
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co.
Ing.
basement,
larga porches, hot water heat,
FURNITURE upholstered, repaired, re- hardwood floors; house Is well FOR SALE Furniture at factory prtcea
WANTED
Housework by the day. phone garage,
flnlined: pianoo and victroiaa our
Girnrd.
117
South
which, makes It cost ess than econd
furnished. See owner,
Phone
1645.
elalty; all work 'guaranteed.
hand goods. Come and fee for yourself.
2177-. WANTED
Work by the hour. phone
American
Fnrnltura Co.. 123 South See- FOK SALE Livetock
1843-CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
on d.
1, young milk
Two
SALE
flfta: ladies' ehnmrjoo. mens hair cut WANTED
FOR
Washing and Ironing by the
cows. Phone 207.
and shavea at their home, by Perkins
TIME CARDS
day. Call after 6:30 p. m , 1703-Brothers, phone 19T-FOR SALE Bucks and does; also trytake
to
and
WANTED
Washing
Ironing
710 West I.eaL
rabbits.
NOTICE Want to notify my old custom
ing
home. 1(101 West Mountain road.
era that I am now ready to go to their
BALE Young rabbits for
to take FOR
homes any time they want a shampoo or WANTED Washing and Ironing 1505-w900 North Fourth, pnone inan-.
on
home, lit East Coal, phone
treai'
scalo treatment.
I ipeclallxo
fur hogs, gooa
FOK SALE Or trade
Position by experienced typist
mente under tha Harper method. Special WANTED
work horse, weight about 1100; an be
and office (IrU Address F, C, care seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, norto and
rates. Olga Martin, phone 2201-Journal.
Hlo Grande blvd. Phone Z4i)a-H-WHAT WORRIES YOU?
WE8TBOUJO Dally.
head of Train.
WHETHER your troubles ara love. wanted Position by experienced book FOR SALE I have twenty-fiv- e
Arrive. Iieparf,
t
of
v
will
out
health, money or marriage, write fully;
work horsea, and one epan No. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:80 pm
young
good
x.vene-ostrict confidence: Dromot. nersonal reply. town; references: Business Woman.
mules: have some unbroke No. I Calif. Llmlted.H:
i
am ll:0 am
Coffman,
Prof.
womun horses; this is good young, gentle, aound
thousands.
We help
white
WANTED
Competent
7 Fargo
rast.. 10:50 am 11:S0 am
1221 North Second. AlbuquerDlv.
chambermaid or cook,
lock: nrices very reasonable: also have No,
wants position
am 8:01 or
.12:88
No.
The
W.
Navsj".
NorthN.
second-hanharness. 810
que.
best retVrencrs. J. K. B., care Journnt some
nus-J- .
scon Kioenmir. No. 29 El SOUTHBOUND.
AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE nod Hroadway. phone
10:11 pra
WB
Paso
Exp
LOAN
MONEY TO
WILLIAMS
KAMI,
No. 87 El Paso Exp
keep books.
U:lain
BUSINESS CHANCES
On wteh,
room 8. Mellnt building. Phone 70I-MJ.MiiV TO LOAN
EASTBOUND.
No.
funi and varything valuabl WANTED MARRIED MAN, 28, having
The Navajo.. 1:10 pm t.io pm
t
Mr. B. Marcui. tl South Flmt.
4
No.
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 1:40 pm
properties In Albuquerque. 115
bookkeeping, accounting and mlna ofF irs. Birtt-t- ,
ji- -i
No.
pm 1:10 P'n
MONEY TO LOAN
a r. Bight.. J:85
$1,500, 3,000, $1,500 fice experience, deslrea position aa astuijuiiw at oau
timeflee.
10
Tha Scout.... 7:20 am 1:18 am
Na
and $4,000 on flrat elms real estatt. sistant bookkeeper, office clerk or1044-J,
Phone
Klrst-clas- a
FROM BOUTH.
McMllllon & Wood, 808 Wnt Gold.
FOH SALE
shoe shuu, full
keeper; apeak Spanish.
Mr. Floyd
No. tl
From El Paso 1:85 pm
ttne ot machinery; price vary
MONEY TO LOA.S on diamond, waicnua ask for
a. R-- , care No. 20 rrom El Pasn T:00 am
owner
Address
able;
leaving.
and void Jwelry; liberal rellftbtt,
TYPEWRITERS
II
No. M connects at relert vrtth W
Journal.
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 10 N. 1st
City and
All niakea overhauled Full HALE Nice home, furnished, room for Clovla, Peeea Valie HansCONPIDifNTI AL tpana o jewelry, dia- TXPVVRITR8 Klbbnna
G
Coast.
on lots for threa mora houses and
for avery ma
and repaired.
mond watchea, Liberty ton da, planja,
at Del.-- with Wo. II
No. 2 eonnect.
.
good business goes with tha bargain. Ad'
Albunuernu
Typewriter
Loweat raUa. Rnthman'i chine.
automobile.
rrom Clovla and points esi and aoJih
U03-Urvsa Bun alow, car Journal.
121 0outb Founb.
state.
117 Bouth FUaL
phona
th
ta
change,
3vod4
mat-tre-

REALTOR.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412-Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
Notary Fubllc.

RENT

BY

IKttS

BARGAIN

8

and

BUNGALOW

in

modern

MY

"

j

Unfurnished, eight room,
brick, suitable for boarding house, best location near
shops, and six blocks from
Central Avenue.

five-roo- m

own

V. Gold

FIVE ROOM

two-sto-

Auto
Loans.
Phono 156.

Insurance,

223

brick, close to Central avenue.
Is leased for one year at $100
per month. See us for

50,000

I

two-stor-

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and

Real

INVESTMENT

furnished

Ten-roo-

WILL BE

$3,700.

St.

J.

Address work to
THffl BED ARROW,
E. Lai Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative in XO'JH
erritory.)

ALBUQUERQUE

co.,

A REAL HOME,
Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner la leaving; town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,

day.

922

OFFICE

At 216 West Gold avenue Is
under way.
Meantime we are
located at 115 South Second st.
Now is the time to buy that lot.
We've got Bome good ones.

ACKERSON
120

OUR

Board & Room iTAT'llllSSlunATINUT Io0 and up. ry school, Phone
Cost Small yellow
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing,
GlKr. wants to oxchiit
Yale avenue and
And
Cull at
packing, Fhuue 47V. Krvla Bed

HfUH acHOOtj
board,
wnrk for rfiom
609 Mi Hast Central, after 4 p. m.

AT AN

OR4AN

G,

gilt-edg- e

gALERftiil

WANTED

irvT I.UUD'

ARE. HOME, EARUY.
WHERE HAVE.
n VOO BEEN? W3

ZAPF & CO,
Realtors,

CHAS,

We loan money on
security. Have you any to Loan?

may now be had ai St,
.l.ihn's Sanatorium (BplsoopaDi rates,
per weeki Include private
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath ana toilet; menicai care, meaicm",
meals, tray
CARPENTERING
general nursing; excellent
arvtre: .no extras. All roome have steam
JOB"mAN.
ODD
Rev. PETflFOrtb THE
water.
cold
and
running
heat, hot
'
Phone 173-J- .
All kinds of wnrk.
Phone
W. II. Zlegler,
Superintendent.
40J.
'
Odd
WANTED
Jobs carpentering, house
painting and repairing, at reasonable
FOR
prices, Phone 1458-BUILDING, alterations, repairing, large
FOll SALE Fine corner lot, reasonable.
jobs or small; work by oontract er by
Phone 18E2-tha day; reasonable prices; work guarFOR BALE Fine 60 foot lot on East anteed: estimates free. Call 17S6-Silver at reduced price. J. A. nam I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
mond. IIS4 East Silver.
on any kind of a building proposition
Bungavnn KALE Few lots, south highlands, you have In view. A. E. Palmer, 17S8-I17S each: terma If desired. 20S South low Builder, box 41. cttv. phone
Broadway, after 6 p. m.
117.60 to

4RAC100WO0

HELLO

llll!

f

In

Iuiurnnce

o

juLa

five-roo-

TOE SALE

olly:

t

ftOTHEPU- N-

Don't delay that fire insurance,
tomorrow may be too late. We
have one of the best and old-

T,

ALVvAYS

Registered

RATHER. BE HOME
THAN HAN4 OOT AT

A
HOSPITAL- -

MY STOMACH

ARb- -

IFOR
er

eY

By George McManu

by the International News Service.
(J. S. Patent Office.

1921

Copyright,

IN

FOURTH WARD.
This house is built of adobe
and has 0 rooms very conveniently arranged, with plenty of
features.
closets and built-i- n
BeauOak floors throughout.
furnace
and
tiful
fireplace
A
heat. Also adobe garage.
very good value. Owner might
as
corner
lot
part
take a good
payment. Let's show it to you.

D.
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3IU-K4-

Howard neater, almost new.

'i

Citizens

Bank

fildrr. Phone

FOJRNJOiceJRot

ie;

ELECTRICAL

Apples Have Advanced
In the primary market and all indications point to
still further advances. We made a large purchase,
however, just before the upturn in price. The

stock is now in and will be sold on the basis of
our cost. We want you to come in and see them.
A large shipment of fresh Cakes and Crackers
direct from National factory should arrive today.

III

PEACE PALACE TO BE
OPENED WEDNESDAY

U. N. M. PROGRAM

(By The AMnclnted

FOR THE

OF STATE OP

MEETING TODAY IS

WEEK

ANNOUNCED

examinations are booked
Sessions of Eighth Annua! thisMedical
week at the state university:
Conference to Be Held at The girls' examinations will start
this morning at 10 o clock under
Chamber of Commerce; the
direction of Dr. Evelyn Fris- ble.
Other events on the regular
Dinner at Taft Hall.
schedule for the week are;

nodical examination
Electrical men from all parts ef Monday
women students. Evelyn Fris-bimeet
here
today
of the state will
M. D., 10 a. m., women's gymat the opening session of the New
nasium. Meeting of the sophomore
anassociation
Electrical
Mexico
class. William Hale in charge.
e,

HOMER H, WARD

WARD'S STORE,

LET'S GO

well
Many
nual conference.
from
known electrical experts
the
attend
other states will also
convention, which will be held at
the Chamber of Commerce parlors
today and tomorrow.
John Cooper, of Denver, will act

I' hones

815 Mnrblo Avenue.

PII'fifflE

T0DAY

banat toastmaster at the annual Alva-rado
quet to be held at Taft hall, numhotel, this evening. A
ber of other entertainment features have been arranged for the
dolegates by Arthur Prager, president of the association. Among
of the boxing
them are taklng-i- n
show at the armory Tuesday even-- 1
ing when Kid Lee, colored llght-- i
weight champion, will box Fran
Reservations
Herrera, of Trinidad.been
made for
for 100 seats have

William Fox Presents

William Russell in "ROOF TREE"
of Love, Hate, Jealousy. Feuds and Tradition.
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day.
COMEDY
HAROLD LLOYD In a RIP ROARING

A Story

REGULAR
COMING

ADMISSION PRICES.

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRVARY

15

"QUEEN OF SHEBA"
Accompanied

by Special Orchestra.

Douhlc

LOCAL ITEMS
Phono 4 and 5.
Coal Suppl
Ky.,
Joe Meredith of Seottsvllle,"
- .i.iiino' hprn with his brother-in- 613 East
law, Rupert Huntsman,
Central avenue.
of
4.
No.
knights
Mineral
8 o'clock
Pythias, will meet at
The rank of esquire will be
conferred.
The Eastern Star Social club will
meet this afternoon at Masonic
temple at 2:30 o'clock.
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,

ISIuo Label

Columbia Records

'.

t-

91.

Nowjl

Cents

the delegates.
The program for today follows:
Address of welcome by James N.
Gladding. Response by D. E. Rent
President's annual
of Tucumcarl.
address, Arthur Prager of Albuquerque. Reports of secretary and
treasurer. Committee reports. Adof
dress, "The Goal and Value
Budgeting," by O. A. Weller,, presdiident of the Rocky mountain
vision, N. E. L., of Denver. Discussion.
Afternoon session:
"Some Central Station Losses."
by Prof. C. E. Carey of the state
university. "Lighting the Home,"
by George O. Hodgson of Denver.
"General Station Matters," by W.
P. Southard of Trinidad, Colo.. Two.
reels of especial Interest to electrical men will then be shown at the
Crystal theater.

On Sale at

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store

phone
Factory wood, tuli truck load,
Phone IM7-.- I
117 S. First St.
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
V
The Shrine will hold their
meeting at 8 o'clock tonight DUNN ELECTED TO
at the Masonic temple."
HEAD DUKE CITY
Tho "SrNsmXE" nut In Dainty
LETTER CARRIERS
VALENTINE.
reff-Ul- ar

The Hague, Feb. 12 (by the
Plans are
Associated Press.)
the opening of
taking shape for next
the peace palace
Wednesday
of the permanent court of International Justice, created by the
league of nations.
Robed members will make solemn entrance into the great hall
of justice; directors of the Car
negie foundation are to escort to
their spats Queen Wilhelmina,
Queen Mother Emma and Prince
Consort Henry; the registrar then
will read the oath which all the
judges will repeat In their order
of precedence.
Prayers wertf offered In all
churches
today asking Divine
blessing on the work of the court.

J. B. Herndon of the executive
committee of the agricultural loan
agency, left Saturday afternoon
for Washington to confer with officials there regarding more rapid action on loan applications from
this state.
At a meeting of the executive
committee ten days ago plans for
the elimination of delay In acting
on farm loans were discussed, and
at the suggestion of W. F. Ramsey
and W. O. Weiss, of the Texas
federal reserve bank, the agency
decided to send, a representative
to Washington.

Thursday Meeting of Lowell
Literary society, 4:15 p. m., room
Administration
26,
building,
George B. Martin, president pro-teIn charge. Honorary presiding officer, Tearce C. Rodey. Program Regular order of business,
Including the following:
Oration, Roy D. Hickman; declamation,
Mary K. Sands; Debate, "Resolved, That a Federal
Department of Education Should
KenBe Created;" affirmative,
neth Wilkinson,
Cullen Pearce:

Cleveland, O., Feb. 12. Observance of the coronation of Pope
Plus XI in Rome was held In
Catholic churches of the Cleveland diocese today. By direction of
Bishop Joseph Schrembs, solemn
votive mass was offered for the
welfare of the new pontiff, and
the prayer prescribed for the Sunday marking the coronation of a
new pope was read.
Sermons dealt with the office
tho pope holds and Its historic

Ho-kon- a.

negative, George S. Bryan, Charles
Caldwell.
Friday University assembly, 11
a. m., Rodey hall.
!
Meeting of senior and Junior
women. ,Dr. Edna Mosher in
charge, 4 p. m., room 16, Chembuilding.
"B" Theater Repeating today istry
dance, Mr, Dean
Sophomore
for the last time, "Anne of Little Walt
In charge,
p. m..
Smoky," with Winifred Wcstover Woman's club, Dr. Edna Mosher.
cast; also repeatand an
chaperon.
ing the "Miracles of the Jungle"
episode, and the "Current Events"
all-st-

EL PASO HIGH TEAM
Lyric Theater If you want to
WILL MEET BANKERS
seo Anita
Stewart, attend the
She is repeating her
Lyric
HERE NEXT SATURDAY
performance as the leading star
in "The Invisible Fear." Also reAcccptanco of the challenge of
l
"Matrlmoniacs," the
pirtures.

tod-ay-

two-reo-

peating
Bankers' basketball tenm by the
comedy.
of El Paso high school has
Packages, for VOI R
William Rus- team been
Theater
Pastinio
Fannuts.
Pimm
shelled.
received here, and the
Machine
Buford Dunn was elected presi sell Is still at the Pastime as the just
Tenth
.123
North
will meet at the armory
teams
two
8.
nie
Spit..
Asso):i
cast
National
504
an
of
of
dent
Branch
principal
Btrect. Telephone 802.
Har Saturday night.
ciation, of Letter Carriers at the "Roof Tree;" also repeating
According to reports El Paso's
comaftera great two-rein
old
annual
yesterday
Lloyd
meeting
school has one of the fastest
will noon.
David
The D. A. R. muslcale-te- a
Stewart, retiring edy, and the "Fox News" pictures. high
teams in the southwest,
basketball
3
he held at the Elks club from Is president, was tendered a vote of
capable of furnishing a strong bat
The public
to 6 this afternoon.
thanks for his carel'dl administra- "THE ROOF TREE" IS
tle With any tenm in Aluqurque.
FINK ENTERTAINMENT:
tion during the past year.
cordially Invited.
In preparation for tho contest
'
NOW AT PASTIME THEATER
Other officers elected are Ernest
Saturday
night the Bankers are
James
and
vice
president,
Kemper,
practising steadily, and expect to
"HY" SCHNEIDER HAS
IT. McOinley, secretary nna treasopening performYesterday's
be in the best possible shape when
urer. TTpon the Invitation of M. It. ance of "The Roof Tree," a new
meet the southerners. Tony
ARTICLE IN ANNUAL
i Olson me
Fox production, at the Pastime they
merlins tuijimi uvu
Gilbert, manager of the Bankers,
Is
which
repeated
being
BOXING BLADE ISSUE, y. m. c. a. for lunch.
theater,
will have a full squad from which
today, was an occasion of delight to choose his five, having at least
to the many admirers of William two
the
and
In
Texas
along
candidates for each position.
Boxing
AMERICAN LEGION IS
Russell and the virile romances
For forwards the Hankers win
Mexican border Is tho subject of
which he is noted. Russell's have
for
Pegue, Horgan and Gilbert,
SEEKING INFORMATION part in tho picture Is that of k
an article by "Hy" Schneider, sport
all of whom have proved their
editor of the El Paso Times, In tho
sturdy Virginian of pioneer stock, merit on the court. White and
The local post of the American who is forced to go to Kentucky to Salazar will be on hand to contest
recent annual Issue of the Boxlns
is desirous of locating escape the wrath of the McTurk the Job at center, while for guards
Blade, "Hy" barkens back to tne legion
Julian Garcia, formerly of Albu- family after one of their number there
will be a choice between
big bout In February, 1806 when querque, who enlisted in'Company has been killed.
Stowell, Bryan, Cavahaugh and
Bob Fltislmmons knocked out A, casualty, at Camp Coay, N. M
lov
of
mountain
Into
this
story
peter Mahcr in one round at during the world war, or nis al and hatred has been woven a tra Harris.
The Bankers will have two pracLangtry, Tex., and notes the prog-of lottee Gregorio F. Garcia. Anyone dition current among the people of
tice games this week before meet-i- n
ress of boxing in that section
information certain mountain communities
can
who
furnish
any
El Paso. They will play the
Mexico.
the United States and
of namely, tho beneficent
whereabouts
Influence Harwood
the
school tomorrow night,
comAlthough boxing Is not legal in tho regarding
over
to
is
"roof
a
the
tree"
fortunes
of
either
requested
school Thursday.
Lone Star state, "Hy" brings out municateparty
O. Wester-fiel- of the family whose home it over- and the Indian
with
Frank
Albuquerque high school and
the fact that some of the best boys
theme theThe
The
tree
roof
Albuquerque.
spreads.
will also play
school
acHarwood
in
seen
In tho world are to be
gives a beautiful touch of senti- Saturday night before the Bankers'
tion at the various government resseethes
which
ment
to
a
picture
game with El Paso.
ervations In the state, such as Fort BURGLAR GETS $1.15
with primitive emotions.
Bliss, which is located on the outIs by cnarles Neville
The
story
REGISTER
CASH
FROM
An
arena has
skirts of El Paso.
THREE TIE FOR FIRST
Buck, with Jack Dillon's-unerrinbeen erected at Fort Bliss which
apparent in directing the picHONORS IN AMATEUR
A. S. Gann's store at 501 South hand
has a seating capacity of 3, COO.
as usual. Is a noble
ture.
Walter street was entered last night figure Russell,
The
tho
TRAPSH00TING MEET
picture.
throughout
In
small
by a burglar and 11.15
cast Is far above the ordinary in
HEAVY WEIGHT CHAMP
cash
from
the
stolen
regischange
Chief In his
's
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 12.
The burglar made his escape ability. Sylvia Breamer. support
Other Im- Frank
HERE, ALSO DOUGLAS ter.
Troeh, Vancouver, Wash.;
from a back door as Mr. Gann en- pretty
Florence
are
portant players
Frank Etchen. Coffeyvllle, Kans.,
FAIRBANKS AND MARY tered the front door. Aside from Deshon,
Daly, Arthur MorO. Warren, Yerrlngton,
W.
and
the change, nothing was stolen. rison andRobert
Al Fremont.
tied for first place and split
Police have a good description or
From the standpoint of enter Nev
Douglas and Mary Fairbanks, the
money In tho race today for
burglar.
Jack and Lottie Pickford, Jack
tainment, "The Roof Tree" Is one the
International amateur flyer
the
film
other
do7.cn
a
most
seen
and
of
the
enjoyable pictures
Dempsey
championship, the last event on
inn nnsaed through Albuquerque
DEATHS AND FUNERALS at a local theater for months.
the program of the eighteenth
last night on their way to the
trapshooting
annual
coast. Dempsey is a close friena
ANITA STEWART SCORES
VIGIL
Dorotlo
Vigil,
tournament here. Their score was
nf Frank Herrera. who will box old son of Mr. and Mrs.
HIT IN "INVISIBLE FEAR":
Jose
Vigil,
of
94
out
I09.
LAST TIME AT LYRIC
Kid Lee here tomorrow night, and
yesterday morning at a local
the heavyweight champion spent died
after a short Illness. The
sus
filled
with
Tense
nraetirallv all of tho time between hospital
drama,
was shipped to Sabinal, N. M.
and excellent acting,
trains trying to locate the Trinidad - body
Burial will be made at San Juan pense, thrills
linhtwelcht. He left a note at Her- Garcia
a sentence, descrlDes
in
That,
& Sons are in charge.
In
his
well
him
The Invisible Fear," a First Na
rcra's hotel wishing
Large brick building, 801 South
bout with Lee.
starring Anita Edith. Suitable forL. business,
Robert D. Kennedy tional attraction,
KENNEDY
is being repeated
known as the I. X.
Grocery
died at his home on East Central Stewart,for which
the last time at the Lyric For quick sale, see
avenue yesterday
His today
morning.
MORE THAN MILLION
is
one
of the strongest
1524 South Broadway.
wife and brother were here with theater. It
ever been our
DOLLARS ASKED FROM him. The body was taken to pictures which toit has
It holds
and
see,
fortune
good
Brothers' mortuary pending the
rapt attention of the spectator
LOAN AGENCY BOARD Strong
funeral arrangements.
with a. vise-lik- e
grip.
Miss
Stewart once more gives in
APODACA
The funeral of
More than 31,000,000 in loan exthat Bhe Is a lead
proof
disputable
the
Adolfo Apodaca, who died Satur er
plications will coi.ie before
omong the women stars. "j.ne Highest
prices paid for all
ecutive committee of the agriculday night, will be held this morn Invisible
demands
Fear"
kinds of FIRE, ARMS. Must be
acting 01
Its ing at 8 o'clock from the family
tural loan agency when It holds afStewart
Mies
Aand
in
order,
condition,
the
residence. Burial will be at Atrlsco riseshighest
regular monthly meeting this
occasion with marked
213 S. First St.
to
l'hono 964-ternoon.
cemetery. Crollott will be in charge. success. the
Her part is a difficult one,
be
amount
to
eact
Although the
to
in
her
It
that
requires
register
The funeral of
JARAMILLO
presented to the committee Is not
a secret fear almost constantly, but
yet known, Indications are thatbe-it Andrleta Jaramlllo, Infant daugh so vividly does she register tne
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leopoldo Jara
will be the largest ever brought
emotion that the audience Is
fore the committee for considera- millo, who died Saturday, will be subtle
in the sway of h3r artistry.
held
from
afternoon
the
this
held
family
tion.
Stewart has been surroundresidence at 3 o'clock. Crollott will ed Miss
with a highly capable cast, inIn
be
charge.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
cluding such sterling players as
Walter McGrail, Alan Forrest,
CHAVES
Chaves,
aged
Miguel
DOINGS
Morse, Estelle Evans,
Hamilton
54 years, died early Sunday morn
George Kuwa, Edward Hunt and
at
Los
residence
t'aainas.
at
his
ing
Crane.
So many new homes are being He Is survived
by Mrs. Chaves, two Ogdon
Gorgeous sots have been providbuilt east of the University of New daughters and one
brother. Funeral
NEVER AGAIN
the background of the piced
for
Mexico that people are beginning arrangements are pcnaing.
uroi
on
ture most of the action taking With present developments
to realise that that institution, Is lott Is in charge.
East Silver, near Highland
place at a fashionable country club
really In the city.
lots there,
Park, can
an Imposing
Tho county road superintendent
DURAN Francisco Puran, aged and in and about
be bought as cheap as now.
la doing splendid work on Silver 68
afternoon
died
yesterday
years,
500
left
to $650
a
at
few
Just
The story was written by Hamp
avenue through the heights by at his residence at Old AiDuquer
on easy terms.
is duih
and
the
ton
Del
plot
Ruth,
sons
sprinkling that thoroughfare
three
survived
is
by
que. He
denouement In a
J. A. HAMMOND,
to dragging.
all of this city, nn to s thrilling
and two
Phono 1522-manner.
824 E. Silver.
A number of social doings are He was adaughters,
of the S. N. M fascinating
member
are
It is pictures like this that
heinir arranged for Washington's De. M. P. No. 1 of Old Albuquerpicmotion
of
children's
the
art
an
birthday and several
que. Funeral arrangements will making
being planned.
Industry, and wo welcome-morhe made today. The boay was ture like
Get
men:
it. The audiences yesterHeights
University
taken to Crollott funeral parlors.
Inday gave visible proof of thslr
your tickets at the Builders' Supply
tense interest In the story arid the
company for the monthly banquet
Chacon
Miss
CHACON
Flora
of the Iead Avenue Methodist aged 13 years, died last night at her fine acting of the cast.
evening, residence. 1810 West Mountain
church; 76 cents; Tuesday
SHOE SHOP
Cm ELECTRIC
February 14. 6:30 o'clock.
road. She is survived by two sis
2)3 Snath Second.
Phone
Call and Delivery.
beside
her
one
ters
'
rot
brother
and
I
On February 15th a daily
CARD OF THANKS.
was taken to
mother.
The
We wish to thank our many Crollott funeralbody
stage service will run to
pending
parlors
kindfriends for their numerous
funeral arrangements.
Illness
recent
nesses, during the
TAOS.
and death of our beloved baby
GARCIA The funeral of Miss
on. Thomas Andrew Jacobs.
Garcia, who died Friday
600
DYF.RS AND nATTERS
MR. AND MRS. C. J. JACOBS. Luplla
morning, was held yesterday at 8
11VO CLEANING
Belen. New Mexico. ,
Office Sinner Ornr Store.
o'clock from Crollott funeral par810 West Central
Phono 453. Cor. 6th and Gold
lors. The body was taken to Bar.Malone Taxi & Transfer 158 ton, N. M., for burial.
all-st- ar

el

v

HERNDON LEAVES FOR
WASHINGTON TO MEET
LOAN AGENCY HEADS

CLEVELAND CHURCHES
OBSERVE CORONATION
(By Tho Amorloted Press.)

character.

TO ERECT SEMINARY.
New York, Feb. 12. A $1,000,,
000 synagogue house or seminary,
to be used primarily for the training of Jewish college and university graduates for tho reformed
Jewish ministry is to be erected In
h
street off CenWest
tral Park, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise
announced today.
Sixty-eight-

BIKE RACE IS OX.
t Chicago, Feb. 12. Twenty-eigriders, composing fourteen teams,
got away tonight at 9 o'clock on
biko race that closes
the
next Saturday night at 11 o'clock
4
1
continuous racing.
hours
after
ht

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co
Phone 939.

C. II. CONNER, M. T). D. O.

For Convalescent
the mountains. Rates $12.50
per week. For Reservations.

Phone

,

1

'

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
h

inii.mniMnijiiiinwin

490-- J

MULES KICK
repair your

won't, if we
watch. Best workmanship In the
less money.
for
city,
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP,
215 South Second Street.

iiu

'!'

mi win pi m m

ARE WOMEN MORE
HEROIC THAN MEN?

G--

Follow the actions of the

a
girl in this picture
real girl of the West and
judge for yourself.

'

A DRAMA REPLETE
WITH ACTIONS AND
THRILLS.

G--

Added Attractions t

"liirac.es of the
Jangle"
Current Events

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

Regular Prices.

NURSE
Going East can have all expenses paid by accompanying
patient to Mineral Point, Wisconsin.
PHONE 814--

'

I" UH',li.(H

Gallup Lump Coal
WHY?

ooNTmcors t to

Johnson Coal Co.
N.

BOO

First

Phone

n

p. m.

LAST TIME TODAY

388--

Louis B. Mayer Present

WANTED

ANITA

Plumber,
must
be
mechanic.
Address A. J., care Journal
Non-Unio-

expert

ST EWAR

In her most sumptuous production of all

ELMS HOTEL
Finest rooms In the state
steam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
out private bath, $4 to $10 ween
Transient rate SI. 50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

You

Fresh Lump Lime
Market.

Best on the
SUPERIOR WniTE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Snpply & Lumber Co.
Fhoncs 4 and 5,
In Hulk

'

COAL

$11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

GUYS TRANSFER
324 S. Second

Phone 371

FOR RENT

Directed by Edwin Carewe
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

Six rooms

modern
Five rooms modern.
Four rooms modern, furnished
Seven rooms modern, furnished
or unfurnished.
FOH SALE
30 Acre ranch on North Fourth

Added Attraction!

"MATRIMOfllACS"
A Two Part Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

--

street.

One
One
Suitable for Apartments.
NATIONAL INVESTMENT CO.

Announcement
Wednesday, Feb. 15, I
will open a grocery store
at 822 S. Walter. I will
e
handle
goods
and the prices will be
right. Cash or credit. We

CERRILL0S EGG COAL

Opening

$10.50 Ton
Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size'
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

high-grad-

WANTED

deliver.

House Maid.
Apply
Murphcy Sanatorium.

ROBERT JONES
Phone 682

Valentine Dance
COLOMBO HALL

Homeseekers

Monday Night,
February 13.
Two gold watches given away
FREE at II o'clock. Music by
WHITE LIGHTNING
HARMON1ZERS
Admission, $1.00; tax, 10c.

NOTICE

terest

8

percent.

Phone

2380--

,

' Guaranteed

COAL
GALLUP
SWASTIKA
V SUGARITE
Best Prices,
All Sizes.
NEW STATE COAL CO.
--

y

Phono

35

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE 91.

AUCTION SALE

bunbeautiful seven-roogalow, Just completed. Interior
decorated and finished In colors to suit the most delicate
taste. This house open for Inspection any time. Half block
from Central on Maple street.
A

m

Tuesday, February 14, at 805 N. Fourth
Street. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m..
Five rooms of furniture to. go to the highest bidder for cash.
comNote tho following articles to be sold. Dressers,-rockersmodes, beds, springs nnd mattresses, oil cook stove, hentinK
stove kitchen tabic, hand orcan with twelve records, portieres, small rugs, cooking utensils and many other articles not
mentioned. If It Is house furnishings you want, don't full to
nttend this sale. Everything must go, nothing to bo reserved.
Bo on hand promptly and bring your friends. If any one has
n few odd pieces of furniture they want to sell in this snlo
call Oobcr before 6 o'clock Monday afternoon, nnd he will
arrango to get In what yon wish to sell.

Jones & Turnbull.
General Contractors.
1216

East Gold.

THE IMPERIAL

For Sale by Owner.
New 3 room furnished
house in highlands. A
bargain $2,050; $860.00
cash; payments $30; in-

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Phone

.

to The Juiirnnl.)

ipondi-nc-

Intl., Feb. 12.
Indianapolis,
American soldiers had specific ortho spot" any
to
"on
ders
shoot
person advising surrender durini?
to
battle. This fuct is brought
light by William E. Moore, writing
in the current issua of the American Legion Weekly.
The shock which Americans received on the publication recently
of testimony produced by Senator
Watson, (Georgia) moved Moon;
a former captain in the signal
corps to dig from war records in
Washington tho account of Gen3
Order No. 56.
eral Bullard's
containing the phrase "he should
be killed on the spot" and to counter Watson's generalizations.
During the operations of the
Third army corps around Chateau
Thierry, the story goes, rumors of
Germans in American uniforms
began to be heard. The matter
came to a head at Flsmettes on
August 27, when. In the midst of
sharp fighting, a man wearing the
uniform of a U. S. army officer
ordered a detachment of American
troops to surrender themselves.
One hundred and forty soldlors
were betrayed and fell Into tho
hands of the enemy. No one had
ever seen the officer before ani
np one In the American army ever
saw him again. The 3 order No.
56 appeared, following an investi
"In a battle," the order
gation.
stated, "there Is no time to inquire
Into the identity or motives of persons who create panic, disorganization, or surrender."
Moore cites the Flsmette Inci
dent as ft precedent for shooting at
sight, but flatly denies that In
stances have been substantiated in
the senatorial hearings. "The fact
is," he concludes, "the whole bat-- ,
tie record of the A. K. F. Is Inspiring in its refutation of such charg
es as Senator Watson made."

2033--

J.

In

STAGE

EMPIRE Cleaners

70I--

Well Country Camp
Tuhercnlnrs

WANTED

'

(Special Corre

Specialist.

Osteopathic
Uldg. Tel.

Stern

BARGAIN

A61--

HAD ORDERS

TO SHOOT "COWARDS,'
SAYS OVERSEAS MAN

G

mid-wint-

-l

SOLDIERS

six-da- y

r-

,

VreniO

12.30 p. m., room 16, Chemistry
building.
to Bandia
Geology excursion
Prof. R. W. Ellis in
mountains.
5
fh.
p.
charge,
of women
Tuesday Meeting
students Interested In varsity bas
ketball. Miss catnerlne Mccormick
in charge, 12:30 p. m., room 26,
Administration building.
Meeting of the senWednesday
ior class, Ralph Hernandez In
12:30
p. m., room 26, Ad
charge,
ministration building.
Medical examination of women
students, Evelyn Frisbie, M. D., 10
a. m., women's gymnasium.
Medical consultation for women
students, Evelyn Frisbie, M. D..
2:30-- 3
p. m., 813 2 West Central
avenue.
Medical examination of men
students, P. G. Cornish, Jr., M. D.,
5
p. m., room 16, Chemistry
building.
Y. W. C. A. meeting, Miss Mary
Sanda In charge, 5:30 p. m.,
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LAUNDRY CO.

J. L. GOBER, - Auctioneer.

"TUB LATJNDRY.
OF QUALITY"
Dyelmr, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
latest
cleaned
process.
by

Phones

148

and 449.

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber
Heels, 40c

Robert

Dr.

Brewington

Lung apd Stomach
Specialist.

.

'

...

509 East Central.

Phono

- -

- 5 15-- J

F O R R

ENT

Steam heated offlcs space at
207 West Gold Avenue. Apply
REALTY CO.

Cm

We announce a reduction in the price of Canon
City Coal. This Coal is the very best on the local
market. Can be used for any purpose. Full of
helat and vigor. Try it and you will be convinced.
Other Coal in proportion.
,

.

Free Call and Delivery

Phone

(

127

GOAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

Rightway Shoe Shop
31S

South

Second.

4-

Lot Our

-

Phones 5

,

,

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home

,

